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Il-l'"TRODU CTION 
Chaucer was acquainted ~dth the classics 
and drew upon them extensively in v~iting The Canterbury 
Tales. Chaucerian scholars agree upon this, yet often 
disagree on the · source of specific material. The problem of 
this thesis is to determine, if possible, the classical 
writers to whom Chaucer was directly indebted and the extent 
to which he borrowed from them; to discuss his techniques in 
the use of sources; and to evaluate the influence of the 
classics upon him. 
The plan in considering Chaucer's ~ of Classical 
Themes and Materials in n'The Canterbury Tales 11 is to deal 
primarily with Chaucer's first-hand use of source material 
and to weed out intermediary sources of classical stories 
known in the Middle Ages via the French and the Italian. 
The problem would be immensely simplified if Chaucer 
had used classical stories as major source material. "The 
Physician's Talen is the only 
which has a plot of classical 
I 
one of the Canterbury group II 
origin. The task of ascertain- , 
ing definite sources is a difficult one at best. Dr. Hammond 
pays tribute to Thomas Tyrwhitt whose Introductory Discourse 
1 
she summarizes in her Bib l iographical Manual. She repcn:> ts 
--------------------------------------~----------------------
1E. P. Hannnond, Chaucer: A Bibliographical Manual, 
New York: The Macmillian Co., 1908, p. 210. 
that he assigned definite sources to six of the Tales and to 
nThe Wife of Bath's Prologue, 11 and that in the 160 years 
following his research, no more specific sources were found 
for nine others than those he had postulated. 
John Livingston Lowes, in an article, nChaucer and the 
Classics," points out that Chaucer may have been introduced II 
Lowes supports his point II to the classics through the French. 
by declaring that Chaucer 1rnew Roman history through the 
French and that French translations of Latin classics, 
including an unprinted Roman de Titus Livius, were available 
i 
in the Fourteenth Century. Lowes contends that after Chaucer 'I 
I 
had learned to read Latin in the original, he seized upon 
the opportunity to combine all versions, Aeneid and Eneas; 
Me ses and Ovid Moralise; Thebaid, Teseide, and 
1 
oman de Thebes. Since Chaucer assimilated all his readings, 
an evaluation of any one of the three strands, Latin, French, 
or Italian, in the "resultant ··fabric 11 is the rna terial of 
critical analysis. To perform this, every reference in the 
itings to subject ma-tmr of the classics nmst be exrunined. 
Resemblances in thought and phrase often prove elusive. 
Boyd Ashly Wise, Fellow in the Department of Latin at 
ohns Hopkins University, writes as follows in his 
------------------------------------------------------------ l 
1 
J. L. Lowes, "Chaucer and the Classics," Nation, CIII, 
tl916), sup. 2-3. 
- --
1 
Intr oduct i on to a doctor's dis s erta tion, entitled The Influ- 1 
~ _£! Statiu s upon Chaucer: " ••• influence is a su\}tle 
thing when the author influenced is a great, original gen i u s, 11 
able to improve upon his models and sources, or at any r a te 1 
able to give all ma terial the stamp of his own mint.~- In II 
certain places where the evidence of Chaucer 1 s classical 11 
sources is circumstantial, it seemed valuable to point out 
parallels dravm from classical authors whom Chaucer is kno\vn 
to h ave used. Wherever it \Vas impossible to differentiate 
between primary and secondary sources, pass ages in inter-
mediary sources which are not paralleled in the classics 
are omitted. 
i 
!I 
!I 
I! 
------------------------------------------------------------- I - I  
1B. A. Wise, The Influence of Statius upon Chaucer, 
Baltimore: J. H. Furst Co., 19ll, p. i. 1j 
i 
'====,ll,======================-==--~- -----== 
PART I 
CHAUCER'S KINSHIP WITH CLASSICAL AUTHORS 
=c=======-=======r~ -- ---
,, 
11 
II 
INTRODUCTION to PART I 
Chaucer's Kinship with Classical Authors 
A study to determine the extent to which Chaucer was 
familiar vdth the classics in the original should begin with 
a consideration of t he poet himself. Chaucer, the man, his 
background, his education, his characteristics, and his 
interests predetermined him to read the classics. Tha t he 
favored particular classical authors from whom he borrowed 
extensively he tells us himself. Less easy to identify are 
those whom he used without citation. Consideration of these 
writers and of the sources which have been attributed to him 
by the authorities is included in Part I. 
:I 
_l==-==· ~-~-========~~,~ 
\I 
II 
Chaucer's Introduction to the Classics 
11In the f'irst place, as he is the f'ather of' English 
poetry, so I hold him in the same degree of' veneration as 
I 
the (}recians held Homer, or the Romans Virgil." Thus wrote 
John Dryden, the greatest literary f'igure of' the Restoration, 
of' Geof'f'rey Chaucer. The comparison is an apt one, f'or 
Chaucer owed this position in English literature to the 
inf'luence of' the Italian Renaissance, which introduced him 
to the classics and guided him to ref'lect on the ideas of' 
antiquity. True, Greek was unknmm e_ven to the le arned 
scholars of' the Middle Ages, but the Renaissance inf'luence 
manifested itself through Latin, which in Chaucer's day was 
the r epository of the world's knowledge, the open sesame to 
every branch o~ learning. 
Petrarch and Boccaccio, great Italian scholars of' the 
Renaissance, were instrumental in introducing Chaucer to the 
classics. Through them, he gained an understanding of' the 
spirit which prevaded classical Latin literature. 
Edgar Finley Shannon suggests in his book, Chaucer ~ the 
Poets, that it was this spirit which contributed 
dly to Chaucer's intellectual development and proved 
I 
------------------------------------------------------------- I 
1w. P. Ker, Essays of' John Dryden, Ox.f'ord Clarendon Press J 
ondon, Edinborough, and New York, Henry Frowde, 1910, II, 25~ 
II 
==--=====--=-===Jo= -==--= 
II 
I 
I 
i~ 
The Renaissance was well Under way when, in 1372, ~~ 
Chaucer journeyed to Italy; his later visit in 1378 served to 11 
1 
inspirational to him. 
deepen his earlier impressions. He was never the same man ~~~ 
again. The Italy of this period was animated with the spirit i 
- - I 
of personal liberty and realism which had permeated Roman 
literature. The Italian period in Chaucer's life was really 
2 
I· 
I 
I 
I 
I 
a classical period. I 
Chaucer as a Renaissance poet was incomprehensible to I 
the mediaeval mind. The court, where Chaucer was a favorite, ii 
3 
frowned at the liberties he took wi th the Court of Love rules , 
The Church could not condone naked realism. Shannon suggests I 
that this may be the re ason why Chaucer 
J-t-
II I II 
wrote the Rtttraction 1 ~ 
at the end of The Canterbury T~les. Be that as it may, 
Chaucer's imagination was " •• enlightened and emancipated by 
the Classicsrr in the House of Fame, Troilus and Cressida , 
- 5 
The Legend of~ Women, and Th e Canterbury Tales. 
-------------------------------------------------------------1 
E. F. Bhannon, Chaucer and the Roman Poets, Cambridge: 
Harv~rd University Press, 1929, p:-377. 
Jl:bid.' p.378 
J, Loc. cit. 
?bid., p. 382 
Loc. cit. 
==~==~!==================-==~~~=-~================== 
Chaucer's Temperament ~Revealed in his Attitude 
Toward Classical Sources 
Chaucer was transformed by his contacts with classical 
writings largely because his nature responded to their 
influence. He was like a seed planted in rich loam which 
grows and flourishes best in suitable environment. Chaucer II 
;I 
was a man of multiple interests, and these interests found 
ample opportunity for satisfaction in classical literature. 
Chaucer tells us repeatedly that he loved to read. No 
oubt, he re ad everything accessible. But books in the 
ourteenth Century were rare. Thomas R. Lounsbury writes 
scholar of the Middle Ages was guided in his re ading 
1 
much by choice as by wha t was available to him. liThe 
iterature of the world worth reading for itself had always 
2 
I 
I 
I 
I! 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
en confined to a v ery few languages.u English was not one 
3 
in the Middle Ages. Fortunately, Chaucer was not 
to English. Speght believed that a comparison 
Chaucer and the classical writers, Greek and Latin, 
whom Chaucer selected excellent material, would prove 
cer to be a man of wide reading, familiar with several 
LJ. 
anguag.es. 
------------------------------------------------------------1 
T. R. Lounsbury, Studies in Chaucer, l-Tew York: Harper 
Bro1hers, 1 892, II, 197. 
3 Ibid., p . 201. ] Loc." cit. 
~ Ibid., pp. 170-173. 
and I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Chaucer lrnew French and followed his French models 
closely in the early period of his writings. 
of Italian doubtless led to his selection for 
missions to Italy. He had access, therefore, 
His knowledge 
diplomatic 1
1 to the classics i 
I 
through both French and Italian sources which he used freely 
and independently. Among his intermediary sources, French 
was prominently represented by the Roman de lQ, Rose, 
Italian, by the writings of Boccaccio and Dante; neo-classica~ 
:\ 
\"lri ters of the Middle Ages who flourished especially in the i/ 
1
1l Tvrelfth Century were also quoted and translated from the ,
1 
Roman authors . of the First Century. These might substitute 
for the original but not replace it. 
Chaucer's imagination was fired and his intellectual 
curiosity challenged by the classics. Scholars are agreed 
I 
that in many c a.ses Chaucer seems to have gone directly to the 1 
original sources for his accounts. They disagree as to the 1 
specific authors and sources to which he may have had recours J 
Chaucer's education in the literary field probably included 
all the Latin v~iters whose works were studied in the schools 
and those read by the educated and cultured men of the Middle 
2 
Ages. He perhaps read these authors more thoroughly and 
-------------------------------------------------------------]_ 
Ibid., p. 317 ff. 2 Ibid., p. 420. 
II ! 
purposefull y than the average man of his times because he was I 
a v~iter himself, intent upon using what interes ted him as 
illustrative material in his own poetry. 
The cl assical authors wh ich were available in Chaucer's 
day were limited but significant. Eberhardus, the .author 
of 11Labyrinthus, 11 written in t h e Twelfth Century on the 
subject of education, in Part III, entitled ~ Versification~ ~~ 
lists forty writers, almost all poets, who should be studied '1 
by an educated gentleman. Knowledge of eighteen on this 
list h as been attributed to Chaucer; eight of them, are 
classical, n amely, Virgil, Ovid, Persius, Juvenal, Statius, 
1 
Lucan , Claudian, and Boethius. 
Although Chaucer probably re ad all these class~cal 
authors, h e did not borrow from them indiscriminately . In 
late r chapters de aling with materials which Chaucer selected 
I to use from the clas sics, the question will arise as to why 
he chose ce rtain data and i gnored other s of the same or 
equally a ccessible authors. Chaucer's interests played a 
l major role in determining this f actor. 
Chaucer was a man primarily interested in human nature 1 
and wished to reflect it in his stories. Love, particularly ~ 
women in love, fascinated him, as it had Ovid, his favorite 
classical writer. Ovid was "Venus' clerk" whose many stories 
I 
I 
-------------------------------------,------------------------ ,, 
1
Ib1d •• p. )jl9 ff. I 
~--===ll====== =-----=-- = -=-==- = =====-===============;r 
dealt with the eternal human p 9ssion. 
~Le appeal of the miknown ~as strong in Chaucer's nature ' 
He was intellectually curious. Science fascinated him. His 
many references to astronomy and his particular int erest in 
the dream of Scipio so indicate • The miraculous ever 
fascinated him; witness his use of Cicero's De Divinations 
and his selections dealing with astrology. Boethius' refer-
ences particularly impressed Chaucer in this area. 
In a survey of Chaucer's interests, it is significant to 
note the subjects which bored him, for they too played a part : 
in determining his selection of subject matter. He seems not 
to have been greatly interested in the politics and history 
of the ancients. He tells us that he enjoyed reading 
1 
nthe grete poete, daun Lucan,n but E. F. Shannon challenges 
Chaucer's sincerity in making this statement. 
Professor Shannon contends that Chaucer drew little upon 
Lucan. T'ae man looking for a human interest story would not 
find it in the , Pharsalia. Chaucer was not interested in 
2 
"moving apo:strophesn to Pompey as the uapostle of Freedom.n 
G'.o.aucer was delighted in laughing good humoredly at the 
I 
t· 
I 
!I 
I 
!' 
~====~============-=-=-=--=-=-==·============================-~===~=-======~F========= 
to him. Juvenal, whose delight lay in delivering jeremiads 
against the times, had little to offer Chaucer. 
Just as Chaucer's interests governed his selection of 
materials from the classics, so his intellectual traits 
guided him in the use of these materials. He was of a 
critical turn of mind; therefore, before he accepted or used 
a source, he studied it objectively and judged it calmly. He 
lived in an age of credulity and superstition, but he neither 
wished to beguile his readers not to be considered a dupe 
1 
himself. W'.nen he related Virgil's episode of Aeneas suddenly 
rendered invisible by Venus, Chaucer added, "I cannot say if 
. 2 
this be possible. 11 Often, having told us a wondrous tale, 
he referred us to his source, nThus saith the book, withouten 
any les~ "· 3 
It is not surprising that the classics in general aype 
to Chaucer, for the characteristics inherent in them were 
Chaucer's own qualities. The classics emphasized contem-
porary interests and portrayed life directly and realisti-
cally. Their pages were animated with the "spirit of 
individual freedom." Professor Shannon quotes Henry Osborne 
Taylor who wrote in his book, The Mediaeval Mind, that the 
- -
lLounsbury, op. cit., II, 503. 
2 Ibid., )02. 
3Robinson, op. cit., "The Legend of Good Women," p. 589, 
1. 1022· 
I 
-J -8~~ 
1
\ classics utemper one's disposition to tolerance and restraint!f 
The term, classicism in the general sense was defined accord- ~~ 
ing to the critics, Pater, Brunetiere, and Saint Beuve, as a I 
2 
combination of "qualities of measure, poise, and sanity." 
Elisabeth Woodbridge in an article, entitled "Chaucer's 
Classicism, 11 discusses Chaucer's temperament as revealed in 
3 
his attitude toward his material. She comes to the conclusicn 
that he was "an artistic man of the world, 11 a classicist akin !I 
II 
to the ancients in realistic treatment; ref'lective, "somewhat 
melancholy" attitudes; and a liking for the humor and irony 
4 
of life. Even his characters of knights and squires were not 
5 I 
romantic, for such beings were commonplace in Chaucer's day. 'I 
Unlike the romanticist, he avoided the secret, the mysterious, ! 
dismissing such considerations with a line such as, "Wel more II 
6 I 
thing then men han seen with ye l 11 1 
I! 
I Chaucer's temperament is revealed in his 
attitude toward his classical sources. His education, no 
doubt, included all the Latin writers studied in the contem-
I 
porary school curriculum and those read by the scholars of h:fu ll 
------------------------------------------------------------- '1 
. I 
lshannon, Chaucer and The Roman Poets, p. 376. 
2E. Woodbridge, "Chaucer's Classicism, 11 Journal 
Germanic Philologt, I, (1897), 111. 
~Ibid., p. ll • 
·Loc. cit. 
or 
Srbid., p. 11.5 
6Robinson, op. cit., 
Women," p. 567, 1. 11. 
"The Prologue to the .Legend of Good 
I! 
I' 
I 
/I 
I 
I 
II 
!I 
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!, 
I 
II 
II 
day. Authorities have found traces of eight classical 
writers in his writings. He used these sources directly, 
l 
I 
1 although his knowledge of languages enabled him to read 
classical material in French and Italian. Chaucer read 
omnivorously, but he selected only what interested him to use i 
i 
in his ovm writings. He understood human nature and employed j 
the lo_ve theme prominently. He pictured man 1 s idiosyncrasies 1jf 
. I 
but was never cynical or bitter about his shortcomings. :; 
Intellectually curious, he delved into scientific fields and 
1
1 
explored the unknown, but avoided the dark, mysterious, and i 
unreal. He does not seem to have been interested in the ~~ 
history and politics of ancient times. Chaucer studied his 
I 
sources objectively and in presenting them made it c~ear that J 
he was not an authority on the subject under consideration; 
neither .. could he vouch for the authenticity of his stories. 
He often referred the reader to the sources so that the 
reader might draw his own conclusions. 
i 
The Problem of Source Identification 
in The CanterburyTaies 
I 
___j 
Chaucer refe r red constantly to sources, many of which he ! 
had re ad in the original, but his k inship with t h e ancients 
is revealed in his writings even where one cannot identify 
s pecific sources. Direct borrowings decreased a s Chaucer 
I 
de alt more and more with contemporary life. Nevertheless, 
the classical influence pervades his later writings, mani-
festing itself in 11 patterns 11 here and there throughout the 
2 
poems_. This is true of The Canterbu:r::y: Tales, even though 
they ar e free from t he dominat.ion of source influences. 
Chaucer frequently cited authors t hat he neither used 
nor knew immediately. Occasionally, he made this clear as in !! 
the case of the Greeks, Aristotle, Homer, and Plato. 
Line 7L~o of the "General Prologue." 
nlJVhoso can him (Plato) rede. n II 
On the other hand, in 11The Knight's Tale" when Chaucer II 
sitated t o describe Emelye's s acrifice 
3 
I 
to Diana and referred 
u s for t h e details to 11 Stace of Thebes,rr the problem arises 
to whether he was acknowledging an original source or 
lshannon, Chaucer and the 
2 --Loc. cit. 
3 Robinson, op. cit., "The 
Roman Poets, n. 302. -~ .1. 
YI..TI.i gh t 's Tale, 11 11. 228)_+.- 2291+ 
I 
I as 
========================~~~ lL~~ 
1 
claiming an ancient authority where none existed. 
Boyd A. Wise, who vvrote a doctor's dissertation on The Influ- 1 
~ of Statius upon Chaucer, points out that Chaucer referre~ 
us faithfully to his sources, but that author-s of the Middle 
Ages often quoted from one source and referred the reader, 
not to the source quoted, but to the "remote author knovm to 
2 
have written upon the subject. 11 
If m~aucer cited authorities merely to give prestige to 
his writings, he was inconsistent in neglecting to name some 
sources which he did use at first hand. Harry M. Ayers in 
discussing Chaucer's use of Seneca claims that Chaucer quoted 1 
. l 
Seneca with specific references more frequently than any 
other author except Ovid, but that he was actually under far 
3 
greater obligations to several whom he did not name. He 
often implied the identity of authorities without naming them I! 
and used themes which the Middle Ages would have recognized, 
without ci tati'on, as derived from certain classical authors. 
A detailed investi gation of the classical writers whom 
Chaucer knew first hand and of the extent to which he l~ew 
1Ibid., p. 7~2, n. 2293-94. Robinson points out that 
Boccaccio, not Statius, describes Emily's sacrifice, but that 
Bo ccaccio's model may have been Statius' account of the rites 
of Tiresias and his daughter Manto. 
2wise, op. cit., p. 142. 
3H. M ~ Ayers, "Chaucer and Seneca,u Romanic Review, X, 
( 1919 (' 2. 
1 
them leads to consideration of the following authors: --11 
Virgil, Ovid, Statius, Claudian, V. Flaccus, Horace, 11 
i! 
POETS: 
Juvenal, Persius, Lucan. 
PROSE VlfRITERS: Boethius, Seneca, Cicero, V. Maximus. 
(Historical) Livy, Suetonius. 
Some fami l iarity with each of these writers has been implied 
2 
by ~naucer or attributed to him by editors and commentators. 
II 
SUMMARY: 
must recognize 
does not prove 
A survey of Chaucer's use of classical writers I 
the following problems: Citation of an author !I' 
that Chaucer read him. Like other writers of I 
'I 
the Fourteenth Century, Chaucer may h ave claimed the ultimate II 
sources of references which he borrowed from intermediary !1 
'I iters. Chaucer was t remendously indebted to certain direc~1 
\i 
sources which he failed to identify. Sometimes modern reader~! 
I 
can only draw reasonable inferences but Chaucer's contempor-
aries may have recognized authorities which we do not discern. 
The Canterbury Tales are particularly challen.~ing to a studenJ I 
'I 
source identification, for they reflect the subtle influ- I! 
e of the classics upon Chaucer rather than specific source I 
omination. 
lLoundbury, op.cit., II, 24.9 
2Ibid., p. 250 
Chaucer's Intimate Knowledge 
of Classical Authors 
The classics fell upon fertile soi l in Chaucer, whose 
poetry burgeoned more eloquently owing to their influence. 
In an essay, "Chaucer and Ovid, 11 Allen R. Benham quotes 
Carlyle's translation of Dante's Inferno, Canto IV, 85-93 
' 
'I 
,, 
'I I 
I 
I 
I 
which he suggests expressed the conception of the Middle Ages I 
1 
toward classical literature. 
Scene: Limbo 
Characters: Dante, Virgil 
Instance: Dante acclaimed Poet 
Entrance: uFour great shadowsrr from the Roman past 
Virgil, nthe good master,n s peaks: (Dante calls him 
nthe goodmaster.n) 
' Mark him with that sword in hand, who comes before 
the three as their lord: That is Homer, the sover-
eign Poet; the next who comes is Horace the Satirist; 
Ovid is the third, and the las t is Lucan.' 
A. R. Benham points out that Dante here expressed the concep-
tion of the Middle Ages toward classical literature and 
j' 
I 
I 
I. 
suggests that the list of classical authors knovm by name or 
works to the Mediaeval writers would be fairly complete if we i 
------------------------------------------------------------- 11 
1 A. R. Benham, "Three Chaucer Studies, rr South Atlantic Jj 
Quarterly, XX , (1921), 337. / 
!) 
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1 
II add Virgil, Statius, and Juvenal. 
I 
il 
T. R. Lounsbury, in his book, Studies in Ghaucer,specifi~ 
that, although during the Middle Ages intimate knowledge of 
the classics was very limited, Chaucer may be considered to 
have known Ovid, Virgil, Statius, and Boethius. These four, 
he writes, were the 11 companions of his graver and the a:muse-
2 
ment of his lighter hours. 11 Mr. Lounsbury holds these men 
partially responsible for Chaucer's attitudes and his 
writings, since they entered thorouGhly into his intellectual 
and spiritual life. 
VIRGIL and OVID 
I 
I' 
,I 
!\ 
" 
I 
II 
~naucer's firsthand acquaintance with Virgil and Ovid is ·I 
beyond dispute. Evidence of this is abundant in Chaucer's 1j 
poetry. He cited their names frequently and borrowed from ;I J, 
widely, although in the case of Virgil, all data seem to 1'1 
3 1 
ve been taken from the Aeneid as if Chaucer knew that alone 
of all Virgil's writings. 
Professor Lounsbury goes so f ar as to claim that of all 
the classical authors upon v1hom Chaucer drew, Ovid was his 
11favorite. 11 Ovid is the v riter, Mr. Lounsbury, explains, 
lLoc. cit. 
2Lounsbury, op. cit., p. l.~ 7. 
3Evidences of Chaucer's knowledge of the Aeneid may be 
found in Tae House of Fame : plot of the Aeneid, Bk. I ; The 
ll~~:::.;n:::d::::. of Go·o·d Women, "Didq 11 11 Tb.e Friar's. Tale, n 1. 1518, 
erence to Virgil as an authority on the lower V'rorld. 
I 
whose ma terial he used in his own ·works written at varying, 
often long intervals apart, a nd on a ltogether different 
1 
subjects. He believes tha t the poet knew all of Ovid's 
writings, dipp ing most fre quently into the Metamorphoses, 
drawing upon the Heroides, Fasti, and Tristia, and mentioning 
2 3 
the Remedia Amoris and the Ars Amatoria by name. According 
to Professor Shannon, Cha ucer ha s more specific references 
4 
to Ovid and his works than to any other s ingle writer. 
Bernard L. Jefferson and Allen R. Benham cha llenge 
In a 1! 
r/ 
Lounsbury's application of the term 11 favorite 71 to Ovid. 
discus sion of the Boethian philosophy in "The Knight's Tale) n 11 
Jefferson sugge s ts tha t Chaucer's choice of a favorite author I 
would ha ve depended upon his mood at the moment of choosing. 
1
j 
. ore of Chaucer's moods, he claims , ~ay have been satisfied 
5 
Boethius than the poet. Benham suggests that "most quoted" b~' 
I is an accurate description of Chaucer's relationshi p to t he 1 
6 I 
Roman Love Poet. The Purpose of Benham's study, "Chaucer and I 
Ovid," was to determine whether t here existed what Dryden had 
~ -------------------------------------------------------------
~ounsbury, op. cit., -p. 252 . · 
'i?.obinson, op. cit., "The Book of' the Duchess," p. 321, 
1. 5Qi3. 
::Ibid., "The Wife of Bath's Prologue," p. 99, 1. 680. 
'§Shannon, Chaucer and the Roman Poets, p. 318. 
!13ernard L. JefferSOil,-ciiaucer and the Consolation of 
Philosophy of Boethius, Milford: Princeton Univer s lty Press, 
1917, p. 623. ~enham, op. cit., p. 340. 
I 
I 
I 
J 
' 1 I I called, "congeniality of soulu between the two poets. 
jBenham concludes that Chaucer expresses no especial love for 
I Ovid, and ·that there was no similarity between them. Of the 
eighteen times Chaucer names Ovid, all but three merely refer \. 
il 
the reader to t he source for additional information. Chaucer II 
cited him seven times in The Canterbury Tales, and only once II 
does he more than classify hL~ as a source reference. In the 1 
2-
TIWife of Bath's Tale, 11 he calls Ovid "noble." Benham found 
3 
that Chaucer's chief recognition of Ovid was as a love poet. 
~Vhy did Chaucer quote him so frequently? 
In the Fourteenth Century, Ovid's writings were easily 
ft 
accessible." Ovid was a "must" in the school curriculum from 
'I 
:, 
!I Eighteen A. D. in Rome through the Middle Ages in all 11 
countries of Europe~ Second to Virg:tl, he was the most quotroll 
author. It is even likely, Mr. Be~~am suggests, that Chaucer 
1
1 
had a · IviS . copy of Ovid among his " •••• sixty bolres olde and 
6 
newe! 11 
STATIUS 
"With the exception of Ovid and possibly Boethius, 
7 
Statius was Chaucer's most familiar Latin author," concludes 
---------------------------------------------------- ---~ -----
lLoc. cit. 
2Ibid., p. 339. 
fib~d, p . 340 
~-Ib1.d., p. 339. 
5Benham, op. cit., p. 338. 
6Loc. cit., The quotation from Chaucer is from nPrologue A: 
~====*=t=o===~~L2e=g~=e~rd~~o=f~~G~o~~-:omiri:_~1=. ==2=7=3=.==========================1~~====~====== 
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Boyd A. Wise after e xtensive research into the subject. The 
t ype and extent of Chaucer's borrowing from the Thebaid 
indicate that Chaucer used this source throughout his entire 
] . 
literary career. When Wise initiated his study, he presup-
posed Chaucer's firsthand use of Statius upon two colli~ts: 
(1) Chaucer refers to "Stace 11 and to characters prominent in 
Theban story, and (2) scholars consider Chaucer to have 
en directly acquainted with the Thebaid. He agree s with 
ounsbury that it is impossible to determine definitely 
pacific borrowings in nThe Knight's Talen where Statius' 
2 
uence is most evident. 
I 
I 
I! 
I 
In t h e MSS. of the Anelida ~ fl.rci te and in nThe Knight~ 
there are twelve Latin lines inserted which briefly 
ze the arguments of the twelve book s of the Thebaid. 
of the MSS. contain several quotations from Bk . xii of 
3 
source. This is evidence of ,direct borrowing , but to 
liminat e the "med i a te influencen of the authors whom Chaucer 
I ad and who themselves had used the Thebaid as a source is 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
difficult and in many ca ses impossible. Boccaccio had used 1J 
he Thebaid in v.rriting t h e Teseide as had the anonymous author r 
, f the Roman de Thebes ~~ Moreover, many myt h ological allusions ! 
------------------------------------------------------------
1Loc. cit. 
2Lounsbury , op. cit., p. 252. 
3Ibid., p. 253 
4wise, op. cit., p. 141. 
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1> in ~naucer may be due to Statius or to other classical 
like Ovid and Virgil \ftrhom Chaucer knew well. 
write,! 
!I 
II 
II 
!I 
Vifise found direct influence of Statius in abundance in 
"The Knight's Tale," and source references in the "Man of 
Law's Tale," the "Wife of Bath's Tale, n the "Merchant's Tale, 1j 
II 
!I 
and the "Manciple's Tale." 
BOETHIUS 
Scholars rate Boethius as a major classical influence 
I 
upon Chaucer. Although the classical period in Roman liter- d 
il 
II 
ature is generally conceded to have spanned the period from 
100 B. C. to 100 A. D., and although Boethius lived in the 
!i 
Fifth Century, Hallam in his book, Literature 2f Europe, 
II I 
called Boethius, "The last of the ancients, and one who forms ;I 
a link between the classical period of literature and tha t of /
1 
1 'I 
the Mi ddle Ages, in which he was a favorite author." i 
I 
11 Quenched in his blood, the lamp he had trimmed with a skill - l 
ful hand gave no more light; the language of Tully and Virgil 
soon ceased to be spolren; and many ages were to pass away, 
before learned diligence restored its purity, and the union 
of genius with imitation taught a few modern writers to 
2 
surpass in eloquence the Latinity of Boethius. 11 Gibbon also 
lR. Morris, ed., Chaucer's Translation of Boethius's nne 
Consolatione Philosophiae, 11 London, N. Trubner & Co., -
MDCCC~XVIII; Morris quotes Hal-l~'s, Literature or Europe, I 
1.2.4tn ed., 1854, in the Append1x to thQ I~oduction, p. xvli 
~oc. cit. ~ 
in his Decline and ~ 2£ the Roman Empire classified 
Boethius as the 11last of the Romans . whom Cato or Tully could 
j have acknowledged for their countrymann and evaluated the 
De Consolatione Philosophiae a s a "golden volume not unworthy ! 
or the leisure or Plato or Tully,,,; I 
Chaucer certainly admired t h e De Consolatione Philosoph~ 
for he transl ated it; it is significant tha t in his 
uRetraction11 at the end of the Canterbury Tales, he placed 
this translation first on the list of writings of which he 
was not a shamed. Moreover, he versified parts of the origina~ 
and quoted it widely, referring to it and its author frequen~ 
I 
The problem of whether Chaucer used Boethius' Latin 
original of the De Consolatione Philosophiae has led to most 
involved discussions. Mark Liddell in an article entitled, 
One of Chaucer's Sources, p r es ents convincing argLtments 
against Chaucer's direct use of Boethius, contending that 
Chaucer had the benefit of five or six French translations, 
"glosses and scholia 11 on all well-known classical writings. 
He declares that Chau cer relied chiefly on Jehan de Meung 
and quoted from a commentary connected with Thomas Aquinas 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
~~----G~~~~-.-~-t~:~~-~~~--(:~~~~~~--~:- :~~::_~~~:-~~~~-t_':_~~~: '[ 
lLoc. cit. I 
jl 
1 
11. 1262-1267; nThe Franklin's Tale, u 1. 331-t- ff.; and 1. 
II 
about Epicurus, as specific examples of points where Chaucer 11 
ll 
II 
,, 
follovred the commentary notes. 
Liddell c ompletely ignores Professor Skeat's findings 
published six ye ars earlier in the Athenaeuni Under the title, I 
11The True Source of Chaucer's 'Boethius.'" This pUblication 
I 
was the culmination of Skeat's study of manuscripts in search l 
. 'I 
of one, replete with glosses and explanations, which might lj 
ser.ve as a source of Chaucer's translation and of his quota- II 
l 
l tions from Boethius. In the Ca~bridge University library, he I 
I 
found such a MS ., namely Li, 3, 21, printed in English by 
/nr. Furnivall, a "careful copy," he affirms of the MS . which 
3 
Chaucer used. 
A most interesting observation might be made at this 
point. Both Skeat and Liddell cited examples o~ Chaucer.'s 
technique to illustrate their points of view. Both a gree 
that Chaucer did not draw solely on the ~ Consolatione 
Philosophiae. Both use the same arguments and types of 
illustrations to prove opposite contentions, Skeat that 
1 M. Liddell, "One of Chaucer's Sources, 11 Nation, LXIV, 
(1897), 12!1--125. Liddell's example from "The Knight's Tale 0 
is considered on page 21 of this paper. 
2Loc. cit. "Some. clerkes holden that felicite sta~1.t in 
delyt-" Boethius III, pr. 2 (obb. 43, 18), 
commentary note, "Scilicet in crapula 
luxuria. 11 
3w. Vl. Skeat, rrThe True Source of Chaucer's 'Boethius, '" 
Athenaeum, XCVIII, (1891), 5L~9-500. 
====~:~ -================== =====~~===~=========~~~~=!-
I 
I Chaucer had a glossed MS. of the original Latin text, Liddell :1 
I 
li that Chaucer worked with translations and commentaries inde-
lpendently of the original Boethian text. Since none of 
Skeat's citations is derived from the Canterbury Tales, I 
shall draw on Liddell to illustrate the point. 
We faren as he that dronke is as a mous. 
A dronke man woot wel he h~th an hous, 
But he noot which the righte wey is thider, 
And to a droru{e man the wey is slider. 
And certes, in this world so faren we; 
We seken faste after felicitee, 
But we goon ·wrong ful often, trewely. 
11The Knight's Tale,n 11. 1262-1267 
Boethius III, pr. 2 (obb. Ll-3, 18) expresses the s ?me 
idea: 
"Animus ••• bonum summum repeti t, sed velut rebrius 
domum quo tramite revertatur ignorat. 11 
The note to Aquinas' commentary adds, nNota quod 
sicut ebrius scit se habere domum sed ••• nescit 
qu omodo ad eam redeat, sic homines aliquo modo in 
generali sciunt et cognoscunt sunmaun bonum, ••• sed 
illi homines ••• nesciunt quo modo ad illud summum 
bonUJ.'11 pervenire po s sin t. n 
Chaucer's only but very apt addition to 
by the commentary from Aquinas is, "And 
Boethius supplemented II 
to a droTike man the 
wey is slider." 
.Jefferson's conclusions seem most convincing In his 
Ph. D. dissertation, ~naucer and the Consolation of Philosoph~! 
of Boethius, .Jefferson affirms that Chaucer used the Latin r 
original of Boethius in conjunction with a French transla-
tion, Trivet's Commentary, and sundry other texts in the 
.===-+~-~~~===---==========-~---=== - ~===- ------------- = 2-2== 
1 I 
original. "It is no easy thing , 11 he writes, 11 to estimate 1 
the quality of so pervasive an influence, ·which was spiritua I 
-- 2 1' 
as well as philo·sophical, as that of Boethius upon Chaucer. 11 
Liddell argues t hat Chaucer did not know his Latin we_ll 
enough to use the De Consolations Philosophiae in the origin;l 
Appropos of this, however, it should be noted that Chaucer's 
translation of t he Consolation was made circa 1380. Early i~ 
the 80 's, Chaucer was at work on 11 The Knight's Tale, 11 which 
PPofessor Wise has shown was directly influenced by Sta tius. 
Chaucer knew his La tiri well enough f or t his. In f act, 
H. F. Stewart in Boethius, An Essay finds Chaucer's Boece l 
inter esting as an example of Chaucer's method of literal I 
transl a tion. He suggests tha t the reason Chaucer failed oft] 
to catch the s pirit of t h e Latin was chiefly becaus e he trani 
lated so literally that glosses are necessary to elucidate I 
the thou8ht. He claims that Chaucer's errors and inaccuracieb 
'.r-rere not those of a poor Latin scholar but one vrho was no 
La tin scholar at all . "Given a man, 11 he cont inues, nwh o is 
sufficiently conversant \"lith a l anguage to read it fluently 
without paying too much heed to the yrecise value of partici 
-------------------------------------------------------------
of 
1Jefferson, op. ' cit., p . 165. 
2H. R. Patch, 11 Chaucer and the Consolation of Philosophy 
ao~thius; II JEGP! XVI, (1917) , 620. (By .Jeffers on, B. L.) 
~1ddell, op. c1t., p . 12h . 
I J __ _2__J_ = 
II 
1 and preposition, who has the wit and the s agacity to grasp the 11 
me aning of his author, but not the intimate knowledge of his l 
I 
style and manner necessary to a right appreciation of either, 
and especially if he set himself to write in an uncongenial 
I 
' and unfamiliar form, h e will assuredly produce just such a 
1 
result as Chaucer has done. 
Jefferson points out great are as in which Boethius 
influenced Chaucer. He calls Boethius Chau cer's grea t philo- n 
sophi e guide from whom Chaucer derived "views on ultimate 
problems of existence,n 11 the heavenly powers, 11 11 Providence," 
11destiny , chance, the justice of heaven,n "true and false 
2 
happiness. 11 In f act, Boethius' chief concerns became 
Chaucer's chief concerns. 11 So masterly a philosophical 
treatise, one so highly thought of by Chaucer, so frequently 
1 
used in hi.s poetry, may be considered to have determined his 
attitude toward eve ryt h ing, at least for a period in his life. l 31 
It was during t his pe riod tha t Chaucer wrote "1~fle 11 
Knight's Tale ._11 The theme of the De Consol a tione Philosonhire 
- II 
deals with the major question of life, the "fyn 11 of existence ·i 
Th is problem as Boethius treated it determined Chaucer 's I 
attitude a t the time he was working over the Teseide, which Jl 
l H. F. Stewart, Boethius, An Essay, London, Edinburgh: 
W. Blackwood and Sons, l 891, p . 226. 
2Jefferson , op. cit., p. 621. 
3Ibid., n. 132. 
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I Chaucer's indebtedness to the Consolation in "The Kni ght's 
1
1 
JTale" was great, for while Boccaccio furnished the story, 
Boeth ius gave an "impeius of thought" which animated and 11 
changed the characters. 
Aside from "The Monk 1 s Tale, 11 which has a strong flavor 1 
of Boethian philosophy, ~ Canterbury Tales indicate less 
influence of Boethius. They are the product of Chaucer's 
l ater period when Boethius was a less dominating influence. 
Although the philosophy of Boethius tinges the subject matter 
of Chaucer's later writings, the abundant manifestations are, 
for the most part, of a different tone, lighter and less 
2 
serious. 
SUT'I'ITvLARY: Scholars of the Middle Ages were familiar with 
I 
II 
!\ 
'I 
II 
I 
e class ical writings of Virgil, Horace, Ovid, Lucan, St ati~ j 
Chaucer naturally had his preferences. On the II Juvenal. 
of the internal evidence of The Canterbury Tales, 
ee writers on t his list qualify as Chaucer's favorite 
lassical sources, namely Virgil, Ovid, and St13.,tius. In the 
ase of Virgil, mLaucer seems to have borrowed entirely from 
Aeneid. Ovid is Chaucer's most quoted author especially 
an authority on love. Chaucer gives evidence of 
------------------------------------------------------------
libid., p. 131. 
2Ibid., p. 11)3. ·· 
~~:~====~======~==~================~~~r~~~ 
!famili arity with Ovid's complete works. For this reason, 
scholars have classified hiln as Chaucer 1 s favorite author. 
I ~Lis, however, may only appe ar to be the case, since Ovid 
was re~d in the schools of the Middle Ages, and his 
accessibility would r ender him a fertile, if not a favorite, 
source. Chaucer seems most familiar with Statius. Manu-
scripts of TIThe Knight's Tale" contain s1..U111llaries of the 
arguments of all twelve books of the Thebaid, as well as 
quotations from Book XII. Recognition of Chaucer's secondary , 
sources, Boccaccio's Teseide, and the anonymous Roman de ! 
. -- ' 
Thebes is pertinent to an evaluation of Chaucer's use of the 
Thebaid. 11The Knight's Tale" owes more to Statius than does 
any other one of The Canterbury Tales, but ''The Man of Law's 
Tale;" nThe Merchant 1 s Tale, 11 and "The Manciple 1 s Tale 11 
reflect his influence upon Chaucer. 
Boethius has also been included in the inner circle of 
Chaucer's favor ite sources. He was the classical link 
between the ancients and the Middle Ages. In Chaucer's more 
I philosophical moods, he turned to the De Consolatione 
Philos_o:e_~iae which he translated, versified in parts, and 
quoted extens ively and freque ntly . Scholarly opinions 
contest Chaucer's direct use of Boe t h ius, claiming that 
I 
I 
I 
I 
numerous French translations of the philosopher were avail-
able, and that Chaucer was more at home with the French than il 
I' 
with the Latin. Skeat's finding of a "careful copy 11 of the 
II 
--=---=---=-====--
tations are a c areful comb ination of Boethius, glos s es upon 
Boeth ius, and explanations of Boe thius. It i s very p robable 
tha t Chaucer included Fre n ch translations and available 
I 
commentaries in his over-all consideration of the Consolation .t 
Boethius, as Chaucer 1 s philosophical guide, inf l uenced his 
think ing on major questions of lif e, God, eternal 
1\ 
justice, l1 
1 t . II the summum bonum and man's search for it. The De o a 1one 
Philosophiae de als with the 11 fyn" of e xistence. Two of 
The Canterburz Jales, 11 Th e Monk 's Tale ll a nd "Tb.e Kni ght 1 s 
Tale," particularly reflect Boe t h ian philosophy' . 
~==~r====================~======~~====================~~====~~ 
Possible Classical Sources Attributed to Chaucer 
gn the Basis of Circumstantial Evidence 
Other classical v~iters not as important to Chaucer .as 
Virgil, Ovid, Statius, and Boethius enriched the background 
and atmosphere of The Canterbury Tales. The influence of 
these writers upon Chaucer is most difficult to trace. They 
are mirrored in his poetry like reflections in a pool, now 
i 
one, now another, now blended into patterns which seem wholly ~~ 
of their presence ! original with the mediaeval poet. No proof 
is possible, yet they become a battleground over which 
Chaucerian scholars wage their arguments. 
Foremost among t h ese writers is Seneca, whom 
Harry Morgan Ayers claims Chaucer quoted with more frequeney.: · 
1 
than any other classical author except Ovid. Although 
Lounsbury denies the existence of any proof that Chaucer 
knew Seneca in the original, he believes that it is most 
probable that Chaucer wa s familiar vrith this classicist and 
2 
points to indications of it in The Canterbury Tales. The 
, scholar must recognize, however, that Seneca was a favorite 
in the Middle Ages. Lounsbury calls him the "flower of 
3 
morality" in Chaucer's time. The nature of Seneca's writings, 
lAyers, op. cit., p. 2. 
2Lounsbury, op. cit., p. 270. 
3rbid. ' p. 267 . 
I 
I 
I,-_,---
1 
his observations on life, his maxims, his moral lessons were 
lwidely known and quoted by many who had not read him first-
i 
hand. Chaucer could have been numbered a~ong these. On the 
I other hand, it is most unlikely that an omnivorous re ader 
I with a love of the classics would be s atisfied with less than II 
the ori ginal writ ings of a popular author whose works were 
easily accessible. 
Internal evidence s~pports this probability. Chaucer 
listed Seneca's name nine times, all . in The Canterbur,;y Tales. 
1 
Ei ght of these citations credit Seneca with the expression of 'I 
2 
some generally recognized truth, such as the following from J 
"The Merchant's Tale,11 11. 1375-1376: 11Ther nys no thyng i n ~~~ 
/ gree superlatyf', As sei th Senek, above an humble vvyf. u !I 
Lounsbury discounts Seneca's direct influence upon Chaucer in 1 
this type of reference on the grounds that these moral pre- ~~~ 
cepts of Seneca were subjects of common knowledge which !i 
probably reached C-~aucer via intermediary sources. If, 
Lounsbury claims, the sentiment expressed above occurred in II 
Seneca 'rlLich has not been verified, Chaucer did not find it 
there. Latin passages expressing this idea occurred in the 
margins of two of Chaucer's manuscripts; Lounsbury thinks 
3 
they might have been derived from Albertano de Brescia. The 
------------------------------------------------------------- , 
I 
28 
libid.' p . 270. 
2Lounsbury, op. 
3Ibid., p. 269. 
cit., p . 267. Also H~mnond, op. cit., p.~ 
;l=-
I 
tl 
!most reliable indication that Chaucer used Seneca 
he locates in 11 T'ne I'!Tonk' s Tale 11 where Chaucer has 
I 
I 
;I 
directly, i=! ==-·a... __ _ 
II 
rel ated the I 
II 
story of Seneca's tutorship of Nero, and reported the 
1 
details II 
II 
I of his death. 
Ayers has made a thorough study of Chaucer's 
I 
rela tionsh:ipl. 
to Seneca. Intent on eliminating all Senecan material not 
directly derived from the original, he dismisses all refer-
ences of a general na ture and Senecan sentiments, even those 
which Chaucer ascribed to Seneca, which 
2 
were easily accessibl~ 
,, 
II 
I 
in the florile gia of other writers. He labels as doub t ful 
all references which mi ght be open to debate. 
i 
------~------------------------------------------------------
II 
]Libid., p. 267. 
2Ayers passed over 
Chaucer in a secondary 
as probably easily accessible to 
source the following: op. cit., p. h-5. 
,- II 
a. nT11.e Parson's Tale, n 52:- the story of 
philosopher rebuked by a child whom he is about 
this r esembles the story about Socrates told by 
De Ira I, 15. 
an angry 
to punish; 
Seneca in 
b. "The Somnour 1 s Tale, 11 1. 2017 ff:- three exemplary 
anecdotes ascribed to De Ira. 
---
fl 
c. 11 The Merchant's Tale, 11 11. 1523-1526:- quotation of 
!! Senek 11 found in 12.!:, Beneficiis I, 11.1.-16 ; Lounsbury pointed 
this out, op. cit., p. 270. cf. also, Walter Map's Enistola 
Valeri, Cap. 9 . ( Sl-ce at 's note). nA man oghte him right wel 
avyse, To whom he yeveth his lond or his catel:" 
d. "The Wife of Bath's Prologue, 1111. 727-7tt_6 :- Wife of 
Bath's fifth husband partially paraphrased the De Matrimonio 
of Seneca which was Preserved in part in Jerome-contra 
JovinianUJ.il, T. c. )~_8 -~ - · 
--~-~~~ 
II r3~= 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The largest number of quotations, twenty, ascribed to 
Seneca, Ayers found in "The Tale of Melibee." One third of 
these he concludes are genuine, but only one third of the 
1 
genuine can be attributed directly to the original source. 
I· 
'I I 
The English poet absorbed the Senecan philosophy of the l 
Epistles. His phrasing parallels that of the Roman writer I 
I 
in several passages. Witness Seneca's striking words in I 
defense of the slaves in the forty-seventh epistle and compa:ue 
I 
them with Chaucer who gives evidence of familiarity with the i 
whole epistle. 
"The Parson's Tale," 11. ?61-?63: 
I, 
I 
Thynk eek that of swich seed 
As cherles spryngen, of swich 
seed spryngen lordes, as wel 
may the cherl be saved as the 
lord. 
The same deeth that taketh 
the cherl, swich deeth taketh 
the lord. Wherefore I rede, 
do right so with cherl, as 
thou woldest that thy; lord 
dide with thee, if thou were 
in his plyt. Every synful 
man is-
Vis tu cogitare istum quem 
servum tuum vocas, ex isdem 
I 
seminibus, ortu.I?-, eodem f'ru:i 11 
caelo, aeque sp~rare, aeque I 
vivere, aeque mori. 4?, 10. 
Sic cum inferiore vivae 
quemadmodum tecum superiorem ' 
velis vivere. 11. . 11 
' 
I 
servus estt hoc ille nocebi l? 
-----r~;;;;~-~~~-~it~~--~~--3~--or-th;-t;;~t;-~~~t~ti~~;----
=··i~--
1 
credited by Chaucer to Seneca, three from the Epistles are 
correct; one from the Formula Honestae Vitae (not Seneca's) 
of Martinus Dumiensis; five from De Moribus; ten from 
Publilius Syrus; four from genuine works ascribed to the 
book or a "common sawe;" two genuine quotes, one ascribed · 
to Cicero and another to St. James. In all, there are five 
1 quotations from the Epistles. 
1 
_j 
I! a cherl to s ynne , I rede 
l1 certes, that thou, lord, 
thee ostende, quis non sit; al ius 
libidine servit, alius 
avaritiae 1 werke in 
'swich E"i se with thy cherles 
I 
that 
[they r a ther love thee than drede }-
1 
colant potius te' quam timeant. 
17 
On the basis of the P2.rdoner 1 s 11diatribe against glut-
tony, 11 Ayers convinced himself that Chaucer definitely used 
2 
Seneca in the original. Tyrwhitt pointed out the following 
I parallel between "The Pardoner 1 s Tale," 11. 492-t~97, and 
'Enistle LLXXIII, 18: 
I ~ 
Senek sei th eek a good v.rord doutelees; 
He seith, he can no difference finde 
Betwix a man that is out of his minde 
And a man which that i s dronkelewe, 
But that woodnesse y; . .'fallen in a shrewe, 
Persevereth lenger t han doth dronkene·sse • 
••• nihil aliud esse ebrie tatem quam voluntariam 
insaniam extende in plures dies illum ebrii habitum: 
I 
numquid de furore dubitabis? Nunc quoque non est 
minor, sed brevior~ " 
I "The Pardoner 1 s Tal~" Ayers proceeds to prove, is full of 
Senecan ideas re ad independently in the original and 
I 
:I 
I 
II 
I' 
I' 
I 
I lAyers, op. cit., p. 4. The comparison here is bet\AJeen 
"The Parson 1 s Tale, 11 11. 761-163, and Epistle XLVII. ,. 
2Ibid, p . 6. Ayers cites the followingrarallel passages 
1 to illustrate that Chaucer ·was familiar with Seneca 1 s Epistle~ 
"The Pardoner's Tale," 
11. 513-516: 
'0, wiste a man how many 
maladyes 
Folwen of excesse and of 
glotonyes, 
Seneca, Enistles 
Multos morbos multa fericula 
fecerunt. 9.tJ, 19. 
proba "istas, quae voluptates 
vocantur, ubi transcenderunt 
_mo_dum~p_o.enas-e.s.ae_._-8;i ,=2-.J~. 
/I 
1/ 
I 
\ 
1 
.
11 assimilated and adapted to the mediaeval context.n 
I 
---------------~---------------------------------------------
Footnote 2 ff. cont'd. 
He wolde been the more 
mesurable 
Of his diete, sitting at his 
table, 
0 wombe! 0 bely! 0 stinking 
cod, 
Fulfild of donge and of 
corrupcioun! 
At either end of thee foul 
is the soun. 
How greet labour and cost is 
thee to finde! 
Thise cokes, how they stampe 
and streyne, and grinde, 
And turnen substance into 
accident, 
To fulfille al thy likerous 
talent 
quam foedi itaque pestilentes 
1~ctus sunt, quantum 
fastidium sui exhalantibus 
crapulam vetereml Scias 
putrescere sumpta , non concoqui 
95' 26. . 
quantum hominum unus venter 
exercet! 95,26. 
aspice cul ina s nostras et 
concursantis inter tot i gnes 
cocos: 
unum videri putas ventrem, cui 
tanto, tumultu comparatur 
cibus? llL~ , 26. -
Out of the hards bones knocke omnia semel et in eundem sap 
they 
The mary, for they caste 
noght awey 
lLoc. cit. 
versa ponantur. quare e go ad 
un~m rem manum ~orrigam? 
plura veni ant s:Ji.mu l, mul t 
I 
I 
=~=====- ==---!:r===33-
ll 
Ayers believed Chaucer had Seneca, among other writers, l lj 
I in mind when Gawain's loathly bride discoursed on'gentilesse. r
1
· 
[l No one else has stated that Chaucer was drawing on Epistle I 
XLIV, 2-_5. "The Senecan influence, 11 he ·writes, "appears in 
I 
:::-:~~-::: _::: ~: ~ ::-::::-~:-=~~ :~_:::: :: _::: ::-:::-::::~~;I 
Footnote 2 P. 31 cont'd. 
~1at may go thurgh the golet 
softe and swote ; 
Of spicerye, of leef, and 
bark, and rote 
Shal been his sauce y-maked 
by delyt, 
To make him yet a newer 
appetyt. 
ferculorum ornamenta coeant et 
cohaereant •.• pariter sint, 
quae 
disponi solent, uno iure perfus4. 
nihil intersit; ostrea, I 
echini, spon dyli, mulli pe~; 
turbati concoctique ponantur.l 
non esset confusior vomenti~ 
cibus. quomodo ista per:plexa 
sunt, etc. 95; 27-29. 1 
qui postquam coepit non ad tol- ! 
lenda.rn, sed ad inritandam 1 
famem i 
quaeri et inventae sunt mille 
conditurae, quibus aviditas ' 
ex.citaretur. 95, 15. : 
I 
Nos i taque, ut ai t Sallustius, i 
But certes, he that haunteth 'ventri oboedientes' animalium I 
swich delyces loco numeremus, non hominum i 
II 
I Is deed, whyl that he liveth quosdam vero ne animalium qui-
in tho vyces. 11. S:3L~-Sl~8 dem, sed mortuorum ••• mortem 
suam antecesserunt. 60, 4. 
lrbid., p. 7 
I 
I 
I 
II 
,I 
I' 1 colored in him, of 
=----=-~==-=#11~-==;;}4-= 
course, by Christian phraseology, that the ,I 
I practice of virtue is open to all, and that the practice of 
virtue regardless of one's station in life, is the immedia te 
j_ 
and only source of true nobility." ~'Vhereas this i dea is 
2 
inferred in Dan~ and Boethius, Chaucer gave the "unequi vocal 11 11 3 
and "inclusive statement of the positive" like Seneca. II 
Ayers' aim in "Chaucer and Senecan was to present a 11 
clear impression of Chaucer's indebtedness to Seneca in~ J 
Canterbury Tales. In summing up, he writes, "So f a r as 
II 
Chaucer shows any clear acquaintance at first hand with ,I 
II 
::::: 
1 
:o::::::t :eh:r: 6 ::: t:;i :: ::m::::n:0 e:::r:~:::: • to ~~ 
the hypothesis that he had read somewh at widely and reflected II 
1t 
to some purpose." 
II 
Professor Ayers was sdisfied that he had proved his I II 
point and tha t Chauce r 's 
~ 
dire ct indebtedness to Seneca · could II 
Th e extent and character of Seneca 's :1 be accepted as verified. 
influence upon the En glish poet will be considered in a later ! 
chapter. 1! 
I 
I 
------------------------------------------------------------- 1 
1 Ibid. , p. 8. 
2Chaucer, Chaucer's Translation of Boethius 1 s 
Consolations PhiJ.osophiae,n 2, pr. 6-;-17-19. 
)Ayers, op . cit., p. 8. 
~Ibid., p. 9. 
Ibid., p . 15. 
"De 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
--l I 
II 
i\ 
PERSIUS 
I sleep nevere on the Mount of Pernaso 
11The Franklin's Prologue," 1. 721 l1 
W. W. Skea\ discovered a marginal note on the Ellesmore \I 
I. 
MS. to the effect that Chaucer was quoting part of lines 1-3 JJ 
of the uPrologue" to the Sa tires of Persius when he \nrrote, 
"I sleep nevere on the Mount of Pernaso. 11 Critics seem to 
have accepted this as indisputable. Persius was popular 
during the Middle Ages; he v.ras studied in the schools, and 
his manuscripts were easily accessible. 
"The Franklin's Prologue, 11 1. 722: 
Ne lerned Marcus Tullius · Scithero 
:\ 
r 
. I 
I 
I Chaucer's treatment of Cicero is not as easily determine::ll. 
! CICERO 
! 
Oon o~ the gretteste auctour that men rede 1 
"The N'un .' s Priest's Tale, u 1. 2984 I; 
In "The Nun's Priest's Tale," Chaucer tells · two stories 
about dreams derived from the De Divinatione of Cicero, Book 
I, Chapter 27. Although Chaucer does not name the source, he \1 
calls the author one of the greatest men of letters. 1Nhere 
Chaucer actually found these stories is a moot question. 
l w. w. Skeat, !!2§. Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, Oxford: 
\) the Clarendon Press, niDCCCXCIV, V, 387. 
1~==~ ==---======-=-== · II·-==== 
il =i 
I 
I 
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1 
II 
I 
I 
1 Book I, Chapter 1, on dreams. M:acrobius. has preserved them 
in his 11 Somnium Scipionis" from~ Rupublica, Book VI, where, 
2 
according to Skeat, anyone fond of the marvelous may read ,J 
them. Skeat, however, claims that Chaucer knew Cicero in the 
1
1 
original and as proof of this cites quotations in 11The Tale 
3 
of Melibee.n T. s. Lounsbury supports this contention, 
1 
--------------------------------------------~---------------- II 
lLounsbury, op. cit., p. 273. 
2skeat, op. cit., p. 50S, nThe Nun 's Priest's Tale," n. 
hJllr. 
' t-3 Skeat, op. cit., VI, 385, nn. as follows: 
a 1. 1165: Great accomplis~~ent is the result, not of 
physical strength but of advice, prestige, science, strenth-
ened and increased by age . De Senectute, VI, 17. 
b 1. 117L~: Flattery should be i gnored ; a flatterer will 
I 
:I 
II 
praise your person r ather than tell. the truth. Cicero, 1 
Di sputations Tusculum, III, 30, 73. I 
c 1. 1176 : . Flattery is the greates.t evil existent in 
friendsh i p; flatterers ab ove all people should be avoided. 
Laelius, XXV, 91. 
d 1. 1180: "Enclyne nat thyne eres to flatereres, ne 
t aak no conseil of t he worde s of flaterye . 11 De Officiis, 
1, 26, 91. --
e 1. 1192: The emperor's power is dependent on the lov 
of the people, nor can i t exi s t long on their fear; loosely 
quoted from De Officiis, 11, 7, 25. 
f' 1. 1221: 
1' 9 . 
Ch~mge of advisers, when and how, De Of fic 
g 1. 2390-ff: Evaluation of advice according to 
· Tullius, based on De Officiis, 11, 5 , 8 . 
discounting Valerius r.'Iaxinms on the grounds. that he is not 
one of the greatest men read and that the stories do not 
follow one another in his version as Chaucer tells us they 
1 
in Cicero. 
Professor Hinckley notes that Chaucer's stories are in 
reverse order from those in eithe~ Cicero or Valerius Maximus I 
,, 
.I 
II 
------·· I 
:=====+=~~~-=~~-
II 
~========d~L=~=== 
'I 
'But Miss Petersen's deductions seem no more conclusive than I 
She adds a non-classical source, Holkot, as a 
1
the others. 
possibility to be considered along with Valerius Maximus and ,I 
Cic ero. True, the stories do not follow one upon the other 
in Holkot, but Miss Petersen decided tha t Chaucer's "Right in 
the nexte chapitre after this'' should not be t aken too liter-
lally. It is Cha ucer's way of stress ing the ' truth of highly 
I 
11 incredible s tories. Holkot q_uoted his stories from Valerius 
" ,; Max imus, anyway, so if Chaucer used him, he was acquainted 
II 
\with Valerius 'Maximus' versions whether he knew Cicero or not . 
I 
1 Hinckley acknowledges the possibility of :Miss Pe tersen's 
conclus ions but discredits her pa r allel cita tions as not 
!sufficiently clo se to be convincing . Holkot, he discounts 
j/ on the ground s t hat he f a ils to a ccount for the add itiona l 
2 
!/ deta ils a nd variations in Cha ucer's stories 3 
s . Sakanishi q_uotes Giraldus Cambrensis who a lso tells 
these stories; here the details are closest to Chaucer, and 
the a necdotes are in the correct order. Moreover, the 
Expugnatio Hebernica of G. Cambrensis was very popular in the 
1
Fourteenth Century. It was transla ted by John Hooker, who 
f 1586 that a ll historians used wrote in his pre ace, , 
-------------------------------------------------------------
l~b id. , p. 110 . 
_inckley, op. cit., p. 123. . · . 
• cambrensis, Opera, J. F. D1mock, 1867, 5, 294-295, 
s. Sakanishi refers to this article in A Note on the Nonne 
Preestes Tale, p. 151. 
1 
G. Cambrensis and none had the courtesy to acln1owledge it. 
Internal evidence of Chaucer's familiarity with Cicero 
is far from helpful in furnishing clues to this mystery. 
Ayers, as I have remarked above, discredits Chaucer's re:rer-
ences to classical authors as immediate; citations such as 
those in "The Tale of Melibee," :for instance, he considers 
commonplace sentiments, which, even i:f genuine, were easily 
2 
accessible via intermediary sources. Robinson lists the 
quotations for the reader as they were identified by Sundly 
and Skeat but claims that Chaucer was following a French 
3 
rather than the classical original. His conclusion is 
strengthened by an allusion in r:The Wife of Bath's Prologue,u 
11. 333-336: 
He is to greet a nygard that wolde werne 
A man to li~~te a candle at his lanterne; 
He shal have never the lasse light, pardee. 
Have thou ynogh, thee thar nat pleyne thee. 
This theme, proverbial in ~naucer's day, may be cited in 
three classical sources, Ennius, quoted by Cicero in~ 
Officiis, 1. 16, and Ovid, !!:.§. Amatoria, III, 93f., a4d is 
also included in the Romance 2! ~ ~' 11. 71+10 ff. 
Sand:ys in his Histocr £f ..:::C.::;l.;:;a;.;;;.s.-s_i_c_a_l Scholarsh ip evaluates 
---------
----------------------------------------------------
lLoc. cit. 
2see page 36, footnote 3 above. 
3Robinson, op • cit·' P • BL~? • 6 
4Robinson, op. cit.' P• 804.' n..'Yl. 333-33 . 
Cicero as the greatest representative of the "liberal art of 
1 . 
rhetoric 11 in the Middle Ages. Even so, s a tisfactory evidence 
of Chaucer's firsthand knowledge is lacking . One may surmis 
however, that Chaucer knew at least the 11Sonmium Scipionis" 
of Cicero in the original as preserved by Macrobius and that 
he was influenced by it and by the commentary of Macrobius 
which accompanied it. 
J. L. Lowes cites the phraseology of Macrobius' 
2 
Connnentary and points out similarities to lines 2922-2925 of 
11 The Nun's Priest's Tale:" 
Nothyng, God woot, but van-
i tee in ·sweven is. 
Swevenes . engendren of reple~ 
ciouns, 
And ofte of ~e and of 
compleccib11ns, 
~Vhan humours been to habun-
dant in a wight. 
11 The Nun's Priest 1 s Tale !r 
And of thy light my soule in 
prison lighte, 
Vfuat~oubled is by the conta-
gioun 
Of my body, and also by the 
wighte 
Of erthely lust and fals affec-
cioun. 
Macrobius' Commentary 
Lo•.ves suggests that Macrobius' nsoule in prison" and "conta-
3 
gioun of the body 11 occur again and again in Chaucer. He does 
not claim Cicero as a firsthand source; in fact, he cites 
another classical possibility, the Aeneid, VI, 703-751, 
-------------------------------------------------------------
lJ. E. Sandys, !::_History of Classical Scbplarship, ... 
Cambridge: University Pr ess, 1903, Book III, 31-32, P• 623. 
2J. L. Lowes, nThe Second N1..m 1 s Prologue, Al anus, and 
1lacrobius, 11 Modern Philology, XV, ( 1917), 198. 
3Loc. cit., Lowes refers the reader to Macrobius' 
on the 'Somniu.m Scipionis,' 1.10, 9; 11, 2, 3, 11; 8, 
I 
I 
I 
_I 
---Texplaining the relation of the river to the union of soo.tls 
and bodies, as the ultimate basic source of this i dea which 
1 
reached ~~aucer via intermediary channels. 
It is significant that Chaucer was at work on The 
Parliament .9.£ Fowles, which contains an analysis of the 
Ciceronian fragment, at the same_ time h e was writing "The 
2 
Priest's Tale. 11 If, as Lowes suggests, ~Parliament, 11. 
NunS! 
'I 
53-5h: "And that our present worldes lyves space/ JUs but a I 
/ maner deth. 11 , owe their origin directly to I 
"Somnium Scipionis 
I 
! 
I 
III, 2, it would seem that Chaucer had some 
tance with Macrobius 1 Commentary. Hinckley 
immediate acquai 
sponsors this 
view and quotes ''The Nun's Priest's Tale," 11. 4313-1.!-316, as 
proo~ that Chaucer, who valued the Dream more than the 
3 / Connnentary, supposed Macrobius to be the author of both: 
I Macrobius, that writ the avisioun 
In Affrike of the worthy Cipioun, 
Affermeth dremes, and seith that they been 
Warnynge of thynges that men after seen. 
I Chaucerian scholars agree that Chaucer derived much informa-
l tion from Macrobius' Commentary. He mentions Macrobius by 
1 
ti d in The Parliament of =F~o~w~l-e~s, he tells us 1 name many mes, an _ _ _ 
\ that he was re ading the "Somnium Scipionis n when he dropped 
· of'f' to s~eep. The ane cdo'tes under discussion, hov1ever, · 
-------------------------------------------------------------
lLoc. cit. 
2Loc. cit. 
3Hinckley, op. cit., p. 137. 
1 
indicate t hat Chaucer drew upon many other sources and ~ 
exercised such complete freedom in his use of the borrowed 
mate r i al t hat mor e definite conclu sions cannot be dr awn . 
Chaucer chose the sub ject matter which interested h im 
wherever he found it. His selection of stor ies on divina tioJ 
I 
his sentiments on true a ccomplish .. ment, flattery , and the 
source of an emperor 's true power are characteristic Chaucer-
ian interest s and opinions. If h e had k~o~vn Cicero, Chaucer 
would have adapted just t h e s e particular passages to h is ovm 1 
use. 
Lounsbur y , who believed t hat ~~aucer h ad recou r s e . I 
dir ectly to Cicero and wh.o h as mad e a point by poin t anal y sis! 
2 
of t he stor ies in Cicero and in 11The Nun's Pr iest's Tale, " 
writes t hat Chaucer follows Cicero f airly closely in t he 
second anecdote alth ough he ch arac t eristically exp ands 
details and t hus gives dramatic reality to h i s barnyard melo-1 
II 
drama . On the other hand, the f i r st story i s so different 
t hat it would not be recognized as a Cicero original h ad not 
Chaucer credited i t to 11 0on of t h e greeteste auctour t hat 
3 
rede.tt 
-------------~----------------------------------------------
lRobinson, op. cit., "The Nun' s Pr iest's Tale, rr p. 8.59 , 
nn. 2922 ff'. 
ZLounsbury , op . cit., pp . 272-273. 
3Loc. cit. 
I 
------~---- p----
1' 
VALERIE 
Tw·o classical writers answered to the first name of 
Valei'ie. Valerius Flaccus, author of a poem on the Arf1'0-onauti 
- II 
expedition, is not mentioned in~ Canterbury Tales. 11 
Valerius Maxims, author of De Factis Dictisque Mernorabilibu~ J 
is nai'ned three tir.tes by Chaucer, twice in The Canterbury I 
Tales. 
Chaucer correctly cites the authorities for the 
biographical mat erial on Julius Caesar in nThe Monk 's Tale, 11 
11. 3909-3911: 
Lucan, to thee this storie I recommende 
And to Sweton and to Valerie also 
That of this storie wryten word and ende. 
V! . W. Skeat refers the reader to Valerius Maxinms, lib. IV , 
c. 5; 1ib. VII, cap . 6, where anecdotes about Caesar are II 
recounted but not es tha t Chaucer does not state specifically 11 
1 II that he read Valerius Maximus in the original.
In nThe Prologue to the Wife of Bath's Tale,n Valerius 
Maximus is not named, but he is evident as a source on the 
2 
subject of marital sever ity. 
Metellius, the foule cherl, the swyn, 
That with a staf birafte his wyf hir lyf, 
For sh e drank v yn,- 11. J.~6o-L~62 -
!I 
II 
I 
I 
This 
, XIV: 
story is also told by Pliny in his Histor i a Natu ralis 
13. 
I 
---' 
1 Skeat, op • cit • , V, 245. 
2Robinson, op. cit., p. 801..!-, n. Lt-60, cites Valerius 
Maximus, VI, c. 3, 9. 
II 
! 
I 
4 __ 
___ J 
!I 
'I 
II 
-----~r--
How he Sym: li: ius Callu s lef'te his wyf, . ·~ ~~- r·,i/ ~-J!l!.--= 
And hire forsook for terme of a l his l yf, :1 
I 
Noght bu t for open-heveded he h ir say I 
Lookyn ge . ou t a t h is dore upon a day. 1_ II 
11 • 6L1.2 - 61_!_6 ;1 
Another Romayn tolde he me by name, 
~1at, fo r h is wyf wa s at a someres game 
Withou ten h is wityng , he forsook hire eke. 
11. 
II 
2 il 
647-6L.9 II 
. I I 
The s e i llustrat ions v1e r e s elected from a collection, !j 
called the Gesta Romanorum, which t h e wife's fifth husband, ~~ 
l the Clerk of Oxford, used in order to discipline his mate, ·I 
. I 
Alisoun. Ske a t notes that the s e quota tions a:re certified by I' 
II 
a marginal reference on t he EL . MS ., viz. 11 Val erius, lib. V~ ,i 
. 3 
Fol. 19 . 11 
Valerius is n~med for t he second time in The Canter bury 
Ta les in "The Wi f e of Bath's Tale" as the authority for 
Ali s oun 's statement ~ 
Thenketh thou noble, as seith Valerius, 
'Na s t hil ke TUllius Hostillius 11 
That ou t of poverte roos to heigh nobl esse. L_\ 
11. 1165-1167 · !\ 
A passage which has given rise to discu ss i on is f ound in 11 
"Th e :N"un' s Pr i est' s Tale 11 11 . 4553-4558, where Pertelote' s !I 
------------------------------------------------------------ II 
lvaleriu s Maxi mus, lib . VI, c, 3: 11Horr i dum c. qu oqu e 
Nam u xorem dimisit, 
cognouerat." 
Sulpicii Calli amritale supercilium. 
quod eam capite aperto foris versatem 
2 Valerius lVIaximus, same chapter. 
3Sk e at, op . cit., V, 307. 
4valerius Maximus, De Humili Loco Hatis, Lib . iii, c. 4. 
II 
! 
II 
I 
I 
r-
1 
I 
I, 
I! Lf 
==t=--· ~-
lamenta tions at Chauntecleer's plight are compared with t h ose! 
of TTHasdrubales wyf, n who, after her husband's death, threw 
herself into the flames during t h e burning of Carthage. 
1 
This illustra tion was probably dravm, a s Robins on sugge s ted, 
from St. Jerome, Adversus Jovini anum, i, t~3, or Orosius, IV, 
23, but Hi nckley , who cites t h e Latin from J erome, also 
quotes Valerius Max imus , 3.2 Ext er na 8, as a possible source 
2 
of Chaucer's refe r ence. 
------------------------------------------------------------
l Robinson, op. cit., p . 861. 
2Hinckley, op . cit., p. 1 r:;3. 
LIVY 
II 1r=-~!±o.'-'===  
II 
I 
Among the first classicists to be translated into modem ! 
languages during the Middle Ages was sn historian widely 
1 
read in Chaucer 1 s day. All abbey libraries of any size 
listed Livy 's History of~ among their volumes, writes 
Robert Bell, editor of The Poeti cal ·: Works of Geoffrey 
Chaucer. Bell deduces from this tha t it would have been 
incredible if a man of ~~aucer's le arning had not known 
1 
Li vy 's writings in the original. Vif . W. Skeat, who vrrote 
preliminary essays for Bell's four volumes of ~~aucer's 
poems, diss.grees with the editor. He believes tha t Chaucer 
read Livy firsthand but leaned for his narration on t he 
2 
French version in the Romance £! ~ Rose. The points of 
disagreement among scholars a r e involved but interesting and 
amusing. 
Shannon summarizes h is discussion with the statement 
tha t all allusions to Livy prove nothing except that Chaucer 
3 
knew he lived and wrote. Lounsbury first propounds the 
arguments of the proponents of the affirmative, namely that 
it is usually agreed that Chaucer did know I,ivy in the orig:'lm 
------------------------------------------------------------
lR. Bell, Poetical ·works of Geoffrey Ch2.ucer, Lond on: 
Geor~e Bell and Sons, 1878, III, 56. 
Dean s. L. Fansler, Chaucer and the Roman de la Rose, 
New York: Columbia University Press, 1 914, p. 32: ~l~ee 
Skeat, op. cit., VI, 87. Tyrwhitt and Slre at agree. 
3shannon, Chaucer _and the Roman Poets, p. 284. 
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I and that there h a s been no disposition to d~ny this. 1 There- .j 
, upon, he pr oceeds t o · atta ck t h ese arguments. In fact, the 
II story of Virginia as recounted in 11 The Physician 1 s Tale 11 is 
I 
I 
I 
evidence to Lounsbury that Chaucer did not know Li~J 's 
account, a t least of t he events leading to t he fall of the 
2 
decemvirate. 
Lounsbury's ar guments are convincing; it is i mprobable 
that Chaucer used Li vy in the original. In ''The Phys ician 1 s 
Tal~11 Chaucer is telling wh a t he believes is an historical 
account. He would not sacri f ice accuracy in the int e r est of 
dr amatic license, and so h e n ar rates a story similar to tha t 
in the Romance o.f t he Rose, differ ing only in that it is a 3--
fuller account. Even t h e line mentioning Livy is there: 
I!-
11 Q,ui fu fille Virgi ni u s,/ Si cum dist Ti tiu s Livius. 11 Novv 
t h is story is much less dramatic than Livy's. 
I 
II 
Livy tells us II 
II 
il 
I 
1 . . Lounsbury, op . clt., pp . 279-281. According to intern-
al evidence: a The De a th of Blanche: quote: "Noble wife, 
Lucrece. 11 Ch.aucersays t he Roman, Titus Li vi us, called her 
the "Be s t of women." Lounsbury ways Livy did not make su ch 
a sta tement. p . 280. 
b The Legend of ~ Women credits the story 
of Lucrece, her wrong , and voluntary death to Livy. 11 As 
s a i th Ovid and Ti t-us Li vi us. 11 Lounsbury s ay s Li vy i s not 
nece s s arily t h e sour ce of t h i s story '.!vhich i s par aphr ased in 
Ovid, Fasti, Bk ., II. Only t h e trivial and conventional 
det ails cannot be traced to Ovid. p . 281. 2 -Lounsbury, op . cit., p. 281. 
3Loc. cit • 
.'-!.Jbid., p . 282 ; Lounsbury refers the r eader t o :Michel, 
1. 6328. 
II 
I 
'j===-=== 
I 
!I 
l 
I 
that Virginia 's father, reali zing the futility of the situa- I 
tion, stabs his daughter and rushes off to the soldiers in 
the camp waving the bloody ~~ife. In Jehan de Meung's 
account, as in Chaucer, the cool father explains the circum-
stances to Virginia and then chops off her head. Chaucer 
with his flair for dramatic realism would not have preferred 
1 
this story full of clumsy and nunnatura l details 11 if he had 
I 
I 
r 
I 
knovm ·the original sto:r>y. 
Fansler t s study of t he sources of HTb.e Physician's Tale 11 1 
postul a tes an unknovm author v;hom Chauc er used. He challen-
ges those ·Hho find Chaucer dependent on either L:i.vy or 
Jehan de :Meung , and through a line - by-line compai•ison of 
11The Physician's Tale 11 and the stoPy in the Romance of~ 
Rose, he concludes that only !Ia score of linesn can be 
traced to the latter. He acknovvledges Jehan de Meung as the 
source of the line citing Livy but finds it a nnon sequitur" 
2 
that all Chaucer lrnev,r of Li vy came from the French authors. 
------------------------------------------------------------
1Loc. cit. 
2Fansler, op. cit., p. 33. 
8 
I 
I 
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,I SUETONIUS 
One of the three writers whom ~aaucer mentions in 'I 
11The Monk ' s Tale' as an authority on the life of Julius Caesar II 
]!_ 
is Suetonius. This citation neither proves that Chaucer 
used him nor that he did not but indicates that Chaucer knew 
Suetonius as one who could give such infor mation. Skeat 
reminds the reader that Chaucer habitually mentioned sources 
2 
with which he was not immediately fa~iliar, especially when 
. it added authenticity to his statements. Suetonius, as 
I 
author of ~ Lives of~ Twelve Caes ars, was the fount ain-
head of informa tion on this subject, and Chaucer knew it. 
3 
II 
I 
Bo.ethius and Jehan de Meung also contained this bi ographical .1 
data. I 
Chaucer writes as follows in his a ccount of Nero: I 
Yet he, . as telleth us Swetonius, !
1 
The wyde world hadde in subjeccioun . 
Bothe est and west, (south) and septemtrioun. 11 
11The Monk 's Tale, 11 11. 2465'-2467 1 
According to Lounsbury, it is fortunate that the decision as II 
to sourc.e does not rest solely upon these lines, for they 
indica te that Chaucer did not know Suetonius directly. Nero 
did hold the world in subjection, but Suetonius did not claim 
-------------------------------------------------------------
]Robinson, op. cit., ''The Monk 's Tale, 11 p. 236,11.3909-
3911, cf. 43 above, Valerie. ' ! 
. 2skea t, op. cit. , v, 242, 2~l1.-2t~S. 
3Skeat, loc. cit., Sk e a t suggest s Boe.t h ius, De 
Philosonhiae, lib. ii, met. 6; lib. iii, met. t~:-
Consola tioJ1 
I 
I 
! 
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II 
II 
., 
II 
I 
I • I ~t. 
~~~~.~~~~~~~ ~~. --~ ~ -·$0 
At this point, ~naucer was following the Romance of ~ 
~, which cited Suetonius as its source for the account 
1 
the Roman emperor's life and death. On the contrary, the 
II 
of 1 
Roman historian did describe Nero's extravagances, informa-
II 
tion about the 
2 
ruler which h as not been traced to any inter- II 
mediary writer. il 
Chaucer imparts it in glowing terms: 
I! 
riloore delicaat, moore pompous of array, 11 
Moore proud was nevere emperour than he ; jl 
That like clooth that he hadde wered o day, i 
After that tyme he nolde it nevere see. j 
Nettes of gold threed h adde he greet plentee 
To fisshe in Tybre, i'rhan hym liste pleye • I 
His lustes were as lawe in his decree, 
For Fortune, as his freend, hym wolde obeye. 11 
11The Monk 's Tale, 11 11. 2471-2'-!-78. il 
I 
\iVherever Chaucer agrees with an ultimate source in informa- 1 • 
I tion omit ted by intermediary writers, it s e.ems plausible t h at II 
I 
he used the original directly. These verses describ ing Nero 's1; 
excesses furnish such evidence. 
I 
I I . . ! 
------------------------------------------------------------- I 
_ lLounsbury, op. cit., p. 285. cf • .!h2 Romance of' the Ros~ ~~ 
1. 7151, "Qui fu de tout le monde sires;" 11. 6982-69-aD; 
2Robinson, op. cit., p. 856, n. 2463: Robinson refers to I 
Dr. Fansler, p. 26, n. 7, who sugge s ts Eutropius' Breviarium, I 
VII, 9, as a source, hut the likelihood is doubtful. jj 
I :1 
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HORACE 
I 
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,I 
·I 
If the writer believed in reincarnation, she would select ' 
I 
I 
Chaucer as the mediaeval reproduction of her favorite class- 1 
ical poet. Although Chau cer's subject matter covers a more 
extens ive range, and his abilities in composition had fuller 1 
scope, Chaucer and Horace were kindred souls. 
Hendrik Van Loon in his Lives has bro ught together at a ' 
series o f weekly dinner parties fa_mous characters from 
different periods of world history, selected because of cer-
tain attributes which make t heir conver sations interesting 
and revitalize their aims and achievement s. Horace and ·11 
Chaucer are good candidates for a chapter in Van Loon's book. il 
I' 
Each poet descr ibes himself in similar terms, tongue in 1 
, cheek , a s he pictur es a fat little bald-headed man, pathetic 
in tha t he cannot attract the ladies. Each loved J.ife; his 
chief interes t, humanity. Both writers •Ne r e observ&."lt of the 1 
minute details which compo sed daily living and capably dupli-
cated them in verse. Each portrayed t h e seamy a s well as the 
sunny sid e of life. Nei ther approved o:f i nnnor ali ty nor did l'Il , 
picture vice attractively, but he avoided a:rmonizing, content 
to poke fu..n. good-humoredly at the foibles of huma....""l. natur e 
th a sly t winkle in t he eye. VJh.at cronies t h ey vJould have 
The writer a grees vJith Lounsbury that Chaucer did not 
]_ 
know Horace because she feels tha t if the classical author 
had been accessible, he would have been Chaucer's favor ite. 
Chaucer does not mention Horace by name, and there are but 
t hree possible references to h i m in Chaucer's poetry. 
of Horace," attempts to refute Lounsbury's argu..ments that 
Chaucer did not lmow Horace. He dis cusses the passage s whi ch 
might have been drawn from Horace and concludES that Chaucer 
lmew De Ar te Poetica in the orie inal. In "The Manciple's 
Tale, 11 11. 116-117, Chaucer gives an example of supreme 
excellence in singing: "The kyng of Thebes, Amphioun, /That I 
YJith his sy:ngyng walled that citee. 11 These lines are remin j\ 
isc ent of Horace's descript ion of f~phion in the Ars Poetica, I 
11. 39!~-396: I 
Dictus est Amphion, Thebanae conditor arcis, I 
Saxa movere sono testudinis et pre ce blanda I 
Ducere quo vellet. II 
In both passages, Amphion caused stones to move and ~orm city l 
walls by his singing. Chaucer and Horace agree on a point n~ 
I 
Gower does not ment ion included in intermediary sources. 
r~ 
Amphion as a nmsician, and Ovid does not emphasiz e it. 
11 The Merchant's Tale, 11 11. 1716-1717, alludes to Amphioun 
-------------------------------------------------------------
lLounsbury, op . cit., p. 263. 
2 c. L. Wrenn, n Chaucer's ¥.no'57ledge of Horace, 11 Mod.ern 
Lanfmage Review, XVIII , (1923), 286. ~Ibid., Wrenn makes this comparis on, pp . 286-287. 
L~ovid, Metamorph oses, VI, 270 ~ 
I 
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II 
:1 as a great musician: 11That Orpheus., ne of Thebes Jl...mphioun , / !1 
I Ne mad en nevere swich a mel odye. 11 Wrenn cites a reference to !I 
I 1 ~ 
, Amphion in the same connection, Horace, Od6s, Bk. III, ll, II 
! lines 1-2: "Docilis •••.• /Movi t Amphion lap ides canendo. 11 ,1 
1 Lounsbury has claimed Statius as Chauce.r' s source for this 
, story of The ban walls rising to music and has cited a fuller 
I 
1 account in Boccaccio. He makes one concession, namely, that 
'1 if Ch.aucer knew Horace at all, he 
2 
was familiar only with the 
I Euistle to Piso on the Poetic Art. I ----
vvrenn 's most cogent argument in favor of Ch.aucer's 
. 3 I f amil.iari ty vli th Horace is based on a passage in the Troilus ·11 
I . 4 
i Although conside r ation of the Troilus is not within the scop e ! 
of this paper, the particular reference cited by Wrenn is 1 
I 
pertinent, for, if it is accepted as derived fJ:>om Horace, 
I 
there is no reason to deny the references in The Canterbury I 
Tales. I, 
-------------------------------------------------------------1 
I 
l 1.Vrenn, op. cit. , p . 287. l'i 
2Lounsbury, op. cit., p . 261: Lounsbury cites Boccac cio, 
' De Genealogia Deorum, lib. V, Cap. 30. I 
3Hin ckley, "Chauceriana, n Ph:!llilog ical Quarterly, VI, · (1927 ), 1 
313 . Hinckley points out a parallel between the Troilus, I, 
631-632, a nd Ars Poetica, 301+- 305: "A wheston is no kervyng 
instrument,/But yit it maketh sharpe kervyng toles." Troilus 
cf. 
11Ergo fungar vice cot is, acutum/Redere quae ferrum vt:tlet, 
! exsors ipsa secandi.n Ars Poetica. 
1
1 
· Ll-Robinson, op . cit.,IT'iiiroilus and Cressida, 11 11. 1028 -
I 
===; 
1043. 
In these lines, Panda.rus advises Troilus. to be consistent · 
in his love letters and to avoid repetition. Wrenn finds th:Jsl 
advice a close parallel to the openinr~ lines of the ~is tle 'I 
]_ ·~·I to Pise. Here Horace points out the inconsistency of a 
---- II 
:9ainter who would place a h1.Lman head on a horse 1 s neck and !1 
'I 
add limbs and features from other animals . 'V'Vhat vroul d Horace l
1 
say to our Twentieth Century surrealists! Lounsbury 
acknowledges a close parallel between the passage in the 
Troilus and that in the Epistl~ to Pi~ on the import ance of 
cons istency but denies the necessity for any source of such 
natural advice vThich might have well been conventional in a 
2 
composition with a t h eme of poetics. vVrenn counter s by deny-
i?g that thi.s advice was commonplace in the Fourteenth Cent 
He accuses Lounsbury of making a greater conjecture than he 
3 
himself does when he assu..mes Chaucer's knowledge of Horace . 
The fact tha.t Chaucer does not name Horace is no absolute 
proof that he did not know him . He n runes neither Boccaccio 
nor Persius, yet he drew basic data from the former and, as 
has been shown above, quoted Persius at l eas t once almost 
LJ. 
literally. 
Scholars in general accept Horace as the ultimat e source 
------------------~------------------------------------------
l wrenn, op~ cit., p~ 289. -·· 
2Lounsbury, op . cit ., p~ 261 
3wrenn; op. cit., p. 289 . 
. l~Ibid., p . 290. 
- s_~ ---= 
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11 of information derived b y Chaucer through intermediary wri te:l3. 
Harriet Siebert summarizes her research on this subject in an 
article, entitled "Chaucer and Horace~' She enumerates eight 
p a ssages in whi ch Chaucer has been conside r ed by v arious 
critics to have had Horace in mind . She d ismisse s five as 
s a tisfactory second-hand references and calls the rema ining 
2 
three in the Troilus lacking in significance. 
more popular than o ther works of Horace, v1as offered as a 
3 
course in rhetoric. 
II 
.i 
I' 
II 
II 
WPenn credits Chaucer with knowledg e of the A~ Poetica II 
entire; with Odes, Book III, ode three, possibly tvro contain- !! 
ing the references to Amphion; and Epistles, Book I, epistle 
11 
• 
, two addressed to Lollius. The references from t he Odes and 
Epi stles Vvrenn admits may have been included in a manuscrip t 
I 
1
1 col lection of classical guotations, p opular and current, to 
h 
. . ' 
whi ch Chaucer had access. 
'I il 
I 
-------------~-----------------------------~----~------------ \. 
I
. 1skeat, op. cit., VI, 387; a lso Bell, op. cit., III, 21;_0 . ~~~ 
1 
· 2H. Siebert, u Chaucer and Horace, H Modern Langt.l.age _Notes, 
I .x.xxi, < 1 916), 3ot1- . · 
.
1 
3wrenn, op. cit. , p . 291. 
11
. 
4Loc. cit. 
I 
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' 
LUCAN 
Th oo saugh I on a piler by , 
Of yren wroght fue sternely, 
The grete poete, daun Luca n, 
:I 
An on hys shuldres ba r up than, 
As h i gh as that y myghte s~e, 
The fame of Julius and Pompe, 
The Hou se of ~' 11. 11~97·-1so2 ·II 
In spite of Chaucer Is professed admiration for Lucan, his Jl 
interests lay not in history, nor did long rhetorical speeche ~ 
appeal to the writer who say s of' the politics and events of [1 
anti quity , 11They are gone: ay, ages long ago." There are but l 
four allusions to Lucan in h is writings. 
Professor Shannon in a special article, nchaucer and Luca$ 
I 
I 
1 
Phars alia , 11 prefaces h is discussion with the state~ent , that j 
scholars h ave long recognized tne Pharsalia as a dlrec ~ sour 
l I 
of s pecific Chaucerian passages . Skeat is not one of t he 
scholars who upholds this point of view. He cla ims that 
Chaucer 1 s allusions to Caesar 1 s triumph a i'e random connnents . 
2 
r ather ·than the re sul t of misreading the classical source. 
Lucan, s ad because he had no triumph to record, cried, 
3 
11 Perdidi t 0 qualem vincendo plura trhm phum. 11 
l shannon, rr Chaucer and Luc an 1 s Pharsalia, n 113 : Shannon, 
Chauce.r and the Roman POets, p . 333: Chaucerian passa ges 
derived from the Pharsalia are as follows: The House of Fam~ 
11.197-1502; Troi1us and Cressida, V, 1792; 'The Man of Law's 
Tale,n )_!_00- LLOl ; "The Monk's Tale," 3909-3910. 
2 Skeat, op . cit., V, 1 53. Ske a t cites the Pharsal ia , III, 
79 . 
3Loc. cit. 
I 
I 
'I 
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There are, hovrever, two passages in the Pharsalia which I 
ind ica te that Caesar thought he \'Tould have a triumph after 
defeating Pompey . Chaucer mi ght eas ily have gathered from 
1 
these that the triumph was really celebrated. In Book N, 
3_:;8 -362, the ·soldiers who deserted Pompey and fled to 
Caes a r assume that Caesar will enjoy a triumph and be g not 
to be a p a r t of it. In Book V, 328-3~~ , Caesar in addressing 
I 
the "nru.tinous soldie rs 11 boasts of his forth coming triumph. ,, 
II 
The Pharsalia concerns itself chiefly ·wi th Pompey 1 s f ate;\· 
the fact t h at m~aucer interrupts his narrative about Caesar ~I 
to mourri Pompey's tragedy convinced Professor Shannon that 
~ 
Chaucer had Lucan in mind as he \vrote the following lines: 
But now a li tel v:h y l I wol biwaille 
This Pompeius, this nobel g overnour 
Of Rome, which that flei ght at this bataille; 
I s eye , oon of his men, a f al s traitour 1 
His heed of smoot, to ·winnen h im f avour I 
Of Jul ius' and him the heed he broghte. 11 
Alla s Pompey, of the •·oi'ient conquerour 1 
That fortune unto s wich a fyn t hee brothte. 
11 The - Monk 1 s Tale, 11 ll. 3877-3881.~. 
Lounsbury a lso point s to Luca n as the source of two 
referen ces in Chaucer. Luc an, he says, describes the Yronde r · 
of a triumph which Caesar would h a ve had, provided he had 
I 3 returned to Rome l aden vii th c anti ves and s poils. Chaucer I . -
---~ --------------------------------------------------------- r 
lshannon, 11 Ch.aucer a nd Lucan 1 s Pharsalia, 11 p . 113. \j 
2Ibid .' p . 11?. . I 
3Lounsbury, op . cit., p. 2t;;l)_. Lounsbury cites t he !1 I Pharsalia, Bk . III, 73-79 . ~ 
i 11 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
read Lucan but misunderstood the significance of the passage Ji 
which he had in mind i.~rhen he v.rrote the following pass ages: \ 
nThe I\lan of Law's Tale, 11 11. ~.00-1__)-.01: "Noght trowe I the 
triru--nph of Jul ius/Of whi ch that Lucan maketh s vrich a bost.n 
· And "The Monk 's Tale,n 11. 3909-3910: "To Rome agayne 
i 
repaireth Julius/With his triumphe, laurent ful hye." 
Robinson quotes Lowes a s suggesting the French version 
of Lucan as Chaucer's source. The author, Jehan de Tium, 
describes the triumph in full panoply. Although this 
second-hand refe rence should be noted in passing, the weight 
II 
of c r itical evidence seems to be in favor of m~aucer's direct 
use of Lucan's Pharsalia . The references in The Canter~u~ 
Tales suggest by their very fullness of details that they 
1 
were derived directly from the classical source. Chaucer 
n amed his author ities correctly when he ~rote lines 3909 -
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
I 
I 
! 3913 in ''The Monk 's Tale: 11 I 
Lucan, to t h ee this storie I recomende, 
And to Swetoun., and to Valerie also, 
Tha t of this storie writen word and ende, 
How tha t to thise grete conqueroures t wo -
Fortune was first freend, and si t the foo. 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
------------------------------------------------------------- I 
\ 1-shannon. Chaucer and the Roman Eo.et~,.._3 - ~ 
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CLAUDIUS CLAUDI AJ:JUS 
nin Claudyan ye may the stories rede." I 
"The Merchant 1 s Tale, 11 2232. ~I 
11 Ch.aucer' s Claudian, 11 an arti cle written by Robert Pratt, i: 
appraises the extent and nature of Claudian 1 s influence on 
Chaucer. The au t hor, a disciple of Karl Youn g , claims that 
one c annot truly evaluate ~~aucer 's le arning except through 
1 
j a study of mediaeval manuscripts as Chaucer saw them. 
;I Professor Young , who a pproached the study of Chaucer in this 
' vmy , pointed out that the standard school re ader of Chaucer's jl 
1 
day, Liber Catonianus, included p assages from Cato, Theodulus, l 
II 
1 Avianus, Maximianus, Statius , a nd Claudian. Mr . Young made a l~ 
I 
I 
study of the first four of these and, but for h is death, 
2 
• would have completed his task . 
"Chaucer's Claudian" summarizes the findings resulting ~~~ from a study of eight manus cri~Jts of "De Raptu Proserpinae, 11 
I . 
v,rhi ch a ppears in almost all Thirteenth Century manuscripts 
I, of Liber Catonianus, sometimes glossed, undei' the title of 3 
/ Liber Claudiani OI' Claudianus. 
Pratt discovered eip)lt passages in Chau cer derived from 
lJ_ 
Claudian. I n The Canterbury Tales, the most significant 
lR. P1.,att, 
L!l9. 
2Loc. cit. 
3Loc. cit. 
}_!-Ibid . , p . 
"Chaucer's Claudian,n Speculum, XXII , (191J..7), 
~== 
I 
!I 
is in 11 The Merchant's Tale, 11 11. 2229 -2233: 
Folwynge h is v'.ryf, the queene Proserpyna , 
~~ich that he r avysshed out of Ethna 
I!Jhil that she g adered floures in the mede-
In Claudyan y e may the s tor ies rede, 
How in h is gris e l y c arte he hire f~tte. 
I If one considers t h is pas sage in conjunction with the 11 De 
I' 
II 
11 
in the Liber Catonianus, he will II Raptu Proserpinae," a s found 
discover that the a t mosphere o f the t wo passages is v e ry ~ 
different. Clau d ian p or t rays Proserp ina e athering flowers 
whe n Pluto c ame in his 11 F iery chariot 11 and c a rried h e r of'f. 
Chaucer uses his mytholo gical fi gures not merely for the 
e ffect o f a class ica l allu sion-they are cla ssica l only in 
n ame--but to create a vivid and appropriate build-up for the I 
"staggering climax" when i anuai'y and May are a ided by these j 
pers onages from fairy l and. Pratt s ugges t s tha t J anuary and I 
May h8.Ve theii' ndivi ne counterparts 11 in Plu to and Proserpina~ I 
Despite the differences in setting and characterizat ion, 
Chaucer was evidently acquainted .with the "De Raptu 
3 
Proserpinae. 11 The Claudi an pas sage, occurring as it does at 
the most dramatic moment of the t a le, add·s greatly to the 4 -
entire eff ect of Chaucer's p oetry . Sk e a t cites Claudian's 
line, expressed in 11De Raptu Pr osePpinae, 11 1.77, 11 Cyllenius 
lrb i d ' t< I 2 • ' p . -!.20 ' 
Loc. cit. 
GShannon, Chaucer e.n d t he Roman Poets, p. 3S8 . 
'Skeat, op. cit., v;-7o--
I 
I 
I 
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I 
astitit ales ,/Solnniferam quatiens uirgrun, tectusque galero. 11 , \ 
a s the origin of Chaucer's description of Mercury in "The 
Kni ght's Tale, 11 11. 1385-1388: 
Hym thoughte h ow that t he wynged god Mercurie 
Biforn hyra stood and bad hym to be murie. 
His slepy yerde in hond he bar uprighte; 
An hat he werede upon hi s heris brighte. 
The i mportance of Robert Pratt's research lies in the 
establishment of conclus ive evidence from mediaeval manu-
scripts tha t Chaucer knew Claudian, perhaps not extensively 
but naturally and intensively through his reader, Liber 
1 
Catonianus. V'Jhe rever Chauce r used Claudian, he was not be 
erudite but simply re callin g passages ve ry f amiliar 
2 
and his neers. 
. I 
-------------~----~~---------------------------------------~- 1 
lpratt, op . ci t ., p . 1.!29. ! 
2Loc. cit. 
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JUVENAL 
11 Juvenal seith of poverte myrily: 
'The povre man, whan he goth by the weye, 
Bifore the theves he may synge and pleye. 111 
11 The Wife of Bath 1 s Tale, 11 11. 1192-119!.1.
1
! 
The Loathly Lady of "The Wife of Bath 1 s Tale, 11 spurned by:j 
t h e knight, her husband, on account of her ugliness, and 
poverty, shamed him into submission through a discourse on 
'I 
ir 
true nobili ty of character. She i llustrated her arguments byl\ 
quotat:tons . from the wise men of old, among them Juvenal. 
I 
He , II 
she said, called poverty a blessing . Chaucer's passage, 
correctly translated from Juvenal's Tenth Satire, is the only 
indication in The Canterbury Tales that Chaucer knew the 
-r -
clas sical satirist. Skeat suggests that it was probably not 
2 3 
der:t ved directly from Juvenal; Lounsbury and Shannon ta1ce the 
I 
opposite viewpoint. Juvenal was known to the Middle Ages, I 
and since no other source of the refer.e.nces was available to 
Chaucer, both critics believe that Chaucer was acquainted wi 
Juvenal's ·w·ritings a t least in part. 
According to J. E . Sandys, Juvenal's Satires are listed 
h. 
in monastic catalogues as pr•eserved in various libra r:i.es .' 
They were quoted by men lmo·wn to' Chaucer, notably 
lRobinson, op. cit., p. 808 , N. 1191. Another reference · 
from Juvena1 may be found in "Troilus and Cressida, 11 IV, 
197-201. 
2Lounsbury, op. cit., p. 260 
?Shannon, Chaucer and the Ro~ Poets, p p . 361-362. 
~Sandys, op. cit., p. 5i:'9. 
I 
I 
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Vincent de Beauva is, and served as the theme of' a mediaeval ~~ 
scholia, entitled Cornutus. Moreover, Juvenal was highly 
resp ected in the Middle Ages for 1iB 11 moral earnestness, 11 
1 
remarks Sandys in A Risto~ of Classic~ 9cholarshi~ . 
There seems to be no s pe cific evidence on ei t he r side of 11 
the dis cussion . Sandy s think s ~naucer was not acquainted !i~ 
Juvenal, yet ~aclmm•rledges the p ossib ility that he was when he\ 
il 
librar ies. ~naucer did have access to J u venal but wa s unin- I 
1 t ells us that Juvena l 1 s writing s were cont a ined in abbey 
t e rested in "moral e arnes tne ss 11 as a sermonizing techni que. 
The tvw write r s we r e not s p iritually ak in. Had Juvena l 1 s 
entiPe l i teT•ary works been a cce s.'3ible to him, Chaucer wou ld 
have dra~~ bu t r are l y on thi s vitriolic writer. 
-------------------------------------------------------------, 
libid., p . 620 
I 
CATULLUS 
I 
"Now wolde God tha t it were woxen nyght, ·1 
And that the nyght wolde l asten everemo." i 
"The Merchant's Tale," 11. 1763-17 64 . :1 
The Canterbury Tales cont a ins no a llusions vvhich suggest ~~ 
that Cha ucer knew Catullus. J anuary in a rdent desire for the ~~ 
consummat ion of his passion uttered a f'ervant wish for et ernall 
night. Although this sentiment, a conventional theme in love l 
1 
poetry, needs no source, it is similar to Catullus, Book V, 
2 
11. 5-6. 
J ames A . Mci'eek in an article, entitled, "Did Chaucer 
3 
know Catullus'?," discusses the three passages cited by 
Shannon as sugge st ive of the Roman poet. The similarities 
between these references and Catullus' poetry are not such 
as to be convincing. If the Roman lyricist had been avail-
able to him , Cha ucer, who was himself devoted to love and 
11 
•• of tha t art the olde daunce," would have found in Catullus 
1
! 
a most fruitful source of erotic inspiration. 
~obinson, op. cit., p. 820, n. 1763. 
Zfl. B. Hinckley, "Cha ucer i ana ," Philological Q.uart.E:Jrly, 
VI, 1927, 313. 11 Nob i s cwn semel occidit brevis lux nox est 
perp~tua una dormienda;' Catullus. · 
J. A. IVIcPeek, "Did Cha ucer Know Catullus?" Modern 
Language Notes, XLVI, (1931), 294-299. IvicPeek lists three 
pas sages as follows: Tra nslation of Boethius, III, pr. 4, 
Catullus cited by name; "Story of Aria dne;rr "Epistle of 
Helen to Paris." 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-=== "~-~~ _Jri ~--&,= Slffi~~RY: Chaucer enriched the background of his tales i 
!I with materials borrowed from many writers 'Nho vrould not 
qualify as major cla ssical influences. Authorities are not li 
in agreement as to which of these authors influenced Chaucer \\ 
directly nor at wha t specific p oints. Scholarly opinions I 
have been expressed in this chapter upon Seneca, Persius, 
Cicero, Valerius .Maximus, Livy, Suetonius, Horace, Lucan, 
Claudian, Juvenal, and Catullus. In conclusion, a summary 
of the d iscussion regarding ~~aucer's use of each of these 
classical sources follows. 
SENE CA We know tha t Chaucer read all writing s which were! 
accessible in the orig ina l and tha t Seneca 1 s vrorks were ava ilr 
, 1 · th · • 1 s , · f · t · II a o e 1n . e or1g1na • . eneca s max1ms were avor1 e say 1ng s ~ 
in the Middle Ages. Lounsbury discounts him a s a dir ect \ 
souPce of Chaucer', since all but one of Chaucer's references !1 
II 
where Seneca is cited express a generally recognized truth, II 
conventional at tha t time. He acknowledges tha t the informa- l 
tion about Nero in 11 The l\1onk 1 s Ta le 11 is the exception; more- i 
over, it is not includ ed in intermedia r y sou rces, a str ong 
argument in favor of Chaucer's direct use of Seneca. Ay ers, 
in h is attemp t to establish t hat Chaucer did use the Roman 
writer in the ori ginal, eliminates all re f erences wh ich are 
of a genera l nature, all Senec 8_n sentiments which mi g_h.t have 
been e a sily d e rived from second hand sources, and all doubt-
ful refer ences. He finds only two or th~ee of the twenty 
;===~f===~ =- - ==~-==~-= ====-------=--c=o~======~==Jt--===o=\,66'======1 
possible allusions to Seneca in 11 The Tale of Melibeen to be 
or g enuine Senecan origin. Similarities in opinions and 
parallels in phraseology are ind icated between passages in 
11 The Parson's Tale 11 and Epistle xlvii on the t heme of' honor-
able action as the criterion of' true nobility, bet'Heen nThe 
Pardoner's Tale 11 and Epistle lxxxiii against gluttony, and 
bet'rreen 11 The Wif'e of' Bath's Tale" and Epistle xliv on 
gentilesse. Chaucer seems to have read Seneca f'irsthand, 
1 absorbed his philosophy, and adapted it to medi aeval 
Christian thiru~ing . 
PERSIUS and CICERO Chaucer quotes Persius once without 
citation. The origin of' the anecdotes on dreams in 11 The 
1Tun 1 s Priest's Tale 11 is debatable, since Chaucer credits the 
II 
:I 
I 
I 
-'II 
!' 
il 
II 
'I 
IJ 
II 
II 
I 
II 
I 
without definite citation to "Oon of' the greeteste auctour 
that men rede." The stories are included in varying f'orms in11 
1: 
Cicero's De Divinat ione, Valer ius Maximus' De Factis Dictis a~ 
II 
Memorabili bus, and preserved in M8crobius' 11 Somnium Scipionis't 
f'rom De ~blica, Book VI. Skeat and Lounsbury marsha l j 
t h eir ar~L~ents in support of Chaucer 's direct use of Cicero. i 
Hinckley discounts both Cicero and Valerius Maximus. r.:'liss II 
Petersen introduces Holkot as a possible source. s . Sakanisbi 
.. jl 
suggests Giraldus Cambrensis whose Expugnatio Heb ernica was 
1 quoted ·wi t hout a clmowledgment by h istor i ans of the Fourteenth 
CentuT'Y. Robinson credi ts the stories to a French sour ce. 
Lowes ci.tes ·parallel :phre.seology between uThe Nun's Pri est's 
I 
Tale 11 and Macrobius' Commentary. 
================~~ ] __ _ 
He points out that Chaucer il 
analyzes a Ciceronian fra gment from the 11 SOTIL1'1ium Scipionis 11 I' 
tl in The Parliament of Fowles which he was w·riting at the time 
1 
he produced "The Nu.n's Priest's Tale." Scholars agree on 
Chaucer's use of Macrobius' Commentary. During the Middle 
Ages, Cicero's writings were considered models of rhetoric. 
It seems lo ~ical to believe that Chaucer lmew the 11 Somnium 
Scipionis n and used it to gether with Mac rob ius' Cornmenta~:~> 
and many other sources whi ch recounted the dreams. He 
tre a ted his source material so independently that internal 
II 
il 
I 
I 
evidence of t he stories points to Cicero chiefly in the line, . 
I 
I 
"Oon of the greeteste auctour tha t men rede." 
VALERIE Chaucer cites Valerius l'v1aximus t ·wice in The 
Canterbur-v Tales, in 11 The Monk's Tale" as the source of 
informa tion on the life of Julius Caesar, and in "The V.Ji fe 
Bath's Tale" as the authority for a reference to Tullius 
of ' 
!! 
I 
Hostilius. The illustrative material on the theme of marital iJ 
severity · in "The Prologue to the Wife of Bath's Ta.le 11 is 
derived from the Gesta Romanorum of Valerius Ma.x.imus. 
Valerius is uncited in the text, but the El. Ms. contains a 
marginal note naming him as the sour ce and giving the refer-
ence. The allusion to 11Hasdrubales wyf" in "The Nun's Pries 
Tale 11 may be credi t ed to several sources, Valerius Maximus 
among them. 
LIVY Although Li vy ' s 1N·orks were available in the Middle 
il 
I 
I 
_:l_ 
-,!-· --
:1 Ages, 
~~~~-~_QS~ 
Chaucer seems no t to h a ve knovm his vivid account of I 
'1l Tale 11 i s unrealistic in detail as 
I .• 
I
I Virginia~ 11Th e Physician's 
, is a lso the French account. Fansler, who discounts Livy and !I 
Jehan de Meung , p os tul a tes an unknown source f or Chaucer's 
nar rative. 
SUETOtiTUS The most reliable evidence tha t Chaucer used 
Suetonius firstha nd lies in data · on the subj e ct of Nero's 
e x cesses describ ed in ''The Monk's Tale." This informe.tion 
i s found in no knovm intermedia ry source. 
HOHACE Chaucer• and Horace we re remarkably similar in 
appear ance and pers onality. If time and circu..mstanc e s had 
permitted, these p oe ts would have been close friends. The re 
is no agreement among scholars in their eva luat ion of Chaucern 
knowled ge of Horace. Several authorities attr ibute Chaucer's 
I 
references to intermediary writers only . Wrem1, on 
II 
the o the r JI 
hand, cla i ms that Chaucer knew the Ars Poetica entire and 
suggests his possible use of at least two odes and t wo 
epis tles . Horace's writing s were accessible in the Middle 
Age s. The Ars Poetica was studied in the universities. If, 
howevei•, Ch.aucer had knovm Horace's wri tings, he wou ld have 
II 
,, 
II 
II 
I 
, found them most fertile sources of ma ter ial. Since ·chaucer 1 
II 
,I 
f a ils to cite Horace a nd borrows no significant d ata from him/ 
I 
I 
I' 
I 
I! 
it seems unlik ely tha t Chaucer was acquainted 1r-!i th his 
writing s. 
' 
LUCAN Chaucer was not especially interested in ancientj 
=-r~ 
history. Nevertheless, when he undertook to write an 
historical account of Julius Caesar in nThe Monk's Tale, 11 he 11 
turned to Lucan, an established authority on the subject, for
1
j 
full details. In the Phars alia, . Lucan placed the emphasis on 
Pompey 's tragic death . Chaucer too digresses from his accourJ 
of Caes a r to lament Pompey 's betrayal. 
CLAUD I AN Robert Pratt evaluated Claudian's influence 
u pon Chaucer through a study of eigp.t manuscripts of ''De 
Raptu Proserpinae.n Eight passages in The Canterbury Tales 
owe their or i gin to Cl audian whose writings were included in 
the Liber Catoni anus, a school reader in the Middle Ages. 
JUVENAL In "The Wife of Bath 1 s Tale, n Chauc er quotes 
from Juvenal on the bliss of poverty. AlthoUffl there is no 
II 
I 
I 
evidence to prove or disprove Chaucer's lmowledge of Juvenal, I 
I! 
I 
it is possible tha t Chaucer knew the Roman writer firsthand 
a frui t ful source . 
CATUIJLUS Sch olars have f a iled t o identify Catullus as a 
source for cr1aucer. Simila r passages in both noets are 
conventional. 
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PART II 
CHAUCER, THE MASTER LITERARY CRAFTSMAN 
Introduction 
Part one has presented a survey and su_mmary of 
I! 
I 
---f 
I 
I 
II 
cont~mpor- :1 
ary scholarly opinions on the question of Chaucer's familiar- ~· 
. I 
ity with specific classical writers. The emphasis in Part ' 
I Two 
1 and 
is placed on the data Chaucer derived from the classics 
his techniques in the use of this material. Chapters 
seven through nine deal ·with specific passages; parallels in 
thought and phrase behreen Chaucer and his classical source 
are minutely considered. 
If the reader could have witnessed Chaucer in his work-
shop, he would better comprehend the scholar's dilemma in 
crediting Chaucer's poetry to any specific source. 'I Especial~ 
I does source material become a problem when one attempts to 
classify the influence of many authors whose writings mingle 
I and melt into the very warp and woof of Chaucer's poetry. 
I Less important to Chaucer than the major classical writers 
whose influence is generally acknowledged, these Romans cast 
shadovvy patterns over The Canterbury Tales. It is owing to 
Chaucer's art in comuosition that definite identification of 
the sources he used is at times almost impossible. You are 
now invited into Chaucer's study where you may witness his 
techniques in the use of derivative material. 
Behold the artist at work on The Canterbury Tales% Bear 
I 
in mind that the material he selects and his techniques of 
composition depend upon his purpose. Remember that his 
primary interest is to tell a good story. 
I' 
' 
I 
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Chaucer at Work 
--
II 
,I 
0 Chaucer! 0 Life! 1 
~Vhich of you has imitated the other? 
Chaucer's great skill lay in his creative art. He, like 
lj 
,I 
I 
Shakespeare, held a mirror up to nature and reflected it II I 
I' n aturally and realistically. ~ Canterbury Tales, produced 
l a te in Chaucer's 1i fe, represent the com]lOS i te of all tha t ~~ 
is his best in education and cul t ure, his travel, his readin~ 
and his human relationships. The themes and materials he iJ 
used were not original; he borrowed copiously from innumerab~~ 
sources, yet the tales emerge stamped '.rdth the individuality i~ 
of original genius. I 
I 
I 
Mediaeval writers aimed chiefly to appeal to the -'-- I emovions 
of their readers. Fisures, colors oi' dress, and the like, 
were conventional; the author did no t stress originality oi' 
inven tion, but took familiar forms and strove to present 
2 
them in individual fashion. J. L. Lowes c alls Chaucer "a 
very great cre a tive artist in his imaginative handling of the 
3 
materials borrowed from Italian sources. Except when trans-
l a ting, "Chaucer de als both independently and enrichingly 
with the stuff that came to lis hand. He adds, omits, 
-------------------------------------------------------------1 
lThis quotation is ada.pted from 
2 • i" Bell, op. c1t., I, 11.''- · 
3J. r_,. Lowes, "Franklin's Tale, 
Modern Philology, XV, (191 8 ), 164. 
I, 
one addressed to Iv1enander . ,, 
Teseide, and Filocolo," 
II 
II 
11 ~~~li . ~- ·~~ ~~-~"~ -~ ~ ~'""== 
!/ substitutes one motivation for another, modifies or complete~/ 
ii transforms a character, and interweaves new strands from 1 
I other fabrics...... He follows, i~ a v.rord, the procedure of il 
I all the great imaginative writers. 1' 1j 
I 
,, 
J. Burke Severs in his book, ~ Li tePar;y Relationships I, 
/ of Chaucer's Clerkes Tale, devotes a chapter to IT Chaucer's ,',' 
' Techniques in the Treatment of his Sources." He claims that 
no explanation that Chaucer used one source manuscript with 
occasional glosses is satisfactory, whether it be a Latin 
manuscript with French glosses or a French manuscrip t with 
Latin glosses. Traces of both are definite and unmistakable. 
Chaucer must often have kept the two texts before him and 
'I ,. 
I 
II 
consul ted them constantly. Vlhere a French t~anslator omitted!/ 
a Latin phrase or clause, Chaucer added them. Whe re the 
French introduced items lacking in the Latin, he included ·I 
II 
them. ITThus he eked out the recital in one manuscript by the /, 
f'or the I! recital in the other , laying both under contribution 
3 
fuller version which he ge_ve in his poem. 11 
_ This use of two sources leaves interes ting evidence of 
~~ his modus operandi. Evidently he read one, then the 
I 
I 
1 
corresponding passage in the other, and, influenced by both 
-------------------------------------------------------------
I 
I 
1 
I 
i 
I 
!j 
I 
II 
il 
1Loc. -cit. 
2J. B. Severs, The Literary Relationships of Chaucer's 
Cle;kes Tale; Nev; Haven: Yale University Pre'Ss, 19l_t2, p. 21~ 
Ibid., p . 217. _jll 
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produced his O\vn conception. 1 Indeed, often Chaucer seems to 
have just finished reading several versions of a particular 
1 
source. Naturally, he emphasized the preferred version. 
I' 
II 
I 
I Consequently, in one place, the reader finds quotations refl~ 
ting preference for a French passage, in another, for the 
Latin. "Alternation of emphasis" is characteristic of his 2 -
use of parallel sources. \i!Jhat Mr. Severs calls 11 see-sav111 
I dependence may he due to omission in one source of a passage 
3 
l necess ai>y for the other. The result, however, .. is often 
I ~ 
1 
repetition in the form of a double translation. 
I 
I Lowes, in considering Chaucer's use of the Q!i£ Moralise, J 5 !I 
also discusses the poet's treatment of parallel sources. 11 
I 
l1 
composition, 11 Two are better then one" and "A threefold cord 11 
Chaucer, he says, has two mottoes for his procedure in 
:I 
II An excellent example of Chaucer's method may be noted in Jl 
I is . not quickly broken. n 
: 
I 
I the statis tics prepared by Mr. Ward, ·who compared the Teseide 1! 
6 
I a nd 
11The Knight's Talen line by line. His tabula ted results il 
-------------------------------------------------------------1 
libid., P. 223. 2 -Loc. cit. 
[Ibid., p. 22h. 
!-Ibid., p. 22:;. 
5J. L. Lowes, 11 Chaucer and the Ovid Moralise, 11 Publica-
tions of the Modern LanRUage Association bf America, 
xxx511, (1918), 317. 
Skeat, Notes _9!! the CantePbury Tales, p. 291. 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
'I I. 
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I 
are as follows: 
270 lines of "The Yillight's Talen (1/8 of the total) 
translated 
37'-~ lines generally similar 
132 lines vaguely similar· 
776 lines of the total 2250 lines are more or less 
similar to the Teseide. 
vVh at of the remaining 1~-74 lines? 
Let us picture Chaucer sitting at his desk at work upon 
11 The Kni ght's Tale." At his elbow, the source of constant 
I 
II 
consultation, is the Teseide; propped up before him, open at II 
the story of Theseus' triumphal return to Athens, is the 
I
ll Thebaid; w~thin easy reach lies 
from 
Chaucer writes, he turnsAone to 
the Roman de Thebes. As 
-
.•. another, supplementing, 
dovetailing, omitting , adding, whatever is vivid, whatever 
1 
clarifies the motivation of the story. 
This following quotation from Statius and the reference 
2 
to "olde storiesu provide the setting with which Chaucer 
introduces "The Knight's Tale: 11 11 Is..mque domos patria, 
Sci thice post aspera gentis/Prelia laurigero, 11 etc. The 
re.ference is appropri a te. Statius had described Theseus' 
victorious entry int o Athens after his defeat of Hippolyta, 
Queen of the Amazons. Chaucer appreciated the dr~aa of this 
I -------------------------------------------------------------
1
. lLowes, Chaucer and the Ovid Moralise, P. 318. 
2Robinson, ··op. cit.,li'TheKnight's Tale~" 1. 8~9 ; Wise, 
I op. cit., p. ~-7, suggests t hat "olde stories" include Thebaid, Tes eide, and Roman de Thebes. 
I -
! 
I 
i 
r 
lj 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
triumphal return, so he dismissed his immediate source, the 
Teseide, Book I, ,,.,i th a few lines and introduced his tale at 
this point. 
Chaucer's "sanity of judgment" was his "guide," 
Professor Wise V'rri tes in "abridging the long drawn and often 
1 
I 
I 
l-~1 , ___ _ 
II 
I\ 
II 
II 
I! 
I 
tedious quasi-epic of Boccaccio. 11 Even where Chaucer followEd 
Boccaccio, Teseide, II, 13-80, as he did in ''The Knight's 
Tale," 11. 893-996, he had Boccaccio's source, Thebaid, XII, 
9) ~- 808, in mind, ever alert to include colorful details 
2 
omitted in the immediate source. Theseus' night march to 
Thebes, 1. 970, is one illustration of .t his. The allusion 
to the Minotaur, 1. 980, is introduced for dramatic effect. 
Boccaccio omits the reference. Statius pictures the Minot 
embossed on Theseus' penoun where the hero's victory was 
portrayed with re alistic detail: 
At procul ingenti Neptunius a gmina Theseus 
Augustat clipeo, propriaeque exordia laudis 
Centum urbes umbone gerit centenaque Cretae 
Moenia, seque iusum monstrosi ambagivus antri 
Hispida torquentem luctantis colla iuvenci 
Alternasque manus circum et nodosa ligantem 
Bracchia et abducto vitantem cornua vultu 
Terror habet populos, cum saeptus imagine torva 
Ingreditur pugnas ; bis Thesea bisque cruentas 
Gaede videre manus. 
Thebaid, XII, 665-674. 
-------------------------------------------------------------
l wise, op. cit., p. 14 2. 
2 Ibid., p. 47 
I 
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I The effect of Theseus' appearance at Thebes must have been 
1 l r 
electric, for his enemies saw him twice upon the battlefield.
1
1 
Chaucer's style reflects his reading and study of Roman 
writers. His poetry is colorful; his composition, dynamic 
:, 
1
1 with figures of speech which are often classical in form as 
I 
iJ 
I I 
I well as in content. 
I 
'I 
I 
I Swearing by the gods was as common in ancient times as 
,/ 
in.! 
I I modern. "Now by my moodres sires soule I swere," cries I 
I 
I 
Proserpine, taking her oath in the name of Saturn to defend 
2 
May . 
I Owing to comparisons, expressed and implied, Chaucer's 
1 writing is most grapi:ic. A philosophic aside, nThe 
I 
I 
I 
1, . 
I 
I Merchant's Tale, 11 11. 1793-1794, referring to the way in 
I 
which January's squ~re, Damyan, played ~alse the master who lj 
harbored him is reminiscent of Boethius: "For in this world !i I 
il ny worse pestilence/Than hoomly foo al day in thy presence,". il 
' h. . d ' 
A similar comment drawn from the same source is . made in :1 
I' 
"The Physician's Tale," 11. 91-92, in t he author's char ge to I\ 
governesses to be absolutely sincere, for 11 ••• Of all tresons 1· 
sovereyn pestilence/Is whan a wight bitrayseth innocence." 
-------------------------------------------------------------
1Ibid., p -. 51 
2Robinson, op• cit., "The Merchant's Tale,a 1. 226_5; 
Robinson, p. 821, refers the reader to Ovid, Fasti, VI, 28~r. i 
3Boethius, De Consolatione Philosonhiae; see Chaucer's , 
tr~~lation, Ill, pr. · 5, 39f. I 
ttb id., III, pr. _5, 78ff. 
I 
1 
~;~~====~-=~==~==~-=~~~==~ 
I 
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Comparison by simile is typical of classical authors. 
January 's heart is peopled with fair visions; it is like a 
I • • 
!1 m1rror rece1ving impressions from without: 
As whoso tooke a mirour, polisshed bryght, 
And sette it in a commune market-place, 
Thanne sholde he se ful many a figure pace 
il 
II 
:I 
li 
By his mirour.l 
il 
il 
II 
-I 
11The Merchant's Tale," 1582ff ·II 
·when the disillusioned January suddenly regained his 
sight and beheld Damyan with his wife, he cried out, "As 
2 
dooth the mooder whan the child shal dye: 11 This comparis on 
suggested by Ovid's desc r iption of a bereaved mother in the 
Remedia Amoris, 127-130, is mentioned again in "The Tale of 
Melibee," 1. 976ff: 
~Lis noble vqf Prudence remembred hire upon the 
sentence of Ovide, in his book that cleped is the 
Remedie of Love, where as he sei th/11He is a fool t hat 
destourbeth the mooder to wepen in the deeth of hire 
child, til she have wept hir fille as for a certain 
tyrne ; / And thanne shall man doon his diligence with 
amyable wordes hire to reconforte, and preyen hire 
of hir wepyng for to stynte. 
,, 
!I 
h 
I
,, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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The duel between Arci te and Palamon in nThe Knight's Tala I 
is most ferocious. The comparison between this combat and a I 
I 
fight between wild boars is a good example of classical 
simile, although the latter is usually more extended. 
·-------------------------------------------------------------
lrbid., v~ m. 4, 7-10. 
2Robinson, op. cit.,. "The Merchant's Tale, 11 1. 236t). 
3l1hd,_ ~~~:b.e 1\:',P:_i ght' .s Ta,le," 11. 1658-1713. 
As wilde bores gonne they to smyte, 
~nat frothen whyte as room for ire wood. 
11. 16:)8-1659 " 'I 
;I 
He was war of Arcite and Palamon, 1 
That foughten breme, as it were bores t wo; 
The brighte swerdes wenten to and fro ••• 
11. 1698-170 
Professor Wise found no par allel here between Chaucer and 
Boccaccio. He not es tha t Statius' account of the duel 
between Eteocles and Polynices is likened to a. fi ght betvreen 
]1_ 
wild boars, pictured thus: 
Fulmineos veluti praeceps cum comminus egit/ira 
~ strictisque erexit tergora-sietis/igne tremunt 
oculi, luna.taque dentibus uncis/ora sonant; 
Thebaid, XI, ~30ff. 
As v,rhen rage hath set lightning-swift boars 
rushing headlong to the fight, and raised the 
bristles erect upon their backs; fire quivers in 2 
their eyes ,and the tusks or crescent shape ring loud; 
The fisticuff between Tydeus and Polynices in Book I, 1.!..18-
L-67 of the Thebaid and in Book V, 75-87 of t he Teseide is 
similar to this duel. mLaucer is closer to Statius in one 
detail of these corr esponding passages. Pala.mon like Tydeus 
3 
wishes to shift the bl~~e to his opponent. 
Concerning Chaucer's intimate knowledge of his source 
material, Lounsbur y makes a statement worthy of note and 
------------------------------------------------------------
~Wise, op. cit., p . 52. 
2statius, Thebaid, V-XII, Achilleid, transla ted by 
J. H~ Mozley, London; William Heinemann Ltd., New York; 
G. ~· Putnam's Sons~ MCMXX.VIII, Thebaid, XI, 530 ff. 
Wise , op. cit., p. 91. 
I 
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perhaps rebuttal. He suggests that Chaucer quotes and 
,, 
gives " 
evidence of familiarity with prologues, first books, and 
first chapters in contrast to his use of the middle and 
1 
latter parts of the authors used. This implied accus a tion 
of superficial reading has been disproved, at least so it 
seems to me, by scholars like B. A. Wise, R. Pratt, 
C. L. Wrenn, and H. M. Ayers, whose research into Chaucer's 
sources has been intense and revealing. 
Chaucer's very na tur e b elied a char ge of superf icial 
read ing of source material. He judged his own writings 
objectively and. strove t o be a ccurat e in reporting h is 
find ings. His dedication to the trut h is found in the 
following lines from the 11 General Prologue: 11 
I 
I 
I 
I 
lj 
For this ye knowen al so wel as I, I 
W'noso shal telle a tale after a man, I 
He moot reherce as ny a s evere he kan J 
Everich a word if it be in h is charge, 
Al speke he never so rudeliche and l ar ge, 1 
Or ellis he moot telle his tale untrewe, i\ 
Or feyne thyng , or fynde wordes newe. 
He may na t spare, althogh he we re his broth er; 1 
He moot as wel seye o word a s another. j 
"General Prologue," 11 . 730-738. 
Chaucer tried to f amiliarize himself thoroughly with his 
subject matter. In fact, his meticulous treatment of source 
references resulted sometimes in errors of interpretation 
and occasionally in colorless i ncidents. Lounsbury cites 
------------------------------------------------------------
lr_.ounsbury, op. cit., p . 265. 
I 
II 
I! 
nThe Physician's Talen as an example of Chaucer's effort to 
be accur ate in following the unrealistic version in the 
]_ 
Romance of ~ Rose. 
Chaucer evidently sacrificed dramatic licence in the 
inter est of what he believed to be historical truth! He 
s eems no t ·!;o h ave known Livy 1 s drfu-natic account of the events 
leading to t h A f all of the Decemvirate. According to Livy, 
Book III, Claudius' treatment of Virginia resul ted in an 
insurrection vn1i ch forced the Decemviri to resign. Shannon 
suggested tha t Chaucer pieced his story with bits from Livy 
2 
which he expanded as he followed J ehan de Meung . Coffman 
evalua ted nThe Physician's Tale" as a fine example of 
Chaucer's art in developing a tragi c situation. He saw it 
as a mosaic of the t wo sources, the results creating "a more 
artistically human and poignant situation than would be 
3 
possible thr ough employing elft'ier· Livy or Jehan de Meung alone. 
Vfuerever unc ertainty in identification or interpretat ion 
might aris e, Chaucer tried to be accurate; note, for example, 
hi s use of Dane from the Latin Dana for Daphne and his 
explanatory aside; "Ther saugh I Dane, yturned til a tree,-/ 
libid., pp . 281-282. 
2G. R. Coffman, nchaucer 1 s Library and Literary Heritage 
for 'The Canterbury Tales,'" Review of Bryan and Dempster, 
Studie~ in Philology, XX.~"'<VIII, (19t~ ), p . 580. 
3Ibid., 9 • 5SJ. 
-------·-- ---= ..;._-=: 
I mene na t the goddesse Diane, 11 11 The Knight's Tale, 11 2062-
206L~. 
Another case in point is the confusion over the name 
Busirus, King of Egypt, whom Hercules slew because he fed 
foreign visitors to his horses. The Hercules story in "The I 
Monk's Tale 11 was written about 1380 when Chaucer was trans- .1 
lating Boe thius. Ske at believed Chaucer's misnomer in 1. 
3293ff. arose because Chaucer was drawing on Boethius from 
1 
memory. Shannon credits Chaucer with an attempt to avoid 
I 
I 
I 
confusion rather than with a faulty memor y. He points out II 
that Boethius tells both stories, of Diomedes, King of Thra~ ll 
and of Busiris. The tyre.nts had peculiar similarities in 
tha t they both vrere slain by Hercules for feeding their 
2 
horses on murdered hQman beings. In neither Boethius' story 
nor in the tales as Chaucer knew them in the Metamorphoses 
I X, 1 82-183 and in the Ars An1atoria, I, 647-652, was there 
-- 3 
any infor mation to differentiate these two people. In fact, 
the Heroides, I X, 67-70, implies that they are identical. 
Ovid frequently used various names for the same person. 
Chaucer, naturall y concluding that Busirus and Diomedes were 
lskeat, op. cit., III, I ~JO, and n. 
2shannon, Chaucer and the Roman Poets, p . 313; p. 315; 
Shannon refers the reader~ Chaucer's Translation~ 
Boe thius, Book II, pr. 6. ~Shannon, ~oaucer and t he Roman Poets, p. 315. 
,, 
II 
8 
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I one, used the name Busirus for both lest hi.s readers confuse 
1 the tyrant with Diomedes, the Grecian hero of Troilus and I :F. 
Cress ida. 
i 
Chaucer doubtless 1."-'as at times the victim of a faulty 
memory. Occasionally , he used an illustration, the source 
of which he could not, at the moment, recall. An unverified I 
reference such as this might prove inaccurate or incomplete. 
Had Chaucer known tha t he was writing for posterity, 
especially for scholars who v•rould devote their lives and 
fortunes to explaining his every word definitively, perhaps 
he ... vould have been more careful. Note, for example 1. 88J.t 
"The Knight's Tale:" "And of the tempest at hir hoom-
comynge;" Now this tempest has tossed many a scholar. 
Professors Curry and Lowes considered it a reference to some .
1 
1: 
:I 
I 
current happening although they did not agree as to which 
. ~ 2 
one. There is no mention of a tempest in the Teseide. 
Professor Skeat credited it to Statius, Thebaid, XII, 6jo- l1 
. II 
He believed Chaucer evidently remembered that a tempest ! 
I 
I i 655. 
I) 
II 
was described at Theseus' homecoming but forgot that it was 
3 
introduced by a simile. 1JI/hen Theseus decided. to attack 
Creon, t h e advance of his army was likened by Statius to a 
lLoc. cit. 
2J. M. Manly, Canterbur y Tales, New York. Henry Holt and 
Co. 3 1928; p. 541, n. 88k. Skeat, op. cit., V, 62. 
tempest. Thus has Chaucer unwittingly confused his devotees .I 
I 
SUMMARY: Chaucer's origina.li ty lay not in subject matter 
content but in his inde pendent and imaginative tre atment of I 
source material. According to mediaeval tradition, emphasis 
was placed upon the emotional appeal of a composition to the 
reader. Chaucer w8 s a master story teller because he selected 
. II 
dramatic incidents from his many sources and combined them 11 
II in creative fashion. Fo:T:" example, although Chaucer vms 
I 
following Boccaccio 's Teseide as he wrote "The Knight's Tale;' I 
!I 
II 
it was Statius who supplied the setting for the story and 
furnished realistic details such as the allusion to the 
Minotaur. Much read ing of Ovid colored Chaucer's style; II 
meditation upon Boethius cast Chaucer's philosophy into firm !I 
mold. Ovid's picture of the he artbroken mother bereft of :I 
her baby is a symbol of gr eat sorrow to which Chaucer refers I 
I 
twice, once at the climax of "The Physician's Te.le," and a 1 
second time in "The Tale of Melibee," when Prudence remembers 
1
1 
I 
tha t grief must run a normal course. The classical writers 
used vigorous fi~~res of speech. Statius compared ferocious 
combatants to fi ghting wild boars. cr~au cer used the simile 
in 11 The Knight's Tale" to picture the duel between Arcite 
and Palrunon. Examples of treachery which Chaucer used as 
illustratiom in "The Physician's Tale" reflect Boethius. 
Betrayal of a trust is the woi'st kind of treason. Faithless 
Damyan is a worm nourish ed in his master's bosom. 
I 
-J~ ll-3-=~ 
Governesses must be responsible examples for their innocent 
charges. 
Chaucer has been accused of superficial reading and of 
inaccuracies owing to his misreading of sources or due to a 
faulty memory. \~en he pr esents incorrect historical facts 
as in "The Physician's Tale," and when he confuses the 
reader by misuse of names as in Busirus and Diomedes, he is 
I!.  
attempting to be correct and clear. Errors in factual data 'J 
may occasionally occur as a result of Chaucer's faulty memory ! 
but not because he read his sources superficially. Chaucer 
placed great importance on accuracy and when necessar y 
sacrificed dramatic realism in the int erests of what he 
believed to be the truth. 
In spite of disagreement on points of interpretation, 
~~aucer's disciples all agree tha t he was a master craftsman. 
~ne following chapters are devoted to the materials Chaucer 
derived from the classics and the use to which he put them. 
Coffman in discussing ~naucer's Library~ Literary Heritage 
for 'The Canterbury Tales' remarks that 11 Chaucer interlaced / 
I 
his stories with illustration" and "enriched them with 
1 
philosophic content.n It is to t he particular data which he 
------------------------------------------------------------
lcoffman, op. cit., p. r;77. 
ll 
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borrowed from the classics tha t the Wl~iter now directs your 
attention. 
i 
==~==-~~- -~---- --~--=c-=---
Chaucer's Classical Material 
Chaucer's chief interest was in a good story, and like 
all successful raconteurs, he had a flair for the dramatic 
and was quick to detect any situation which he might use in 
regaling his audience. The classics have furnished appropri- [ 
ate background material in several of~ Canterbury Tales. 
They have provided the stage regalia for the action of the 
entire poem. 
Classical Setting: Chaucer's portrayal of spring in the 
opening lines of the "General Prologue" may \Vell be classicS. 1 
in origin. Chaucer derived his introductory lines from 
1 
earl ier sources. John E. Ha~~ins draws an exciting compari-
son between these lines and t he "Pervigilium Veneris," an 
!I 
anonymous poem \vri tten fo r pre sentation on the eve of a · I. 
. ' '2 11 
festiva l which was celebrated on April 1-3 in honor of Venus. 11 
The poem addresses Venus as Dione, 11 goddess of fertility, 11 
11bringer of life-giving showers," "copulatrix amorum," 
which supplies each living creature with its mate. The 
3 
refrain summons all to appear at court on the morrow: 
I 
"Gras I 
I 
------------------------------------------------------------
1 
I 
lJ. E. Hankins, 11 Chaucer and the Pervigilium Veneris," I 
Modern Language Notes, XLIX, (1934 ), 80, lists suggested , 
1 sources as follows: Guido's Historiae Tr oiae, cited by Skeat ~ 
op . cit., V, 1-2; Vincent de Beauvais, Speculum Naturale; 
Boccaccio, Ameto, Filocolo. 
2Loc. cit., Hank ins cites Ovid, Fasti, IV, 1-162. 
3Loc. cit. I 
I 
I 
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amet qui numqua.m amavit,/Q.uisque amavit eras amet,n 
I 
:1 -
_I __ 8_6 __ 
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11 
,, 
I The verses following this refrain are similar in phrase 
:1 and theme to Chaucer's ~ines: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
vVhan that Aprille with his 
shoures soote 
The droghte of March hath 
perced to th~ rote, 
And bathed every veyne in 
sv.Tich licour 
Of vvhi ch vertu engendred is 
the flour; 
Vfuan Zephirus eek with his 
sweete breath 
Inspired hath in every holt 
and heeth ----
The tendre cr oppes, and the 
yonge sonne 
Hath in the Ram his halve 
cours yronne, 
And smale fowles maken 
melodye, 
That slepen ~ ~ nyght with 
open ye 
(So priketh hem nature in 
hir corages) 
Ipsa venas atque mentem 
permeanti spiritu 
Intus occultis gubernat 
procr eatrix viribus 
( p. v. 16-17) 
Et nemus coma.m resolvit de 
maritis imbribus (P. V. 3 ) 
Ipsa surgentes papillas de 
favoni spiritu 
~ in toros tenentes 
( P . V. 23-2LL) 
(According to ' this manuscript, ! 
Nisard) Collect. des auteum 
latins, Paris, 1878-toros .I 
tepentes has a meaning close l 
to holt and heeth.) 1 
Et canoras non tacere diva 
iussit alites (P. V. 85) 
Detinenda est tota noctis 
:pervigi ·lia cantTcis. 
( p, v. 58) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Mr. Hank ins admits t hat Boccaccio and other writers whom 
Chaucer knew may have used t he "Pervigilium Venerisrr as 
source material, but he quotes Lowes, who emphasi zes the 
"amazingly retentive and associative qualities of Chaucer's 
mind, whi ch fre quent ly combined in a single sentence material ! 
1 I 
::::_::~:_:_:::::_:::::::~: __ ::_::~~::::_::::_~:_:::::::_::: i 
I 
I 1 Ibid., p . 81. 
ii 
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read the "Pervigilium Veneris, 11 he would have remembered it 
in \vriting the opening lines of his prologue and points to 
1 
certain indications that he did so. Chaucer's description 
of the birds' song is more like the "Pervigilium Veneris 11 
than it is similar to other possible sources. The very 
dating of The Canterbury Tales he feels is due to the 
"Pervigilium Veneris." The sun has completed the first half 
2· 
of its course in the Ram; it is April Ist. !I 
Manly disagrees. ( See Canterbury Tales, p. 1.-l-9.5 , n. 1-11) ~~ 
Manly claims a date of April 11 or after when the sun has il 
run his half course in the Ram, Aries, April 1-11. Thus 1 
II the very setting of The Canterbury Tales has a counterpart 11 
',.I in Latin poetry and may well be classical in sources. 
I 
Several of Chaucer's major themes suggest a Roman origin; 'I 
consider, for example, verse 1761 of nThe Knight's Tale: I 
"For pitee renneth soone in gentil herte." I 
Themes: Pitee : and Gentillesse: Skeat calls the sent i -
ment expressed in t his line Chaucer's favoi'ite theme; the 
------------------------------------------------------------
lrbid., As additional evidence that Chaucer used the 
"Pervigilium Veneris, 11 Hanldns cites further parallels: 
nThe Franl-rlin's Tale," 11. 907-908: 
Whi ch May hadde peynted with his softe shoures 
This gardyn fUl of leves and of floures: 
Compare with "Pervigil ium Veneris, 11 1. 22: i 
Ipsa gemmis purpurantem pin~it annum floridis ! 
Also House of Fame, 11. 302-30~an compare with P. V. 6, 61, !! 
l -:; -- I --~ ~Ibid., p. 82. Guido's Historiae T.roiae and Boccaccio's 
Ameto date about March 12th. Hankins presents his arguments 
in favor of April l as opposed to April 18th in a footnote. 
I' 
II 
__ jl __ 
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recurs sever al times expressed in almost exactly the 
I 
II same v;ords. The association between pity and nobility is 
I Ovidian. Ovid once asked a friend to petition Augustus to 
mitigate his punishment, at least by selecting a pleasanter 
I place f'or 
I 1 
j nobility. 
his exile. His hope rested in the emperor's 
Ovid draws his illustration from nature: 
I 
I 
I 
Corpora magnanimo satis est prostrasse leoni, 
Pugna suu.m finem, cum jacet hostis, habet: 
At lupus et turpes instant morientibus ur~i 
Et quaecumque minor nobilitate fera. 
Tristia, III, V, 33-36. 
Shannon credits Professor Kittredge with suggesting the 
following verses f'rom Ovid as the probable source of Cha.ucers 11 
2 1 
idea: 
Quo quisque est maier, magis est placabilis irae, 
Et faciles motus mens generosa capit. 
Tristia, III, V, 31-32. 
The greater a man is, the mor•e can his wrath be apneased: 
a noble spirit is capable of kindly impvlses; - - ' 
A comparison between Ovid and Chaucer reveals that 
Chaucer interprets " gene rosa" as "nobly born," "placabilis 
1 irae" as "pity," and "capit faciles motus" as "renneth." I 
I 
I 
Wherever Chaucer uses the verse, he translates Ovid's 11 Ma.im:~tt i 
i.e. one of high station, as "gentil 11 and attributes the 
------------------------------------------------------------
lshannon, Chaucer and the Roman Poets, pp . 178-179. 
2 --Ibid., p. 178. 
3ovid, Tr istia Ex Ponto, translated by Arthur L . Vfueeler, 
London: Wi]_iam Heinemann, New York: G. P. Putnam.1·s Sons, 
' mcmxxiv. 
I 
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!I 
quality to one who shows pity. 
I 
in compassionate deeds. 
Nobility of soul is reflected! 
Duke Theseus, angered at the misdeeds of Palamon and 
Arcite, whom he found dueling in the forest, is moved to 
tenderness by t heir pligh t and by the weeping women: "For 
pitee renneth soone in gentil herte. 11 , 11The Knight's Tale," 
l. 1761. 
The falcon in h er sorrow recognizes tha t Princess Canacee 
is compassionate: "That pitee renneth soone in gentil 
herte.", nThe Squire's Tale, 11 1. )J_79. · 
King Alla is moved to pity the pure Constance who is in 
distress a t being f alsely accused of murder: ttAs gentil 
herte is fulfild of pitee.", 11 The Man of Law's Tale," 1. 660. 
The circwnstances in which m~aucer and Ovid express this 
theme correspond except for the reference in "The :Merchant's 
Tale." Here m~aucer' s wry humor gives it a gently ironic 
turn. May touched with pity for t he sick Damian determines 
to make t he great sacrifice: . "Lo, pitee renneth soone in 
gentil herte. n, nThe J:!Ierchant 's Tale," 1. 1986. 
Chaucer uses the word 11 gentil 11 to characterize nobility 
of soul. True gentility depends on virtue; it is inherited 
from God, not from ones ancestors: 
lshannon, Chaucer and ~ Roman Poets, p. 179. 
!I 
_J 
For gentillesse nys but renomee II 
0~ thyne aunce~tres, ~or hir heigh bountee, I 
Which is a strange thyng to thy persone. 1.1 Thy gentillesse cometh fro God allone. 1 
Thanne comth oure verray gentillesse of grace; ,I 
It was no t h-vng biquethe us with oure place. · · 1 
~''The Wife o~ Bath 1 s Tale," 11. 1159-116)_!- · 
2 
This Boethian concept ion of the true worth of the individual 
3 
especi nlly appealed to Chaucer because he had similar views. 
Chaucer adapts Boethian material to the mood of h is ovm 
poems. The philosopher so strengthened and expanded Chaucer's
1 
views t h a t it seemed fitting to devot e a chap ter of this 
paper t o a considera tion of the extent to whi ch Boethius 
determined m1aucer 's attitud e toward life as revealed in the 
t~ 
phi losophi c content of The Canterbury Tales. 
Chaucer's passages dealing with genti l lesse develop the 
Boethian theme expressed in lib. iii, pr. 6, which discusses 
true gentility and pr actical methods for gaining felicity in ' 
life. Th e quots_tions, however, are derived from a mixture 
of sources. 
Chaucer used Boethius directly for his comparison 
------------------------------------------------------------
, lRob inson, op. cit., "The Wife of Bath 1 s Tale," 11. 1109-
1 1176, rer:ec~ Boe t h i u s, ~ Consola tione PhilosoEhiae, iii, 
1
1 
I pr. 6, 2 1. 3 8, 3. m. 6. · I 
zB t h · ·t 1·b · · · 6 · t 'i oe . 1us, op . c1 . , 1 . 111, pr . . , wr1 es "Quae ! 
(nobil itos) s i ad c l a ritudinem refertur, aliena est ." Cha ucer 
transla tes it, met . 6 , 2150ff. as f ollows : "For if e name 
,of gentil e s se be referred to renoun and clerne sse of linage . 
II ani~ gentil name but. a for e in~ ing. 
4_Jefferson, op . c1t., p . 166 . I 
'L 
I vhapter VIII, pp . 102 
I 
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' 1 
between gentility and fire. Just as fire burns every'nhere 
from here to the Caucasus, so one with innate qualities of 
the 
gentillesse will always act virtuously; and/\ high born often 
1 
do evil. In similar fashion, Boethius claims "digniteestt 
are not the result of superior birth--the Caucasus represent 
2 
to Boethius the ext reme limit of distance. The noble deeds 
of ancestors are no part of the offspring; they cannot shine 
3 
by reflected glory. One possessed of true gentility will 
meet misfortune with equanimity. God chastizes man for his 
4 
own good: 
No man may alwey han prosperitee. 
With evene herte I rede yO\v t 'endure 
The strook of Fortune or of aventura. 
nThe Clerk's Tale," 11. 810- 812. 
The phrasing here is very close to the Consolation, 2. pl. 
66-69: "suffren with evene will in pacience whatever for-
tune brings." 
The Franklin expresses himself in "The Squire's Tale" to 
the e·ffect that gentility depends on virtue, not on posses-
S 
sions. Indications of true gentility are discussed at length 
lnobinson, op. cit., "The V!J'ife of Bath's Tale," 11. 1139-
1149; cf. Boethius, Consolation; 3, p. )_!-· t,J,.-1.+8. 
2B<ethius, op. cit., 2. p 7. 1+3; Je:fferson tells us tha t 
there is an allusion of similar type in 11 The -Dream of Scipio" 
used in the same co~~ection, op . cit., p. 146. · 
· .3Robinson, op. cit.; "The '.IVife of Bath's Tale," 11. 1159-
116(;; cf. Boethius, op-. cit., 3. p 6. 26-28; 31-33.· -
· -~~Robinson; op. cit., "The Clerk's Tale;" 11. 1155-1162; 
cf •· Boethius; 4. · p 6. · 1.80-186 and 2t~5-247. 
· 5Robinson, op~ cit., "The Squire's Tale," 11. 684-694; 
cf 
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1 
"The Parson's Tale." 
Boethius is not the only one of Chaucer's sources which 1l 
has stressed noble deeds as t h e mark of true gentility. 
Seneca has expressed himself on the subject in Epistle x1iv. ~~ 
2 I 
Robinson cites him as a possibl e source of the following lines 
I 
from nThe VVife of Bath's Tale," 11. 1168-1170: "Ther shul 
ye seen expres tha t it no drede is/That he is ~entil t hat 
3 
doo t h gentil dedis." Chaucer names Val erius a s author of 
illustration in "The Wife of Bath's Tale," 11. 116c;'-1167: 
Thenketh hou noble, as seith Valerius, 
Was thilke Tullius Hostil lius, 
That ou t of poverte roos to hei gh nobl esse. 
Themes: Tragedy: Chaucer develops a tragic theme in 
t wo of t he tal es ; in t h e "The Monk 's Tale, 11 he define s 
I 
I 
I 
I 
the! 
tragedy according to the mediaeval conception and gives 
i llustrative examples; in "The Physician's Tale," he recou.nts 11 
1 a Roman tragedy. 
I Although, strictly s pe aking , "The Physician 1 s Tale·" is 
. [~ 
I the only narrative which is classical in origin, Skeat 
' directs the attention to Chaucer's Translation of Boethius, I 
bk . iii, pr. S. 3. and suggests tha t Chaucer's conception of \ 
~ -----------·----------------------------:------------------- I 
I 
libid., "The Parson 's Tale," 11. 460-470; cf. Boethiu~, \1 
op. 2cit., L~ . p 6. 211.-38 ; m 6. 11 Ibid., D . 808. - . 
3Ibid., n. 116~ . Robinson cites Valerius Maximus, iii, c, I 
1
4
• 4ske at, op . cit., V, 221. 11 
t :1 
il 
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1 tragedy was derived from Boethius: 
The olde age of tyrne passed, and eek of present 
tyme riow, is ful of ensaumples hovr that kinges ben 
chaunged in-to wrecchednesse out of hir welefulnesse! 
"In medieval parl ance, the epics of Lucan and Statius, and 
the Elegies of Ovid were 'tragedies ' while the Epistles of 
Ovid and the Eclogs of Virgil were 'comedies, '" '\vri te s 
1 
Mr. Hinckley. Comedy is the story of the rise of priva te 
individuals; tragedy, the story of the fall of kings and 
2 
princes. If Sk eat is correct, the whole medi aeval conception 
of tragedy ma y h ave been derived from the l ast of the gre a t !1 
classicists. Chaucer's definition in nThe Mon_'k' s Tale," 
11. 1991-1998 , is a strong argument in favor of this view-
point: 
I wol biwaille, in manere of tragedie, 
The harm of hem that stoode in heigh degree, 
And fillen so that ther nas no remedie 
To brynge hem out of hir adversitee. 
For certein, whan that fortune list to flee, 
Ther may no man the cours of hire withholde. 
Lat no man truste on blynd pro.speritee; 
Be war by thise ensamples trewe and olde. 
To wha t extent Boethius' conception of tragedy was 
derived from the early classicists is difficult to determina 
Howard R. Patch in the Goddess Fortuna in Mediaeval Litera-
ture attempts to trace the influence upon Chaucer of fate 
and fortune as the ancient Romans interpreted them. He 
------------------------------------------------------------
lHinckley, op. ci t ., p. 12h . 
2Ibid., p. 12 ~ . 
----r 
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1 
defines fate as 11 one who brings our destiny." Among the 
2 
cults of the Goddess Fortuna was Fortuna Bona and Mala. In 
her malign capacity, she caus ed tragedy which, in view of 
the capricious nature of the goddess, struck indiscriminatelv 
. u I 
regardless of wealth or position. The old cults died out, 
but their s pirit survived. Fortuna was the one pagan deity 
3 
to outlive classical antiquity. Boethius interpreted her in 
J,_ 
all her phases to the Middle Ages but seems himself to have 
introduced the idea that her role in dispensing tragedy 
could be so called on1y when it affected those of high 
degree. 
Boethius wrote the De Consolatione Philosophiae while he 
was in prison under sentence of exe cution. As a Roman 
senator he had enjoyed the highest honors of the state and 
imperial favor. Gibbon writes that Boethius 1 11 celestial 
guide 11 and taught him to compare his "long prosperity11 and 
5 
his 11 recent distress." This comparison would lead to a 
1 greater realization of the inconstancy of fortune and possiblY! 
------------------------------------------------------------
lH. R. Patch, The Goddess Fortuna in Mediaeval Literature, , 
Cam~ridge: Harvard University Press,-r927, p. 10. 
Ibid~ , p. 122. 
(,Ibid., Introduction, p. 1. · 
+Ibid., pp . Jt)-t)?. II 
5Chaucer, Chaucer's Translat ion of Bcethius' nDe ConsolatmJ 
Philosophiae," appendix to the introduction, p. 'XX, Quota-
tion from Gibbon, Decline and Fall, 1838, vii, ~5-52. ~~~~ --- ---- . 
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to e_ conviction that true tragedy lies in the measure of a 
great f all. 
Chaucer's evaluation of nobility, gentility, and tragedy 
have been given special consideration because they are 
recurrent themes in The Canterbury Tales Etnd because Cb.aucer 
tre a ts them at length. In an attempt to estimate the extent 
to which the classics influenced Chaucer's attitude toward 
life, one discovers that he often selected material which 
reve aled and expanded his own already formulated opinions. 
Countless i l lustrative allusions punctuate his poetry. He 
1 
ridicules t he intemperate driru{er, yet the eff ect of wine 
11 
II 
and revels upon youth is no laughing matter: "For w:yn an~ I 
you the dooth Venus encresse," "The Physician's Tale," 1. 59. · i 
The following references a r e less recurrent in theme 
than those alr eady discu ssed in this chapter andare tre ated 
by Chaucer more briefly. They are nevertheless important in 
the total picture of Chaucer's philosophy. 
Life with all its complications is difficult to under-
stand; man's finite mind fails to comprehend the vvays of a 
Divine Providence. vVhy was Constance not slain at the feast? 
Who protected her during the vicissitudes of her travels? 
lRobins on, op. cit., "The Knight's Tale," 11. 1262-1263; 
see ~age 21 of this paper. 
See discussion p . 134 of this paper. 
Christ, which that is to every harm triacle 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Dooth thyng for certe in ende that ful derk is 
To mannes wit, that for oure ignorance 
No konne noght knowe his prudent purveiance. 1 
11 The Man of Law's Tale, 11 11. 1_ ,_80-).~82. 
This is the theory Boethius expresses in lib. iv, pr. 6. 
Ovid, Tristia, iv, ii, 21)-26, notes that the i gnorant 
man suspects the worst in matters beyond his intelligence. 
So the crowd marvels a t the gifts brought by the knight to 
the court of Cambyuskan and suspecting the donor of perpe-
i 
trating magic upon them in an evil cause, accus e him of lying!; 
Of sondry doutes thus they jangle and trete, 
As lewed peple demeth comunly 
Of thynges that been maad moore subtilly 
Than t hey kan in hir lewednesse comprehende; 
They demen gladl-y to the badder ende. 
"The Squire's Tale , 11 11. 220-22'-~ · 
None is so blind as he vvhose mental i nsight is benu..rnbed. 
Deception causes greater blindness than loss of eyesight. 
January's physical blindness is symbolical. 
Lo, Argus, whi ch that hadde an hondred yen, 
I
. For al t hat evere he k oude poure or pryen , 
Yet ~ 'ms he blent, and, God \'Toot, so been mo, 
1 That wenen wisly that it be nat so. 
1 "The Merchant's Tale, n 11. 2lll-211tt .• 
/1 Ovid relates the s t ory oi Ar gus, who with his hundred eyes 
I was yet rendered useless. 
-------------------~----------------------------------------
lovid, Me tamophses and Heroides, Met., I, 625-721. cf. 
"Th e Knight's Tale," 17"1390 : allusion to Argus: trAs he 
(Me rcury) was whan that Argus took his sleep;" 
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:1 is reflected in the speech 1iifi th which the Man of Law prefaces :! 
II his tale. Poverty is a great evil: "If thou be povere, !I 
they brother hateth thee, /And alle thy freendes fleen from j1 
I th 11 I II 11 Th M I I T 1 II I I d I 1 - ee, a _ as. , _e _ an of .Jaw s a e, - ntro uction', . 
/1 11. 120-121. Ovid expresses this sentiment in Tristia, I, ~ 
I 5; Boethius disagrees; · only the poor man, he writes, can 
I 1 
I lmow his loyal friends. Chaucer reflects both opinions. 
I 
The Wife of Bath is optimistic: 11 Jmerte a spectacle is, as 
thynketh me,/Thurgh which he may his verray freendes see. 11 , 
"The Wife of Bath 1 s Tale," 11. 1203-1201,_. In fact, one is 
I foolish ~ot to enjoy the estate: 
2 
I 
Juvenal seith of poverte myrily: 
'The povre man, whan he goth by the weye, 
Bifore the theves he may synge and pleye. 1 
nThe Wife of Bath's Tale," 11. llGl-1193. II 
I True riches indeed lie not in material wealth but in I content- ! 
ment: 
Glad poverte is an honest thyng , certeyn; 
This wole Senec and othere clerkes seyn. 
Vi/hoso t hat halt hym payd of his poverte, 
I holde hym riche, al hadde he nat a sherte. 
He that coveiteth is a povre wight, 
For he wolde han that is nat in his myght; 
But he tha t noght hath, n e coveiteth have, 
Is riche, although ye holde hym but a knave. 
"The Wife of Bath's Tale," 11. 1183-1190. 
Seneca deals with this theme in Epistle xvii. Frequently, 
------------------------------------------------------------
lBoethius, op. cit., 2. pr. 8. 23-2~, 31-33. 
2Juvenal, Satire X, 21. 
I 
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I 
Chaucer cites Seneca as the authority for sentiments which he
1
, 
I 
implies are exact quotations. Usually the idea but not the li 
verba tim expression is Senecan. 'I In the above q ud:Ect ion, for I! 
I example, t he Wife of ~ath attributes to Seneca the sta te- I' ~I \ ment tha t tt contented poverty" is honorable. Lounsbury cit es 
j t wo Senecan trea tise s in wh ich this t heme is prominent. 
I Wh i le t he rich Senec a wa s in ex ile at Corsica, he wrote a 
! lett er consoling h i s mother Helvetia. He dealt with the 
I 
I 
: 
i 
I 
I 
subj ect aga in in the Happy Life, a treatis e wr itten inciden-
1 
t a lly v..rhile he was amassing gr eat wea lth. 
Chaucer expresses another sentiment credited to Seneca 
II 
II 
'I II 
i 
I 
on-1t==g=g~=== __ j_ -~ su~~ests that such conventional, even proverbial, ideas 
I 
the subject wer e known to Chaucer without direct use of 
1 
Seneca. The Latin proverb, "Transit ut aqua fluens tempus 
et hora ruens," was known in the Middle Ages. Ovid, who 
was cited in Chaucer's time as is Shakespeare to-day, treated 
the theme, and it could be found as well in intermediary 
2 I French sources. 
A reference which Chaucer does not credit to Seneca but 
which Hinckly attributes to him deals with the function of 
death as a part of life: 
"Right as ther dyed nevere man," quod he, 
"That he ne lyvede in erthe in som degree, 
Right so t her lyvede never man, " he seyde, 
"In al this world, that s om tyme he ne deyde. 
This world nys but a thurghfare ful of wo, 
And we been pilgrymes, passynge to and fro. 
Deeth is an ende of every worldly soore." 
"The Knight's Tale," 11. 2843-2849. 
1 This passage is not found in the Teseide, Chaucer's direct 
source for "The Knight' s rrale." Hinckley notes that Morell 
cited Cicero's De Senectute, as a parallel for lines 2847-
3 
2849: 
And we been pilgrymes, 
passyng t o and fro. 
Deeth is an ende of 
every war~ldly so ore. 
Gommorandi enim natura 
deversorium nobis, non 
habitandi dedit. 1. 23. 
~obinson, op. cit., p. 793, n. 20. 
~oc. cit., Robinson cites source references in Ovid 
and ~he French. 
Hinckley, Notes ~Chaucer, p. 114. 
I 
~~~:L 
believes · ~~ Hinckley disagrees 11vi th lviorell on two grounds. He 
that Seneca's Consolatio ad Marciarn, cited as a source by 
• 
Mather, is a closer parallel to line 2849: "Mors dolorurn I 
I 
omnium exsolutio est et finis.n He adds, "Seneca is at 1. 
least an author with whom we know tha t Chaucer was 
1 
II 
acquainted,1 
whereas Cicero is not. 
oDr./lMJillY: Chaucer's flair for the dramatic guided his 
selection and presentation of classical materials. This 
II 
II 
IJ 
II 
I 
chapter has dealt with the setting of the "General Prologue" l 
which bears close similarity in thought and phraseology to I! 
the "Pervigilium Veneris" a nd with the major and minor themes jl 
of The Canterbury Tales which have cla ssical origin. The 
following major themes ha ve been traced to Boethius: 
Compassion, an innate quality of true nobility; gentility, 
gauged by actions, not by possess i ons; mediaeval conceptions 
of tragedy. Boethius, Ovid, and Seneca are the source of 
lesser themes introduced by Chaucer as practical or philo-
sophical comments; the evils of intoxication; inability of 
man to comprehend God's plan; man's lack of faith in what he 
cannot understand; man's inadequacy due to his mental 
limitations; the evils and blessings of poverty; the value ofl 
time; the function of death as a phase of life. Boethius 
played such an important role in Chaucer's t hinking that the 
1Loc. cit. 
100 
ll 
II 
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I Cant erbury Tales. I 
I 
I 
I 
Boethian Themes in The Canterbury Tales 
Chaucer was a t times a serious poet, and Boethius' 
philosophy of life int.erested him intensely. Bernard 
Jefferson divided Chaucer's life into three periods affected 
in varying degrees by Boethius: the first wa s a time when 
Chaucer knew the De Consolatione Philosophiae superficially 
and indirectly; the second wa s a period during which Chaucer 
transla ted the Consolation and was devoted entirely to its 
thought; the third reflected Boethius' influence which 
1 
persisted but was less pervasive, less dominating. The 
Canterbury Tales were written during this last period. 
Stewart in Boethius, .An Essay suggests that during 
2 
period t wo Chaucer must have known Boethius by heart. 
Jefferson finds tha t Chaucer had so ma stered and assimilated '! 
· Boethius that he often summarized entire passages, prose or 
3 
meter, without s pecific borrowing. The Canterbury Tales 
bear abundant manifestations of this. Throughout the tales 
are many passages, some long, incorporating in toto almost 
all of the thought of the Consolation, of fortune, false 
felicity, power, fame, riches, true gentility, "two points 
of blissfulness," "fortitude of spirit," truth, fate, the 
place of evil and free will in the plan of a benign and 
~Jefferson, op. cit., pp. 150~151. 
dStewart, op. cit., p. 215. 
~efferson, op. cit., p. 156. 
It 
/I 
I 
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====1_0_3== l 1 I omnipotent God. 
Chaucer skillfully adapts the Boethian material to the 
mood of his tales. He has not selected the passages for 
2 
beauty alone, nor does he remove them from the context of 
II 
I 
the Consolation. 1/llherever Chaucer bo-rrows, it is the thought I 
of the Consolation which he finds suitable in the new settin~. 
4 I 
There is some direct verbal indebtedness; there are many 
5 
passages in which Chaucer expands Boethian material. This 
chapter is devoted to the themes in The Canterbury Tales 
which are typically Boethian. The themes are cla ssified 
under the following topics: God and His Province; Fortune; 
Free Will and its Place in God;s Plan; Gentillesse; and 
"Two Conc eptions of Fate and l!'elici ty," True and False. 
GOD AND HIS PROVINCE 
Man with his finite mind cannot comprehend the infinite. 
He prays for the satisfaction of his immedia te desires. God 
may deny these wishes, yet grant him far better than he could 
achieve by them. Arcite laments his escape from prison 
6 
because he can no longer see Emelye; Jefferson specificies 
------------------------------------------------------------
~Ibid., p. 165. 
Jefferson, op. cit.~ p. 153. Jefferson tells the reader 
that Chaucer incorporatea Boethian passages in the Troilus, 
sele~ted per se, out of contex~. 
4J=bid.' p. 153. 
I
. !'lb id. ' p. 149 . 
fi!=OC. cit. 
-~bid., p. 142. Jefferson finds parallels between "The 
~~ Knight's Tal~" 11. 1251-1267 and Boethius, 3, p2. 17-30; 57-
87. Gentillesse is discussed on pp. 87-92 above. 
I 
I 
II 
I 
! marked s imilarities between t he following verses and Boe t h ius h 
4. p6. 161-4, 243-5 . 
Allas, why pleynen folk s o in commune 
On purveia unce of God or of Fortune, 
That yeveth hem ful ofte in many a gyse 
Wel bettre than they kan hemself devyse? 
"The Kni ghtjs Tale," 11. 1251-126?. 
Palamon likewise cries out aga ins t the suffer ing of the 
innocent; he is in torment beca us e in prison he cannot s ee 
Em.elye a s the freed Arcite can. "The Kni ght's Tale," 11. 
1303-1315 on the t heme resemble Boethius I. m5. 22- 6 ; 4. pi. 
19-26. 
Yet God doe s all t h ings with good ends in view; man is 
confus ed and f a ils to understand. Why indeed must " goode 
Custance " suffer? 
0 myghty God, if tha t it be thy wille, 
Sith thou art rightful juge , how may it be 
That thou wolt suffren innocentz to spille, 
.And wi kked folk regne in pro speritee? 
"The Man of Law's Tale, 11 11. 813- 81 6 . 
1 
Jeffer sonci~s parallels between t h is passage and Boethius 
I. m5. 22-30; and 4 . pi. 19- 26. 
God's creation wa s the product of careful planning: 
11And al t ha t wroght i s with a skilful thoght." "The Second 
1 
Nun's Ta~e," 1. 32?. ( cf. Boeth ius 3. m9. 8-9. ) 
Des tiny carries out the will of Prov i dence: 
1Jeff ers on, op. cit., p . 144. See Jefferson pp . 142-149 
f or compari sons not ed on pages 103-111. 
I 
I 
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The destinee, ministre general, 
That executeth in the world over al 
The purveiaunce that God hath seyn biforn, 
11 The Knight's Tale," 11. 1663-1665. 
(cf. Boethius, 4. p6. 35-54.) 
Nor can destiny be avoided: no des.tinee, that mayst 
nat been eschewed! " "The Nun's Priest's Tale, " l. 4528. tCf. 
Boethius, 5. p3. ?0-71J 
Divine foresight governs our desires. A Sut:lffia ry of 
theme expressed in "The Knight's Tale 11 may be traced to 
Boethian philosophy. 
The purveiaunce tha t God hath seyn b iforn, 
So strong it is that, though the world had s·worn 
The contrarie of a thyng by ye or nay, 
Yet s omtyme it shal f a llen on a day 
That f alleth na t e f t withinne a t housand yeer. 
For certeinly, oure appetit es heer, 
Be it of werre, or pees, or hate, or love, 
Al is this reuled bY the s i ghte above. 
"The Kni ght's Tale," 11. 1665-1672. 
1 
(cf. Boe t hius, 4. p6 .) 1 
I 
So Theseus is guided to de s ire a hunting expedition and 
chance s upon Arcite and Palamon. Hi s interference in the 
quarrel i s heaven-inspired • 
.A ccording to celestia l plan, l:.lamyan loves May: 
I 
=-==r~r-l_Q6~=====l 
II ~Nhen Justinus att empt s t o d i ss uade J anua r y f rom his 
1 fooli sh marriage, he r e r1 i nds the e l derly s u i t or t h ::i t Ma y mi ght 
II prove not heaven on earth but "pur ga tor ie. n I f so-- I 
I 
I 
I 
She may be goddes meene a nd geddes '~Nhippe; 
Thanne s ha l your e soul e up to hev ene skippe 
Swi fter t han doo t h an a r we out of a bowe . 
"The Mer chant' s Tale, " 11. 1 671-1673 . 
(cf . Boethius 4 . p6 . 62- 71.) 
Almi ghty God i s wi s e; he i s the ca use of a ll things , 
I i nc lud ing death . To l ament dea th , therefore , i s a sin. ~ The s eus • speec h in "The Kni ght' s Tale, " 11. 298?-3015 , 3034-
13940, clo sely re semble s Boethius 4 . p . 6 ., m6 . J efferson ha s 
' 
:j 
II 
outlined s pec if ic s i milarities a s f ollows: 
1. 11. · 2987-2993 exc ept f or 11. 2989-2990 whi ·Jh shovJ 
the influence of the Tese i de: The f irs t mover, 
cha in of love , b inds all el ements together, f i r e, 
air, water, and l and. 
2 . 11. 29 94- 2999, 3011-3015: The s ame ca us es b i r th 
and dea t h . cf . Boe t hius , 4. p6 . 101-106. 
3 . 11. 3004- 3009 : Good and bad both come from God 
the whole be ing , not f rom any part; cf. Boeth ius 
3 . plO. 18- 22 . 
4 . 11. 3035- 3040: God re convert s all t h ings 
eventua lly ·to t he i r or i gi na l s t a t e ; c f . 0oe t h i us 
4 . m6 . 31-40. 
J efferson i n summar iz ing Cha ucer 1 s i ndeb tedness to 
Boet h ius no tes t ha t Chaucer emphas i z e s t he important items 
1 
in the a r grnaent s of Dame Philosophy. Boe t h ius ' ch i ef conce rn 
in Book I i s wi th the quest ion of why an all-powerful God 
1J ef fe r s on , op . cit., p . 154 . 
~~-- ------- - - -- -- - ---- - -=c-~ 
permits evil to exist. Why do the innocent suf fer and the 
wicked flourish? Cha ucer interjects a l ament as he na rra tes 
1 
i Constance's -suffering--Indeed, even f iends may at times be 
2 
God's instruments: Two long philos ophical spe eches, "The 
1 Kni ght's Tale," 11. 1303-1333, and "The Franklin' s Tale, '' 
I ll. 865-893, deal vv ith the theme. Jefferson points out t hat 
' 3 
I they follow the same pat t ern. 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1. God's omnipotent power exists unquestioned. 
2. The ques t ion is posed , vvhy does God a llow man 
to be vis ited by evils and the innocent to 
suffer. 
3. The dilemma cannot b e s olved. Evil cannot be 
re conciled with a good God. The solution is 
left for the decis ion of the clerks. 
1 ttThe Kni ght's Tale," 11. 1303-1323 : Pal amon's lament a t 
Arcite' s e s cape from prison. 
"The Fr anklin' s Tale, 11 11. 865-890: Dorigen's l ament of 
fear tha t her husband ha s been wrec ked on the rocks . 
I This outline was derived from Boethius' l:ment expressed in 
l the Consolation, I. m5. 22-26. Jef fe r son notes resembl ances 
be t ween the form of Boe t hius' meter and Chaucer's poetry as 
well as verbal par allels. 
1Robinson, op. cit., "The lHan of Law 's •ra1e,n 11. 813-
i 816, ;:>:!uoted on P· l04 c:~.b ove. 
-.ibid., TI The Friar's Tale, 11 1. 1483; cf . Boe thius, 4. p6. 
62-6'3; 69. 
~efferson, op. cit., p . 69. 
- .l bid. ' p. 7 0 . 
ll 
I 
II 
===---~~ 
"The Franklin's 'l'ale," Boethius, Consolation, 
11. 865-87: ~, m5; 4. pi, 13- 2 6 . 
l. Dorigen l &Tients that God 0 thou governour , governinge 
all t hinges by certein ende, I. 
allows evil. m5. 22; 3. m9. ,1-2. 
a . 11. 865- 867 : God, 
the powerful ruler is i nvoked : 
"Eterne God, t hat thurgh 
thy:: purveiaunce 
Ledes t the world by certein 
governaunc e , 
I n ydel , a s men seyn , ye no 
thyng make." 
b . 1. 872: 
fi •J hy han ye wroght this werk 
unre sonable ? !! 
Why refusestow only to governe 
the werke s of men by dewe manere. 
Hhy suffrest t hou t hnt s l ydinge 
fortune tor neth so grete 
entrechaunginges of t hinges , so '
1 th~ t anoyous peyne , tha t sholde 
dewely 1)unisshe felouns, puniss- il 
heth innocents? 
I. m5 . 23- 26 . 
c. l. 879: God's good I. m5 . 37-38. 
hand iwork is man. 
d . 11. 886- 887: 
Dorigen i s unable to compre-
hend God's pl an but all is 
for the best. 
In the De Consolatione Philo soohiae, Boethius ha s Dame 
Philosophy give a satisfac tory an swer to the que s tion of 
evil. Chaucer does not propound s olutions to philosophical 
problems. Jeffer s on believes Chaucer was not concerned ll ith 
======~F~~===============-~--=====-~-~===================================_j~p=========== 
1 
? hilo s ophy's answers. He p re s ents the dilemma to the wi s er 
1 clerk s f or re solution. Cha ucer us e s t he s dme te chnique in 
his t rea t ment of God 1 s forelcnowledge a nd .inan 1 s free will. 
FOH'l'UNE 
Chaucer a lso philosophizes in The Canterb ury Ta les 
ab out fortune, wh ich proved so unstable in her tre c.1. t nent of 
Boeth ius. The cla ssical writ er pondered mos t s erious l y up on 
fortune's cours e VJll ic h none C() Uld ch eck. "For c ert e in, vv han 
tha t Fortune list to f lee,/Ther may no man t h e co ur s of hire 
withholde." "The Monk' s Tale," 11. 318 5-86. (cf. Boe t h ius, 
2. pi. 8 0-84. ) 
Boe t h ius came to t he conclus ion t ha t self-re liance is 
all importan~ tr us t in fortune is mi spl a ced. 
i i-r--~~·~===l 
I 
II 
'I 
\I 
I 
!I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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II 
I 
I 
I 
lj 
Lo, who may truste on Fortune a ny throwe? Jl 
For hym t ha t folweth al t h i s world of prees, 11 
Er h e be war, is ofte yleyd f ul lowe. 
Ful wys i s he tha t kan hymselven knowe! · ' 
"The Monk's Tale, " 'He~cules,' 11. 3326-29. 11 
(cf. Boetlu.us, 2. p4. 96 -101.) 1 
2 . p5. 106-109.) 
Fortune's gift s ar e not to be rel ied up on; Boethius 
considered her endmvment s , 'Nhich like f ool' s gold, ·we re but 
de c oys to tra gedy. Cha ucer Sllllll1lr:t r i zes in "Th e Par s on' s Ta le: 
1
rb id • ' p. 71 • 
I 
I 
I 
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Certes a l so , whos o pr ideth hym in the geodes I 
of f ortune , he i s a ful greet fool; f or s om tyme is I 
a man a greet lord by the morwe , tha t is a caytyf I 
and a wrecche er it by nyght; / and s omtyme the r ich - I 
ess e of a man is cause of h is deth ; s omtyme the ~ 
delic es of a man ben ca use of t he grevous mal adye I 
thurgh ·which he dyeth/ Certes , the commenda cioun of 
the pep le i s somt yme f ul fa l s and fu l brote l f or 1 
to tri s t e ; this day they prey f>e , tomorvv e they I 
bl aro.e . /G:)d vvoot, de s ir to have a commendacioun eek I 
of the pepl e ha th ca us ed deeth t o many a b i sy man. i 
"The IJarson ' s Tale, " 11. 471-474 . i 
(c f . Boethius, 3 . p8 .) ' 
There i s no secur i ty in pos i t ion; f or tune str i ps away 
I 
wealth and friends from nobles a s from commoners. Behold the j 
tragic fa te of Balthas ar: 
Lordynge s , ensample heerby may ye take 
How that in lordshi pe i s no s i kernesse; 
For whan For tune wo l e a man f orsake, 
She bereth awey hi s regne and h i s richess e, 
And eek hi s free nde s , both moore and l e sse. 
:B'or ·what man tha t hath freendes thurgh Fort une, 
Mi shap wol mal~en hem enemys , I ge sse ; 
Thi s proverbe i s ful sooth and ful co@nune. 
"The Monk ' s Tale, " 11. 3429-3436. 
(c f . Boethius , 3 . p5. ) 
Fortune' s gi f ts of ten ca use death . Virginia had beauty 
but thi s bea uty broueht about her dea th ; cf . Boethius 3 . p8 . 
35-39; 3 . p8 . 10-12 ; 2 . p5 . 64- 67. For tune i s str onger 
t han emperors . Witness Nero! nFor thou,~~h thut he 'l<iere 
strong , ye t was she strenger . " "The J'!Ionk ' s Ta le, " 1. 3711. 
(c f . Boet h ius, 2 . mi. ii.) 
Fortune l a ughs and pl ays a game·: "Hymsel f (Nero ) h e 
s low, he koude no bettre r eed ,/Of wh ich Fortune laugh, and 
hadde a game." nThe I1.Tonk ' s Tale," 11. 37 39-40. ( cf . 
Boe t h ius , 2 . mi. 11-12 .) 
I 
,. 
I 
i 
I 
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Fortune covers her face vd th a cloud; especially when I 
man trus ts her most will she f a il h im: "For whan men trust- Ill 
eth h ire, thanne wol she f a ille , l :J.nd covere hire brighte 
face vdth a clowde." 11 The lEonk's Tale,u 11. 3955-56. 
(cf. Boethius, t h e long smile, I. mB; I. p3 . i.) 
Fortune is a mons t er . Compare t his reference in TIThe 
:r.Jerchant's Tale,TI 1. 2026, with Boe t h ius 2. pi. 10-14. 
Fortune governs all in corn.,.'llon: "As vvas his aventure or I 
h is fortune ,/Tha t us. governeth a lle as in commune. n "The I 
I Nun's Pr i est 's Ta le, " 11. 4189-90. (cf. Boethius, 2 . p 2. 61.)
1 
FREE iJ I LL .AND I TS PLACE IN GOD' S PLAN i 
I 
In spite of man's he l plessness bef ore Fortune's dictates,! 
I 
I 
Cha ucer believed a s did Boethius t ha t he has a mind of h is !i 
own a nd thr::t t he ca n exercise f ree will vvi thin certain limi t a- l 
tions . The . s ubject a s deba ted in TI The Nun' s Prie s t' s Ta le,a 
11. 4424-4444, is interesting from t wo standpoints ; first , 
Cha ucer borrowed it f rom Dame Philosophy's a nswer to 
Boet h ius' question, 4. p6 . 101-11·?; second, unlike Boethius, 
1 
Cha ucer trea t s the d iscus sion humorously. 
The problem may be st ~:. ted as follows: Did Chantecleer 
fly from the beams to where the f ox was in hiding by free 
will or destiny? (11. 4420-442 6) Tlu'ee possib ilities a re 
suggested; they are the views of the Prl.losophers mentioned 
libid.' p . ?8. 
in lines 4431-4432: nAs kan the hooly doctour .A ugustyn,/ 
Or Boece , or the Bi sshop Bradwardyn," Notice Chaucer's 
t~ 
I 
I all us ion to " cond itional necessity," the doctr ine sponsored 
1 
by Boethius: 
Or if h i s wr iting streyneth nevere a del 
But by nece ss it ee cond icionel. 
I wol not han to do of swi ch matere; 
My t ale i s of a cok, as ye may here , 
"The Nun's Priest's Tale,tt 11. 4439-4442. 
(c f . Boethius , 5. p6, 126-152 .) 
Chaucer does not a ccept or refute Boethius ' reasons for 
2 
the e xistence of evil or his theory on freedom of will. 
Rather, he di sc usses the problem through his cha r ac ters , 
often humorous, leaving the decis ion to the clerks. The II 
Nun' s Pr i es t hes ita tes in deciding which of the three theories 
accounts for Chauntecleer's fli ght. One mi ght ask whether 
Cha ucer's characters reflected their creator' s opinion, but 
a s hci based hi s di scuss ion on the Consolation, even when he 
3 
disagreed, the reader is free to draw h i s own concl us ions a s 
I to Chaucer's a ttitude. 
Jefferson's dissertation, Cha ucer and the Consolation of 
Philosophy of Boe t hius, is t he result of intense research; 
Jeffers on' s conclus ions are autho r ita tive. He opines that 
~b id., f or a di scuss ion of free will, J efferson, p . 145, 
compares ''The Nun' s Pr i est' s Tale, tt 11. 4433 - 34 ; 4436-38 wit h 
Boethius 5. p2 . 2-5; p3 . 5-!Z; also ffThe Nun ' s Priest ' s Tale, " 
11. 4n435 ; 4439 - 40, "~i.J i th Boeth ius 5. p6. 126-152. 
~bid.' p . 79. 
-.Lbid.' p . 80. 
II 
1f --- ---
I 
;' Cha ucer 
I 
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1
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seems to ha ve an open mind on the s ub ject of free 
I will. In this , Cha ucer differ s from Bo e thius, Jeha n de MeungJ: 
11 an d a ll media eva l writers vv ho expressed definite sentiments 
!1 1 
il on this matter. 
1: Ha ving sa i d t h is, the scholar mu s t a cknowledge tha t I 
I' . 
II Cha ucer's a ttitudes ;,vere cond itioned b y Boethius and tha t the 1 
I 'I 
11 major p roblems of human life, a s h.e treated them, functioned 
I 2 
lj in the lives of Chaucer's cha r a cters. This is particula rly 
: s ignificant in nThe Knight's Ta le" where Boe thius' concep-
j tions of f a te and felicity are considered. . · ~ 
I FATE AN"D li'ELIC ITY I 
I In "The Knight's Ta le, n Boethius' influence up on Chaucer II I ~ manifests it s elf chiefly in three long speecheS whi ch have ' 
I! a common theme, the relat ionship of God to huruan happ iness. 
I! This subject is a lso t he principal theme of the De Consola -
1' 3 ~~~ tione Philosophiae. 
I To one re ading "The Kni ght's Tale" for the first time, 
IJ Fal amon and Arcite seem not to be different i ated . Reflective i 
11 re ading of their cha r a cteristic speeches reve a l s their 'I 
11 d isparity. Ea ch expresses h i s p hilosophy of life in a dram- I 
IJ a tic soliloquy. Arc He, dissatisfied with circumstances, I 
1
, de s ires to understand God's plan. God, he feels, does 
I 
libid. ' p. 80. 
2Ibid., p. 121. 
3rbid.' p. 131. 
======~~===============================-========~======-=~~.~~-======*========== 
I 
I 
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He, Arcite, i s to blame; he ---~~ -I j does everything for the be st. 
rl I believes he is on the wrong p
1
a th, searching for a happiness 1 
I which is deceptive a nd fa lse. Dame Philosophy described t h is :1 
I t yp e of stumbling in the Consolation, 3. p2. Pal amon, in 
I contrast to Arc i te, blames the ;• cruel gods" who visit 
I
, suffering upon the undeserving. Thus Boethius cried out in 
I frust ration: --Consolation, I. m5 . The grea t contra st 
't li between these t wo utterances is magnified by the fa ct that 
Pal amon's prote s t a tion follows directly a fter Arcite's 1 
a ffirmation of f a ith in a good but incomprehensible deity. J 
Theseus blames neither God nor himse l f but be lieves that il 
the univer s e wa s origina ted according to a Divine plan , that 1 
I natural es t ablished l aw s oper at e f or the be st. Manldnd must 
3 
s ubmit. Chaucer summarizes Dw1e Philosophy with the verse: 
"And trouthe thee shal delivere, hit is no drede." Truth, 1. 
28. (cf. Boethian 4. p6 . m6.) 
Jefferson suggest s t hat Chaucer planned these speeches 
for his three characters to represent d i fferent interpreta-
tions found in Boethius. Each character creates a l a sting 
impression of himself by h is speech. Arcite excites pity , 
for he acknowledges God as just, yet meets death at his 
climatic moment. Pal amon complains against the gods yet is 
lRobinson, op. cit ., "The Knight's Tale,'' 11. 1251-1272. 
~b~d., 11. 1303-~333. ~b~d., 11. 2987-o040. 
I 
I ~~--=--~--il=-~1~15~== 
,I rewarded. Theseus appears more noble a nd dignified than the I 
I 
I 
others; hi s speech i s that of a mature a nd wise man. I 
Jefferson concludes that Chaucer's indebtedness to 
I Bo.ethius in "The Knight's Tale '' is especially marked. 
1
1 
I Boccaccio furnished the story, but Boethius ga;:e "an impetus 
1
! 
[ of thought" which transfigured his .characters. 11 
I Man's chief aim is to achieve happiness, and much of his jl 
j life is devoted to its pursuit. One person may define his il 
j goal as material aggrandizement, another as the Epicurean 
I summum bonum. Boethius postula ted a true happiness which 
1 represents, not one phase of good, but a total of all forms 
I of "imagined happiness" comb ined. He equated t h is true 
happ iness or supreme good to God, one and indivisible, and 
2 
found the idea l state for t he individual in being God-like. 
The parson i s content in his simplicity: "He koude in litel 
thyng have suffisaunce." "General Prologue," 1. 490. If .... 
litel thing suffiseth to nature." Boethius, 3. p3. 72. 
Chaucer speaks through the parson; true happines s, he believe 
I is derived from little things . Chaucer speaks t hrough the 
. 3 
! Wife of Bath's essay on gentillesse, which illustrates his 
belief tha t inner qualities of nobility are most important 
to r eal contentment. 
1------------------------------------------------------------
lJefferson, op. cit., p. 131. 
1 ~bid., p. 82 , 
I 
A detailed discussion of "gentillesse" is presented on 
l pp. 87-ffi above. 
I 
II 
I 
i 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
I ---~-t Chaucer likewise expresses -t rr::ugh -his characters his~-~llfL __ _ 
I ideas of f a lse :!'> lici ty. Arc it e in his agony blames himself 1: 
Jand cries out t ha t he must be blindly searching for false j 
j happiness which, like the Devil, a ssumes tempting f orms t o 
11 
li 
! lure man to destruction. With some, t his goa l is ric h es ses and 
' I 
possessions. I 
(cf . 
Som man desireth for to han richesse. 
''The Knight's Tale," 1. 1255. 
And som man wolde out of his prisoun f ayn, 
Tha t in h1s hous is of his meynee slayn. 
ff The Knight' s Tale," 11. 1257-8. 
Boethius, 2. p5. 64-67 for reference to "meynee. " ) 
We witen na t wha t t hing we preyen heere. 
We f a ren a s he t ha t dronke is as a mous. 
A dronke man woot wel he hath an hous, 
But he noot which the righte wey i s thider, 
nThe Knight's Tale," 11. 1260-63. 
We seken f aste after felicitee, 
But we goon wrong ful often, trewely. 
ttThe Knight's Tale," 11. 1266-67. 
Boethius writes: 
The carage alwey reherseth and seketh t he 
sovereyn good, a l be it so tha t it be with a der ked 
memorie; but he not by vvh ich path, right as .!! 
dronken ~ not na t ~ whi ch path he may retorne 
him to his hous. 
--- -----consolation, 3, p2. 58-62. 
The disciples of Epicurus play an active role in the 
search for happiness. Boethius recognized h i s sovereign good; 
"Delyt only considered Epicurus , and iuged a nd estab lished 
i 
, tha t delvt is the sovereyn good; for as moche a s alle othre 
l thinges bi-rafte awey ioye and mirthe fram the herte." 
Boeth ius, Consola tion, 3. p2. 54-57. j) 
.-==c~==lh--==--- ---------- - =- --
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'I In the "General Prologue," Chaucer describes the Franklin 
II 
as a patron of Epicurus: 
To lyven in delit was evere his wone, 
For he was Epicurus owene sone, 
Tha t heeld opinioun that pleyn delit 
Was verraily felicitee parfit. 
"General Prologue, 11 11. 335-338. 
1 
II 
follower of Epicurus--poor n isunderl 
expects to find perfect happiness ~ 
Old January too is a 
stood Epicurus! January 
in his marriage to May. Only one fear casts its shadow, 
I! 
"There may no man han par f ite blisses two; "The Merchant's 
Tale," 1. 1638; therefore, he must sacrifice his bliss in ! 
heaven, since he is to enjoy it on earth.
2 
The idea that ~~ 
perfect happiness can come but once to each man has vestig ial jl 
traces in certain modern beliefs. The superstitious person 
1 fears the enjoyment of great joy because it can't la s t. How 
often one hears, "This is too good to be true!" Boethius 
I vvrote: 11Ther ne mowen nat ben t wo soverein go odes that ben 
dyvers e amonge hem-self etc." Consolation, 3 . plO. 85-89. 
Justinus wryly assures January that he need not fear; 
marr iage does not hold such great felicity tha t it can 
3 
deprive man of salvation. 
Jefferson found in Chaucer nvisions of eternal truth." 
~~obinson, op. cit., ''The Merchant's Tale, 11 11. 2021- j 
2025. ~b~dd.' 1111. 11667347-1166477. 11 -~bl ., • - 7 . 
I r~=-====1 
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1 
He was interested in felicity as an abstract problem. He 
I 
had ! 
studied old books. He had come to view his fellow man, 
regardless of rank with understanding and sympathy. "The 
2 
Tale of Melibee" and "The Parson's Tale" exemplify this. He 
had found ·that material rewards are unstable. "The Parson's 
3 
Tale" summarizes the following Boethian sentiments on false 
felicity: 
Of the whiche men, som of hem wenen tha t sovereyn 
good be to liven withoute nede of anything, and 
travaylen hem to be haboundant of richesse. and 
som other men demen that sovereyn good be, for to 
be right digne of reverence; •••• and some folk etc. 
Boethius, 3. p2. 17ff. 
Power is another false goal! Chaucer deals with its 
vanity in "The Monk's Tale" a compilation of illustrations 
showing the variability and instability of power a la 
4 
Boethian emphasis. Chaucer's text was derived from the 
Consolation, 3. p5. 3-5, which reads as follows: 
But certes, ••......•• the olde age of tyme passed, 
and eek of present tyme n.,~Jw , is fu1 of ensaumples 
how that kinges ben cbaung3d in-to wrecchednesse 
out of hir welefulnes s..:: . Chaucer's Translation 
of Boethius. 
Jefferson compares passages in "The Monk's Tale" with 
parts of the Consolation concerned vvith the futility of 
royal power. Three tales he names as Boethian: the 
l~efferson, op. cit., p. 84. 
bid.' p. 166. 
obinson , op. cit., "The Parson's Tale," 11. 471-474, 
quoted on p. 109 above. ~efferson, op. cit., p. 85 
I 
) 
======i 9 
'Hercules, "The Monk's Tale," 11. 3285-3300, except for 
1. 3294 where Chaucer substitutes Busirus for Diomedes, 
II 
Jefferson traces to Boethius, 4. m?. 2-43; the ' Nero,' 11. 24 63-
1 
3?40, which he traces to Boethius, 2 . m6; and the 'Croesus,' I 
' 11. 3917-3922, which directly reflect the Consolation, 2 . p2. 1 
I 
42-46. ' Nero' and '{roes us' emphasiz e the s ame theme in iJ 
both t he Consolation and "The Monk' s Tale," namely the unde- I 
sirability of power. 
Seneca' s tutorshi p of Nero sugge s t ed in 1. 3685, "In 
yowthe .a maister hadde thi s emperour, " is found in Boeth ius, 
3. p5. 34-51. 
I 
I 
Boet h i us ' influence 
2
upon Cha ucer' s cone e pt ion of tragedy 1! 
ha s been discus s ed above. Tragedy is the caus e of Croe:s us' 
f a ll, "The Monk's Tale, " 11. 3917-3924; Consolation, 2. p2. 
42-48. In both compositions, the de f inition of tragedy 
follows the account of Croesus, and Chaucer's di sasters are 
3 
all tra gedies according to the Boethian definition. 
In the discus sion of f ortune above , it ha s been indi-
cated that numer ous l engthy re f erences are Boet hi an in type. 
Many of the s e are found in "The Monk ' s Tale." The host 
interjects two Boethian phra s es when the knight interrupts 
~oethius, op. cit., 2. m6; 3. m4; 2. p2. 42-48. p. 92-95 above ob inson, op. cit., p. 226, "The Prologue of the Monk's 
Tale," 11. 1973-1977; "The Monk 's ·Tale," 11. 1991-1994; 
p. 236, 11. 395lff. cf. Boet h ius, 2. p2. 51. 
Monk' s Tale: 
"Ye," quod oure Hooste, "by seint Poules belle! 
Ye seye right s ooth; this Monk he clappeth lowd e. 
He spak how Fortune covered with a clowde 
I noot nevere what; and a ls of a tragedie 
Right now ye herde, ....• n 
"The Prologue of the Nun's Priest's Tale,n 11. 2'7 80-2784 . 
"Thus," Jefferson concludes, r'it will be seen tha t "The 
Monk's Tale" is Boet hian in sp i r it and t ha t Chaucer had the 
1 
Consolation definitely in mind in writing it. " 
2 
Other Chaucerian pa ssages which indica te Boethian 
influence are numerous but s o diverse that t hey defy satis-
f actory classification. 
PHILOSOPHICAL OBSERVATIONS 
0 fir s te moevyng! crueel firmament, 
With t hy diurnal swe i gh tha t crowdest ay 
And hurle s t a l f rom e s t til occident 
That naturel l y wolde holde another way, 
Thy crowdyng set t he hevene in swich array. 
"The Man of Law's Tale," 11. 295-29 9. 
(cf. Boethius, I, m5. 1-3; 3. p8. 22; 
p2. 145-14'7; 4. mi. 6 .) 
Good and Evil a re Opposites 
For good and vvikkednesse been t wo contraries , and pees 
and werr e, vengea unce and suffraunce, discord and 
accord, and manye othere thynges. 
"The Tale of Melibee, " .1. 24 79. 
(cf. Boe thius, 4. p6. 9-10.) 
lJeffers on, op. cit., p . 8 '7. 2Jeff erson, op . cit., Chapter V, "The Boethian Influence 
in Det ail ," pp . 142-149, 11 The Canterbury Tales. n I have 
select ed only t he compari s ons between passages which 
Jefferson feels a re definite in indicating Boeth ius' influ-
ence upon Chaucer. 
======~~====-===-~=========~--~---=====-=-======================-=-===-=-~===7===========4 
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All Things are Seasoned 
For a lle thyng hath tyme, a s seyn t hise clerkes-
"The Mer chant's Tale," 1. l 9J2. 
(cf. Boethius, 4 . p6. 49 - 50; 5 . pi, 65 - 69; 1. m6.) 
He seyde, rrAppollo, god and governour 
Of every pl a unte, herbe , tree, and f lour, 
That yevest , a fter t]]. y - declinac ion, 
To ech of hem h i s tyme a nd h i s se son," 
"The Fr anklin's Ta l e ," 11. 1031-1034. 
(cf. Boet h ius, I. m6 .) 
All Things a re Ca us ed 
•...•..••......... , but grete God ab ove, 
That kno·weth tha t noon a ct is causeles s, 
"The Merchant' s Tale," 1. 1 975 . 
(cf. Boe t hius 4 ; 6. 101-117.) 
All Things Act .According to Nature 
HThe Sq_uire ' s Tale, n 11. 608-617: The bird escapes 
f rom a comfortable cage to t he f orest, s o man love s novelty, 
so t h.e . ter ce l et deserted the f a lcon. t cf . Boethius, 3, m2. 
27-29 ; 15-22 .) 
r'The Manciple' s Tale, '' 11. 1 60-174: The b ird escapes, 
l eaving a golden cage for the lones ome forest. (cf . Boe t hius 
3, m2 . 27-29 ; 15-22 .) 
In these r eferences Cha ucer's purpo s e differs fr om t ha t 
I of Boe t hius. Chaucer vvas influenced by the Romance of the 
I 
IRos e to illustra te how man instinctively fol lows h i s 
"like rous appetyt . u Boethius' purpose in the Consola tion 
s to prove t ha t man intuitively s eeks the summum b onum . 
1Ibid.' p . 148. 
(: 
,I 
~~~--=-~,t 
I 
yerb a l Similarity 
"The Wife of Bath' s Tale, n i s of another Htonne" t han 
her prologue. ( cf. Boet hius, 2. p2 . 53.) 
Verbal Similarity in Descriptions 
"The Merchant's Tale, " 1. 184 : "Sl akke skin'' 
J anuary's neck as he sang is descr i bed as is 
Boethius' nec k 1Nhen he vias moved by the nwoeful 
muses." lc f . Boethius, I . mi. 12.) 
"The Fr anklin' s Tale, 1' 11. 82 9-834: 
Dor i gene is t he per sonification of the 
Consolation. Jefferson writes, "Consolat ion is 
i mpr inted in Dorigene just a s a fi gure is graven 
on s tone. Cha ucer c hanges~ t he f i gure somewhat, 
but t he idea is Boethian.' ( cf . Boet h ius, 5. m4 , 
10-13 .) 
PRACTIC.i\L OBoERVA'l' IONS 
Strength in Unity 
Lo, ech t hyng t hat i s oned in h i mselve 
Is moore s trong t han whan it i s t osca t ered. 
"The Summoner' s Tale, " 11. 1968-1969 . 
lcf. Boe t h ius, 3. pii. 37 - 40. ) II 
wol na t depar ted be. 1/ 
"The Summoner' s Tale, " 1. 2214 . · 
To parte that 
l cf . Boethius, 3 , p9 . 66 -70 .) / 
~vice in The Cant erbury Tales Cha ucer stresses the 
importanc e of actions over words and cred i ts the i dea to 
Pl a to, ·who expr esses the sent iment in the Tirnaeus , 29 B. 
1Loc. cit. 
I 
I 
IJ 
I 
II 
~==~~===========================-======================== ~=====-
,, 
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Eek Plato seitb, whoso tha t kan hym rede, 
Tha t wordes moote be cosyn to the dede. 
"General Prologue," 11. 741-742. 
The v; ise Pl a to sei th, a ye ma y rede, 
The word moot nede accorde wi t h the dede. 
If men shal telle proprely a thyng , 
The word moot co s yn be to t he werkyng. 
11The Mancipl e's Tale ," ll. 207-210. 
II'lf iss Hammond traces Chaucer's use of a cous inship r
1
elation 
/between word and deed to Boethius, 3. pl 2 . 152-153. 
II 
I 
I 
I 
, Robins on acknmvledges the probab ility but s ugges ts the 
I pos s ibility of a sec
2
ondary French source, Hornance of the Ho s e, !l 
:11. 7099ff; l 5190ff. 
I 
Chaucer probably ga ined f amiliarity vdth Greek t h inkers 
through Boethius. It ha s already been pointed out that 
Cha ucer fre quently cites author ities f or his s entiments to 
g ive prestige to hi s \Vri tings and that in many cases, he may 
never have r ead the a uthors he names. He, like his contem-
poraries , did not know Greek, ye t he pre s ents in hi s complete 
lworks ten: sayings from Pla to, t hree from Homer, t wo from 
I 3 
!Ari s totle, and one f rom Euripides. 
/ In the "Gener al Prolog ue,1' Chaucer cites Aristotle v;hose 
/works wer~ accessible in La tin in the Middle Ages: "~wenty 
bo okes , clad in blak or reed,/Of Aristotle , a nd h i s philo-
sophie,n rr Genera l Prologue, '' 11. 294-295 . 
~ru~ond , E. F .,_op. cit ., p . 90. 1 
I ~ob 1nson, op. ? lt., p . 770, n. 742 . : 
., Hammond , op. Clt.. , p . 90 . 1 
i 
II 
II 
I! 
I 
: I 
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Boethius wa s one of ma ny to write commentaries on Aristotle, 
so one can only s urmise Cha ucer' s source . Since Cha ucer 
cites these writers, it may be as swned thc, t he knew they 
lived and tha t t h ey 'Nere 1vise men whose names would lend 
dignity and worth whe rever used. 
i 
I 
I 
j. 124 
I 
I 
In "The Squire's Tale," he makes a rationalistic attempt I 
to expl a in the superna tural, l e st t he r eader credit hLrn -vv i th ~~~~ 
belief in the mira culous. In connection with the quaint 
II mirror pre s ented to Cana cee, he ass ure s us t ha t other .man 
have told such tale s : "And Ari s totl e , tha t writ en in hir 
lyve s/Of queynte mirours <:md of per spectives, '' "The Squire ' s 
Tale," 11. 233-234 . 
One reference to Boe thius is of par t icular interest, 
since it i s t he only a llus ion vJh i ch a cl:::nov-1ledges h i m a s t he 
aut hor of a v.ro r k othe r t llan t he De Gons ola tione Philosoph i ae. 
The col- fox in t he "The Nun' s Pr i est' s Tale rt pr a ises 
Cha untecleer t hus: nTherwith ye han in musyk mo ore feel ynge/ l 
Than hadde Boece or a ny the. t kan syn ge . n r' The Nun ' s Priest's 
Tale, n 11. 3293- 3294. Lounsbury believes t ha t Chaucer ha d 
1 
in mi nd Boet hius' treati s e on mus i c , De I ns titutione Mus ica; 
Hinckl ey lends credence t o t h is by quoting Hashd al l, who he 
1 says lis t s this trea ti se a s a text-b ook a t Oxford in the 
lLounsb ury, op . cit., II, 226 . 
f 
I 
i 
( 
II 
Fifteenth 
1 
Century. 
Chaucer like Boe thius regarded 
~~"~-"t25 
problems concer ning God a~ II 
his role in h~~1an a ffa irs , f ortune, gentillesse, man's free-
The s e hurna n problems hs.d b een t he concern of gr ea t pagan 
1 ph ilosophers; a s f a r a s the eth ics a re concerned, t heir 
I rea soning and conclus ions are not unlike t hose of the 
I Chri s tian t hinkers. Ovving to Boe t h ius, t he stamp of t heir 
log ic ha s i mprinted its pat.tern on The Canterbury Tales. 
------------------------------------------------------------
\ rinc kley, Notes on Chaucer, p . 147. Hinc kl ey quotes 
Rashdall, 2. 458 . --
~efferson, op. cit., Pre fa ce, p . iii. 
i Chaucer's Techniques in the Use of Classical Material 
I 
I Chaucer's use of classical material for dramatic effect 
llis most oomplex to explore. His choice of r eferences and the 
;:use to which he puts them vary with his purposes. Chaucer's 
i 
'classi cal settings for the "General Prologue 11 to The Canter-i - - -
I ur' Tales and for "The Knight's Tale" h ave already been con-
/ 1 In the account of '.Julius Caesar' in "The Monlc ' s 
I -l
sidered. 
!Fale," Chaucer sets the stage for the action by the summation 
of a Latin epic, Lucan's Pharsalia. 
Lucan, to thee this storie, I recommende 
And to Sweton and to V~lerie also 
Tha t of this storie wryten work and ende. 
"The Mon1c' s Tale, 11 11. 3909-3911. 
I he sources Ghauc er cites correctly, and there is little doubt I 
.fhat he us ed them directly, 11 this storie 11 being the life of 
'lrulius Caesar. 
Summa. tion of the La tin Epic: Chaucer was uninterested ini1 
Jr he history and politics of antiquity; therefore, when he 
undertook to condense a Latin epic, he highli ghted the human 
1f ngle and summarized in masterly fashion long discriptions 
i .nd rhetorical speeches which did not a ppeal to him. In three II 
1stanzas of "The Monk's Tale, 11 Chaucer presents an outline of 'I 
I I, 
~------------------------------------------------------------- ,1 
!I lsee pp. 85-87; 73-75. ~~ 
II lj 
!I 
I 
I 
-==- ~L 
'I 
1\ 
lmJ la1.eterPhl. aar
1
sa1ia. His d rama tic technique in the use of 
'I 
classical!! 
_ is characteristic. I.ucan calls the roll of a ll t h e 
~ 2 
~ al l ic and Germanic tribes which were subject to Caesar. 
!\Chauc e r accomplishes in t wo vigorous lines what takes I .uca.n I -
IFeventy-two: 11 Up roos he, Julius, the Conquerour,/That wan 
f l the 'occident by lond and see.," "The Monk's Tale," 11. 
I 
~86 3-386)_,_ . 
i\ In another t wo line s, Chaucer reflects Lucan's praise of 
II -
who is pictured as a hero, a great and celebrated 
lj 
I· 
II 
!I 
'I 
11 
II 
I 
I 
II 
perator, le ading all the Eastern nations which have flocked 1 
I 
bout him: nThat of the 'orient hadde al the chivalrye/As fer \ 
I s that the day beg in..neth dawe," "The Monk's Tale, 11 11.3871- I 
Chauce r's summarizing technique is never better than in I 
ine 3869. Lucan has g iven a leng thy account of the I geography ;~ 
·. 3 
p opulation of Thessaly. Chauce r tersely hails, "O mi ghty 
jl 
I 
'I 
eser, t hat in Thessalye. 11 1j 
Lucan give s a prominent position to Caesar in this great \
11 ontes t between t he two le aders struggling for the control of 
I 
! the world. Chaucer e;x:al ts both of them portraying Caesar I. 
s conqueror of the Occident, and Pompey a s leader of all the II 
------------------------------------------------------------- I 
. - I 
lshannon, · Chaucer and the Roman Poets, p. 336. 
2Loc. -cit., Shannon cites as the source, Lucan, Pharsalia ! 
, 3 9 3 - LL6 5 ~ - - - - - I 
3Ibid., p . 337: Shannon cites the Pharsalia, VI, 333-).tl2. !) 
~ 
-I 
II 
I 
ental forces. Lucan's concern for Pompey's fate 
in Chaucer's lar'TI.ent, 11.3877-388~_, quoted in the dis -
sion devoted to Chaucer's direct use of Lucan, page fifty-
ix aboYe. 
Lucan is the only author who gives specific details of 
I 
II 
II 
I 
I Chaucer recalls here . 
1 
one of Pompey's men. 
Lucan alone I 
For Brutus' and Cassius' attack upon Caesar and for the 
tic picture of Caesar drawing his cloak about him as he 
ies, Chaucer turned either to Suetonius, c. Julius Caesar, 
Valerius Maximus , De Factis et Dictis 
-- -
Memorabilibus'~ 
. 2 
v, 6. 
In three brief stanzas of "The :Monk's Tale," the reader 
gauge Chaucer's ability in the condensation of the epic. 
summaries of the Aeneid in The House of Fame, Book I, and 
!I 
ij 
i 
the Thebaid toward the end of the Troilus are masterpie ces \I 
II 
I 
surnmatlon. 
Atmosphere Music: Chaucer's purpose in drawing upon the 1 
classics was often to create back"'round and atmosnhere for an ~ ~ ~ 
~ncident within a tale, to set the stage for a particular 
I 
\ 
I 
cene. r ..rrusic plays its part in such a setting . Approprlate I 
------------------------------------------------------------- ·1 
1 Ibid., p. 
2Ibid., p. 
·I 
II 
338: 
339. 
Shannon cites Pharsalia, VIII, 592-673. I 
128 
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- I 
sic furnishes the background for the wedding of January 
May. 
1 That Orpheus, ne of Thebes Amphioun, 
Ne maden nevereswich a melodye~ · 
"The Merchant's Tale," 11. 1716-1~ 
Professor Wise refers us to Statius, who omits, he says, 
story---------Quo carmine muris/ iusserit Amphion 
Tyrios accedere · montes. 
Thebaid, I, 9. 
the Thebans rejoiced at the Argive seer's death, they 
ancestral exploits, about Amphion, who, by the song of his 
2 ian lyre, caus ed rocks and cliffs . to move. 
\j 
r~ l49 __ -= 
I 
The Manciple sets his "Tale of - the Crowe" in the far away 1 
II 
long ago when Phoebus dwelt . and sang -upon earth. 
Certes the kyng of Thebes, Amphioun, 
That with his syngyng walled that citee, 
Koude nevere syngen half so wel as hee. · 
"The Manciple's Tale," 11. 116~118. 
_ as Amphion then Kinz, of Thebes as well as a magic musician? 
Ovid's Metamorphoses, VI, 177-179, Niobe boasts that her 
band, Amphion~ King of _  Thebes, caused -the city vvalls to 
ise by playing his lyre.4 
•I 
il 
'I 
! 
! 
' 
I 
II 
J· 
:I 
II 
il 
------------------------------------------------------------- 11 
libid., p. 319: Shannon states that Chaucer knew Ovid's I 
~ferenc-es to Orpheus as a musician, Metamorphoses, X, 1-85; 'I 
, 1-66~ !' 
2Robinson, op, cit., !'The Knight's Tale, 11 1.151:.!-5 ff., \ 
eference to Amphioun: Wise, op. cit~, p. 58, cites as the 
ource Thebaid, Viii, 232 f.; X, 873. . 
1
J 
3Robinson, op. cit.~ p. 820, n~ 1716 for other references 
!o Amphion: Metamorphoses, vi, 22)~_ff, 27lff, L,_02ff; ~v, 427;etc JI 
4shannon, Chaucer and the Roman Poets,p. 320. 1 
---- __ i{__ ______ _ 
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Chaucer contlnues the ~es;;ip-t~~~ -:f -~h--e=f=e=s~i vi ~~es--~~--~­
!1 
I 
:!Jay 
II 
I 
I 
and January's wedding. 
At every cours thanne cam loudd mynstralcye, 
That nevere tromped Joab for the heere, 
Nor he Theodomas, yet half so cleere, 
At Thebes, whan the citee was in doute. 
"The Merchant's Tale," 11. 1718-1721. 
· tatius doe s not mention 'Tliiodamus in connection with the 
I ~ttack on the city, but Wise claims this attack as the source 
:I 
,r f Chaucer's refe rence, for this was the only time that the 
f
ity was in doubt after Thiodamus . became seer; it ~s also the 
ost notable example of trumpeting in the Thebaid. 
I 
I 
I 
11 Atmosphere: Garden Setting: There is a vivid contrast in 
outdoor settings between the garden in "The Merchant's Tale 11 tt t he time of the wedding and the barnyard in "The Nun 's 
Priest's Tale 11 when Chaunticleer is captured. In the former, 
~aucer intensifies the beauty of his setting by a reference ~ 2 
II 
to Priapus, god of gardens. In the second , Chaucer creates 
1
1 
mock-heroic background by comparing the barnyard fracas to li 
I I' I I 
" ~:-~~~~~~~::~_:::~~:~-~~-~:~::~~-~::~~~---------------------- I 
1 · 
1Vifise, o.p . cit., p. 37: "At Tuba luctificis pulsat \i 
qlangoribus urbem obsaeptasque fores sonitu perfringit amaro. tt 
1
1 
'Jilhebaid, X, 5~2. Wise pictures the scene as Chaucer may have ·\ 
v isualized it. Vfuen Thiodamus succeeded Amphiarus as seer, he I 
dacrificed to Mother Earth, Thebaid, Viii, 303 ff. Following 
the invocation, trumpets blared from Thebes and the Thebans 1\ ~xited simultaneously from the seven gates to battle anew. 
Sl{eat in his notes to The House of Fame, 1. 12LL5, thinks the I ~rumpets were blown by the besieging army. Chaucer is not, 
accor~ing to l;"fise, referring to this occasion. 1 
~ Robinson, op. cit., p. 820, n. 2034 , refers to Fasti, ·jj 
], 415. '===--'--~~.il,,=- -=====· --=====---=~-=--=iF=Ir=---=--=I 
I) I. ~ ~ 
' I 
Certes, swich cry ne lamentacion, 
Was nevere of ladyes maad whan Ylion 
was wonne, and Pirrus wi th his streite swerd~ 
Wha.n he hadde ·hent kyng Priam by th~ berd, 
And slayn hym, as seith us Eneydes, · 
"The Nun's Pri est's Tale," 11. 33'?5-3359. 
1: 
,, 
I 
to this crisis, Ch au.c·er , ha.s heightened the mock-her ois1 
i of the situa tion. Chaunticleer and Pertelote wer e discussing j 
I Prior 
I !, 
l the cock 's dreams whi ch Pertelote was inclined to dismiss 
I 
!lightly. Her s p ouse would have none of this. Has he not 
I read stories on dreams written by noon of t h e gretteste 
auctour that men rede- 11 ?3 
Atmosphere: Love : In the chapter, entitled nChaucer, 
factors 
the Man,n the poet .'s inter es ts, as motivatingl\in his selec-
1 tion of source materia~ are discussed. Ovid, love's master 
advocate, particularly appealed to his romantic i nterests. 
Chau cer 's stori es are abundantly illu strated with amatory 
refe rences derived from the classics. In nThe I ntroduction 
' to the Man of Law's Tale , 11 11 • . tJ0-93, Chaucer cites Ovid by 
name and lists fourteen heroines from the Heroides ; t wo 
I 
I lovers from the Metamorph~, "Ceys and Alcyone; 11 and one 
I . 
from t he Fasti, 11 Lucretia,n as well as nDido 11 from Virgil's 
II 
II 
II 
II 
'I 
------------------------------------------------------------ ~ 
l :Thid., ·. · ! p . · 861, n. 3357, cites 11 acies strictan of the 
eneid, II, 550 ff. 
I 
j 2r.Joc. cit., cites Aeneid, II, 550-51)~-· 
I · · 3see t he chapter on Chaucer's direct use of Cicero, pp. 
IB5-LL2 above. II , 
====================~==~= 
jl 
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id. This list of writings about lovers is especially 
1;--.~---
considered in connection with The 
I 
_j 
obinson discusses Chaucer's immediate sources of these classi~  
. J 
al legends and credits several to Gower, Boccaccio; and Jehan 
II 
below cite the references ,J 
II 
The footnotes tabulated 
ch Robinson traces directly to classical writersl Among 
manuscripts belonging to the fifth husband of the Wife 
2 Bath were also classical stories about lovers, "Ovides 
11 or the Ars Amatoria. 
lRobinson, op. cit., p. 79L~, "Introduction .to the Man of 
w's Tale," nn. as follows: 
aN. 6lt: ''The · swerd of Dido for the false Enee;" cf. 
irgil, Aeneid, IV, 6l ·.6. 
~. 66 f: "The pleinte of Dianire and of ·Hermyon,/Of 
. riane, and of Isiphilee;" cf. Ovid, Heroides, ' Epistles of 
"Deianira, 11 "Hermione, 11 "Ariadne," and "Hypsipyle." 
0 N. 68: nThe bareyne yle," a reference to Naxos where 
adne was abandoned. cf. Heroides, X, 59. 
dN. 78: "Of thilke wikke ensa_mple of Canacee," cf. 
XI. 
'I II 
il 
I 
. i 
2Robinson, op. cit., "The Wife of Bath's Prologue," 1. 680 
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Chaucer expounded certain truisms regarding love. 
"O regne, that wolt no felawe have with t hE3e! 
Ful sooth · is seyd that · love ne lordshipe 
I 
,I 
I 
I 
=i+ J 3.3=== 
I 
II 
Wol noght, his thanl-res, · have no fela"l.'reshipe." 
1 II 
"The Knight's Tale, 11 11. 162il.-1626. 
this theory, that even true friends will feud to the 
over love, is expres s ed in Chaucer's immediate sou rce 
Knight's Tale," the Teseide, V, 13, it is also found in 
clas s ical sources which Chaucer is knovnn to have used. 
keat refers to t h e Romance of the Rose, 1. 8t1.Sl ff., and to 
d's Metamorphoses, II, 8L.6 f. Robinson points out that 
oth of these references say that "Love and LorcEb..jp cannot 
11 together" wh ereas Chaucer is stresing that love 
tolerates no rival. A clos er parallel to Chaucer is found 
. . 1 
Ovid's ~ Amatoria, 
I 
II 
il 
!I 
II 
F occaccio a satisfactory :~or the verse, 11 0 regne, 
III, 564 . Professor Wise finds 
2 
source for lines 1625-1626 but not ii 
II ·. 
that wolt no felawe have 'l.•rith thee!" I 
Ire, lik e Robinson, cites the Thebaid, I, 127: "inde regendi ! 
aevus amor, ruptaeque vices iurisque secundi Ambitus impatien , 
II 
I! 
ll s." ~-_=_-------------------------------------------------------- I! 
summo . dulcius unum Stare loco, _ sociis.que c.omes dis cordia 
I 
I 
1Ibid., p. 777, _n. 1625. I 
,, 
2wise, op. cit., p. 90. Also s ee Robinson, op. cit., 
• 777-;- ·who sugges t .s Se'!l.e c a, Agamemnon, 259 as source of 
• 1626. 
~I 
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\ 
II 
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11 Lovers obey no laws: 
l1 Vfuo shal yeve _§; lovere a ny lawe? 
II 
Love is _§; gretter lawe, J2.y E!1 par1, 
Than may be y eve to any erthely man; 
"The Knight 1 s Tale, 11 11. 1161_~-6_5. 
So A-rei te crie s out in anger against his cousin and blood-
'/ brother during their argument as to who has first claim upon 
I 
.pmelye. Chaucer's verbal similarity to Boethius is marked: 1 
II l Quis legem det amantibus/ Major lex amor est sibi. 11 
· Love will overcome all impediments. Damyan has but to 
I 2 i d e his time until May finds a way to outwit January. Ovid, bau~er writes, illustrat es love 1 s supremacy over difficulties /1 
I 
11 
y his story of Pyramus and Thisb e, who, when they were pre-
rente~ from meeting, carried on their courtship through a 
wall. 
II 
II 
The Wife of Bath's mind dwells chiefly on sensual matters :1 
j 1And after w;;rn on Venus mo s te I t hynke , 11 , 11 The 1.".Tife of Bath's 
I 
~rolo Gme 11 1 461 II 0 ' • ·-!-. 
r eferred to in Ovid, ~ Amatoria, I, 229 -2~1~ ; in fact 1. 2LL3 
fl.s expressed accur•a tely in 11The Physi cian 1 s Tale, 11 1. 59. 
The function of wine as an aphrodisiac is 
f irg inia 1 s lips touch no liquor: 11For wyn and youthe dooth 
11 II I If !I ! 11 :~~:_::::::::~- - --------------------------------------------- ' 
j 1 Chaucer 1 s 
ml2 .J.L 7, _58 f • 
il 2Robinson, 
3Ibid., p. 
ses, 
Boethius, Introduction p • . xi, quotation of iii, 
I 
op. cit., "The Merchant 1 s Tale, 11 11. 2125-2131. /1 
820, n. 2128, Robinson suggests Ovid, I' 
IV' 55 :~ 'L===I 
II 
l,i 135 
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Palamon makes an appeal to Venus to favor him in the 
tournament that he may marry Emelye. The prayer itself is 
similar to the Teseide, VII, h.3-L~9, but Chaucer customarily 
expands Boccaccio's details with colorful additions from the 
classics. Robinson suggests Ovid, Metamorphoses X, 519 ff., 
for the following verse: nFor thilke love thow haddest to 
oon, n, nThe Kni ght 1 s Tale, n 1. 222 Li· • 
The power of the deity in a classical temple often re-
a l ed itself by the shak ing of the statue. 
But atte laste the statue of Venus shook, 
And made a signe, v7herby that he took 
That his preyere accepted was that day. · 
"The Knight's Tale," 11. 2265'-2267. 
~~ShatiiiOfi claims that Ohauc er ' s mention o:f this phenomenon 
1
marks his story as classical in origin.
1 
II 
Chaucer constantly en- II Atmos phere:· Destruction: Sorrow: 
r Wise evalu-
1
, 
i"tes 11The Kni ght's Tale 11 as "richer in detailu and "clearer 
1 iche s his pictures by drawing on the classics. 
11
• id II i t th . d 2 · ~n... T • h . 1 I 
1 
n ea ow ng o L ls proce ure. ~~uen uuno ln _ er Jea ous ! 
j-------------- -· -- ------------------------ ~ ------ -~----------- II 
I lshannon, _Chaucer and .the Roman Poets, p. 105. . _ 1\ 
1 
2iVise, op. cit., p. 1)~.2. nThe Knight's Tale,n 1~.2388-90! 
frrcite's prayer to Mars expands Boccaccio and adds details · 
l
r.rom Ovid, i•1etamorphoses, IV, 171 f'f'. and Ars Amatoria, II, 
b61-600. -
I 
I 
I 
'I 
! 
! \ 
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ath had wrought desolation upon Thebes, Statius wrote, 
Murorum patet omne latus munimina portae exposcunt;" 
1 
city walls are all agape; the gates cry for defences.n 
en Palamon scolds at the gods who have freed Arcite but 
oomed him to stay in prison, he can thi~of no sorrow com-
his own except that at Thebes: 
But I moot been in prisoun, thurgh ·Saturne, 
And eek thurgh Juno, ialous and eek wood, 
That hath destroyed 1,11j'el ny al the blood 
Of Thebes with his waste walles ~; 
"The Y.nigh t 's Tale, 11 11. 13~..:J:'331. 
The l~~entation within Thebes must have been heart-rend-
One can remember but not re-experience his own pain or 
I 
I! 
II 
It 
\I 
li:,i 
\1 
Vfua t another suffers is never real, however sympathet r 
c and understanding one may be. I John Hersey in his descrip- 1: 
of Heroshima during and directly following the atomic II 
,I 
explosion creates a picture of destruction and annihila- li 
for his reade r s who momentarily lose themselves in the 
wful exnerience. 
I -
Statius' description of Thebes cast a 
. imilar hypnotic spell over the appreciative and in1aginative 
tl 
II 
So re~listic wa.,s the picture of the destroyed Thebes i 
o Chaucer that whenever he wished to convey a. scene of un-
:peakable anguish, he compared the situation to that city. 
II 
II 
II 
------------~------------------~----------------------------- , 
lsta tius, op. cit., XII, ?Ol.t-• I 
;I 
II 
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Vlhen Constance, daughter of the Emperor of Rome, left fo i \ 
Seria to marry the Sultan, there was "tendre weping" of a k indJ 
1 li 
ot heard ·when Troy was burned, nor at "Thebes the ci tee," \I 
se cites several references to lamentation at Thebes. 2 i\ 
------------------------------------------------------------- l 1Robinson , op. cit., 11The Man of Law's Tale," 1. 289. I· 
2 - I Wise, op. cit., pp. 55, 56. 
1 
aThebaid, III, 120: J 
Fervet iter gemitu et plangoribus arva reclamant. 
Ut vera infames scopu1.os sllvamque :o:·efand9ln:; ~~~· 
Perventum, ceu nulla prius lamenta nee atri I 
Manassent imbres, sic ore miserrirrru.s uno 
Exori tur fragor, a.spectuque accens.a cruento 1
1 Turba furit; stat sanguineo discussus amictu 
Luctus atrox caesoque invitat pectore matres. I 
\Vhen the relatives of forty-nine warriors killed by I 
Theseus buried their dead, great was the l amentation. 1 
bTb.ebaid, III, 183 ff: i 
Sed nee veteris cum regia Cadmi Fulmineum in cinerem 
monitis Iunonis iniquae Consedit, neque funerea cum 
laude 
potitus Infelix Athamas trepido de monte veniret, 
Semianimen heu laeto referens clamors Learchum, 
Hie gemitus Thebis.' •• Una dies similis f ate specieaue 
malorum Aequa fuit, qua magniloquos luit i mpia flatus 
Tantalis, innumeri s cum circumfusa ruinis Corporg_ tot ~1· raperet terra, tot quaereret i gnes 
~~en Ale tes, the old, comforted the mourners to the 
best of his abiJ.ity, great was the lamentation. 
cThebaid, XI, )_,_16 ff. 
Prominet excelsis vul gus miserabile tectis, Cuncta 
madent l a crimis et ab omni plangitur arce. 
Et eocles and Polynices begin their duel amid great 
l amentation. 
dThebaid, XII, )_J~- ff. 
The Thebans wept all day and night for the slain 
after the siege. 
9 Thebaid, XII, 317, 385. 
There vras 'tendre weping ' when Antigone and Argia 
found Polynices ' body. 
I 
==l 
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Dramatic Technique: Illustrations: Chauc er draws 
, opiously on the classics, particularly upon Ovid, to intro-
uc e incidents and comparisons found in the original but not 
intermediar y sources . Chaucer's account of Pygmalion in 
i\"The Physician 1 s Tale " is expanded by a description of .j 
1Pygmalion's artistry derived from Ovid, Metamorphoses, X, 2LL:=; - 11 
I -
\297, and not included in the Romance of the Rose. The infor-
'1mj at ion ,,.. h1· ch • · t i _._ · t · t h · t 1\JI" 1 " a rc1Je n~erJe C s 1n o lS prayer o mars s I . -
f vidian; except for the -following lines, Chaucer uses 
IB • 
1 accacc1o: 
tl 
II Although thee ones on a tyme mysfille, Whan Vulcanus hadde caught thee inhis las, 
And foond thee liggynge by his ¥ryf, allasl 
"The Knight's Tale,n 11. 2388-2390. 
(cf. Ars Amatoria, II, 561-600; 
Metamorphoses, IV, 171 ff.) 
Dramatic Teahnique: Realism: Chaucer often change s the ' 
aterial he borrows in the direction of dramatic realism. He 
jpmi ts pag~n elements -which a _ttribute incidents to the super-
~atural; he r elates pagan- ~tories· ~ but ~ in ·the -t -elling ~ompro- II I 
!I ises with Christian ideology. 
vn~en the Romans invaded Britain, they brought with them 
II I. 
II 
the beautiful version of pantheism which breathes through the 1! 
r 
lines of Ovid. Skeat notes that Christianity taught people toll 
I 
I \ egard pagan deities, mysterious beings who peopled trees, I 
i 
jstreams, and mountains, as 11 evil spirits; 11 yet these crea tures l\ 
Je ontinued to f~scinate the p~ople of the Middle Age s •1 In 11 
l - --~------~---------~-----~----------------------------------- 1 1 1Be11 , op. cit., P• 335. 11 
II 
I 
I ; 
• -- -~ l;~. -;,a: of Law's Tale," Chaucer refers to the Pierid~s ~--~----~~ ~139 
!p.aughters of King Pi erus of Emanthia, who were transformed ~~ 
I nto magpies because they dared contest wi th the muses. His ,I 
lr llusion reads as follov;s: "To nmses that men clepe 11 
ln>ieride s-/Methamorphosios woot what I mene; ", "The Man of I 
11 · I 
~aw's Tale,!' 11. 11-92. Thus Chaucer enriches his story for 1 
r he rea_der who knows the legend. Note that he d oes not tell I 
lor t he transfor mation, and, l est we suspect he b elieves it, 
1 
I astens to cii:Bhis source. Except in one i nstance, that of 
crow which became black, Chaucer characteristically omi ts 
11 metamorphos es. 
In other respects, Chauc er uses mythology freely. Pagan 
gods and goddesses come to life under his touch. This is not 
true of Pluto and Proserpina, who in 11 The Merchant's Tale" 
:a ppear ~ore like 1nediaeval fairies than majestic classical 
ldei t~es. _ Mer cury , however, appears to Arci te, "The Kni ght's 
IIT'ale, 11 1. 1385 ff., in guise familiar t o the Greeks and 
I . 1 
1 
omans. Ovid follows his description of Me.rcury with. an I 
laccount of Argus; Chaucer indicates this by add ing the I 
~ ------------------------------------------------~-------------' 
-l 
1Robinson, op. cit., p. 775, n. 1385 ff. citation of the 
following: Ovid, Metamorphoses, I, 671-672; 720-721: · 
According to Skeat this passage is based on Claudian, 
De Raptu ProserEina, I, 78. 
I 
\ ~ 
llmving lines: "Arrayed was this god, as he took k eep,/As 
e was whan that Argus took his sleep;", "The Knight's Tale," 
1! 1. 1389-90. Chaucer 1 s "slepy yerde 11 is equi VI'A.lent to Ovid 1 s 
\"sonmiferam virgam" with which Il'iercury cast his spell. 
II Chaucer Is use of epithet gives a touch of classical 
lllrealism. The- God of War is '' Mars t h e rede l", "The Kni ght's 
I -
,Tale, n 1. 17~-7; Virgil; . Aeneid, XII, 332, refers to Mars as I - . . . 
11 sanguineus; 11 Ovi d , Remedia Amaris, 153, calls him "sanguinei; 11 
!and Statius, Thebaid, VIII, 231, as "cruenti.n Narcissus is 
escribes as " ••• the faire of yore agon- 11 , "The Knight 1 s Tale It 
' I 
10. . 19 t~.l. (cf. Ovid, Met.,III, !1.07 .f .f.) 
I 
I 
Chaucer 1 s Heroes: Theseus, Lycurgus, Turnus: Chaucer's 
ll eroes assume epic proportions in physique and character. 
· obinson cites the Teseide as the immediate source for the 
lcrather of Ophel tes, calle d rrductor Nemeae" in the Thebaid, ll - . 
. 1 lf , 733, whence Boccaccio adopted him. Chaucer at this point 
II 
ir vidently referred _ to Statius directly for he makes Lycurgus 
!I 
l! h e King of Thra ce, confusing him with a ruler of that name 
[ entioned in the Thebaid, IV, 386; VII, 180. In place of a 
l
coat of mail Lycurgus vmars a bear 1 s skin, 11Wi th nayles yelewe ll 
, - - IJ 
nd brighte as any gold,", "The Kni ght's Tale, 11 1. 21l.~.l. \ 
~ here was an ancient custom of gilding an animal's claws i:f 
I I 
~~ is pelt was worn as a cloak. Boccaccio describes such an l 
I 'I 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 11 I . . . ~ . . . . . 
; 
1Robinson, op. cit., p. 780, n. 2129. :
1 
=-d. =!~r~===· 
il 
I 
\ 
II 
I' 
il 
i! 
lj_ 
II 
ian instance in the Teseide, VI, 36. If, as seems probable, 
:\ Chaucer :I!Jas also using the Thebaid directly in picturing 
., 1 iLycurgus, he may have had in mind the description of the 
\tiger's skin pictured as follows in Thebaid, VI, 722-24 : 
Tum genitus Taleo victori tigrin inanem 
Ire iubet, fulvo quae circumfusa nitebat. 
Iv1argine et extremes auro mansuevera t ungues. 
I 
II 
I 
,I 
Then the son of' Talaus orders a tiger's skin to go1\ 
as a prize to the victor, all glossy it shone withl 
a yellow border and the sharp claws were tamed I 
with gold. 1 
\The symbolism of Lycurgus' dress would then be that of a con- ' 
I 
i 
'!que ring hero. Such was Chaucer's skill1 
The mark of Theseus' gallantry may be seen in the 
I 2 jMinotaur embroidered upon his banner; it is manifest when, 
!after his long march home following his war upon the Amazons, 
i 
3 !' e pus'h.es on by night to Thebes. To right a wrong brooks no 
~ elay. Thes e two classical references, not included in 
lboccaccio, add innneasurably to the drama of the scene and to 
II I 
:r h o magnitude.' ,Of the triumphant hero. . :
1 
-------------~--------~--------------------------------------- ~ 
I 1statius, Thebaid, "Thracen si l vaeque Lycurgi pampineumqu~ 
\"ubes nemus inreptare Lycurgo." I 
il 2statius, Th.ebaid, XII, 665 ff. Description of the 
!Minotaur. 
~ · 3n>id. , XII, 9!.'- ff. Night march to The be s. 
I 
i 
i 
~--=--if========= 
========= -~===--= 
In the instance of Turnus, a brief but deft turn of a 
I . 
:bhrase pictures the man, n ••• Turnus, with the hardy fiers 
i 
I corage, 11 , I . .. 
IIIII, 1. 
classical 
I 
"The K..ni ght's Tale," 1. 191.,.5 . Cf. Virgil, Aeneid, 
The use of descriptive epithets was a favorite 
technique for graphic portrayal. 
Chaucer's Tyrant Nero: Visualize, on the other hand, a 
icture of cruelty. 
I . 
Nero regards his dead mother slain by 
IFls own hands: 
li 
I 
I 
I 
II 
No teer out of his eye:h fo.r that sighte 
Ne cam; but sayde, a fair womman was sche. 
Gret wonder is how that he couthe or mighte 
Be domesman on hir dede beaute. 
"The Monk 1 s Tale , 11 11. 2lt-87 -90. 
(cf. Boethius, footnotes 1 ff. below.) 
Character Building by Dramatic Utterance: Iankin: In 
lease of the 1 ioly clerke I ankin' who took pleasure in regal-
' I 
ling h is s pouse with storie s of wicked wives, Chaucer uses a I 
idiffe r enct technique of character build ing . Here he selects II 
stories from the classics which serve as dramatic utterances r 
lror the t eller and furnish atmosphere for the plot. 11 
1-------------------_------------------------------------------ II/ 
- . - I 
i 1Boethius, De Consola tione Philosophiae, Lib. ii, me t. 6: 1' 
I 11 Ora non tinxi t lacrJ'"l..nis, sed esse censor extincti potui t ) 
l'decoris." 1 . - - - I 
20haucer, Chaucer's Translation of Boethius, Bk. ii, met. I 
1
6, l lt.s; ff: 11 Ne no tere wette his fa;;, but he was so hard.;. 
1
1 
1
herted?at f?.~ m~zte ben domesman or iuge of hire ded beaute." 
, 3 Ibid., p. VI: R. Morris points out similarities 
1 indicated. 
_ ],..4~2~== 
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11 
!I . 
For the details of £ rj_phyle 's .betrayal of Amphiarus, I 
1 
IVJ.se 
I 
argues that Chaucer turned to Sta tius. :1 
I He told me eek for what occasioun · 
Amphiorax at Thebes loste his lyf. 
Jlfyn housbonde hadde a legende of his Yryf, 
Eriphilem, that for an ouche of gold 
Hath prively unto the Grekes told 
~mer that hir housbonde hidde hym in a place, 
For which he hadde at Thebes sory · grace. -· · 
"The Wife of Bath's Prologue, 11 11. 740-71.!.6 . 
:I 
A study of the Ellesmere manuscript reveals a marginal note, a 
:ruotation from J erome, Contra Iovin.' I, 52, reading , "Tertia I: 
!( Eriphyle dici tur) prodesse Amphiar( a) um et saluti viri 
±nonile aureum praetulisse." Wise deduces that if this is 
il 
lpbaucer' s notation, he could not h~ve known, vri thout recourse 
I o the Thebaid, that Eriphyle betrayed her husband by telling 
,j he Greeks where he was hidden or _ that, as a result of this 
~etrayal, the seer at ~~ebes d ied. 2 These additions drawn 
il f rom Statius s erve to create a fuller story with emphasis on 
11 3 lf he greed of an evil woman. Thus Chaucer creates a female 
r onster suitable for Clerke lankin's purpose. I 
I ___ ------------------------------------------------------ ----- ~1 
1Wise, op. cit., p. 56. 
ij 2 Ibid., Wise summarizes Thebaid, III, 570, cf. 623: 
Amphiaraus .foresaw the events of' the war and his own death by 
r atching a war between seven eagles and a f'lock of swans. He 
was unwilling to reveal the .future to Adras tus; he hid him-
:f elf for twelve days. 
!I 3Thebaid, IV, 190 ff. Eriphyle was so eager for Harmonia' k 
pecklace which Argia had in her possession that she betrayed : 
~er husband for this gold. As a result, ~mphiaraus had to 1 
f ~ oin the Theban expedition and meet his fate. 
===I______ /1_ fl_____ r 
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1 
The story of Mida;:;, as the Wife of Bath tells it,1 illus- : 
t r•ate s how Chaucer changes a narrative to suit his dramatic i 
purpose. As Ovid r elates the legend, it is the barber who 
etrays Midas' secret. 2 The wife has heard her version from 
who pictured Midas' wife as the guilty one. Alisoun 
her listeners to Ovid for the finis of the story and 
apparently unaware that she has modified the original 
ucer conceived of IruL~in as capabl e of such contemptible 
so the change in the classical story, calcula.ted to 
ose the caitiff's base nature, was sheer genius. 
Ia~~in's favorite r epertoir3 also included the story of 
II 
II 
il 
II 
1Robins6n, op. cit., "The Wife of Bath's Prologue," \ 
I 1. 9 51-982. II 
1 
2Ibid , p. 807, n. 951; citation of Ovid, Met., XI, 174-193 ] 
as s-ource. . 1 
3Ibid., "The Wife of Bath's Prologue," 11. 727-7)_!_6 ; see j 
lusions to -"Xantippa," "Pl_lasipha," "C~itermystra, 11 "Eriphile." 
p. 806 , n. 727-711-6. Rob:Lnson sugge s~ that Chaucer expanded II 
' s storie s by adding details from the Thebaid, IV, to refer- 1 
1
nces from Jerome, Adv. Jov., I, J-1-8 (Mighe, 278 ff.), which 
served a part of Seneca's De Matrimonio. 
3Ibid., "The Wife of Bath's Prologue," 1. 733: allusion 
o "Pasiphae," Quee·n of Crete, whose deeds were too ·horrible 
o tell. · On p. 806, n. 733, Robinson suggests Ovid, Ars. 
t.; I, 2.95 ff. as source. -
il 
I 
==== H==~==--=====~~-===~~- -_ -==----~===~ 
es and Deinira: 1 11 0f Hercules and of his Dianyre,/ 
caused hym to sette hymself afyre.", 11 The Wife of Bath's 
logue, 11 11. 721!.-726. 
,( 
~=-=~' 1~4..::;,5== 
i! 
Description of Places: Chaucer's description of places 
s well as people is rendered vivid by classical details. 
instance, the battlefield at Thebes: 
The rede statue of Mars, with spere and targe 
So shyneth in his whyte baner large 
That alle the feeldes gJ.iteren :!!]2 and -doun. 
--"The Kni ght's Tale," 11. 97.5-977.-
Professor Wis.e assumes, Chaucer's lines were derived 
the Thebaid, XII, 658 ff.~ the 11 feeldes 11 were those 
which Theseus was marching: 11 Nec nulvere crasso/ 
~--~r~u~m • . lux victa perit/ sed aethera longum/ . frangitur, et 
is ardent in nubibus hastae." Bell and Skeat interpret 
11 ground upon which the various charges, as they 
call ed , are emblazoned. 11 Light reflected from the em-
lazoned banner reached the far recesses of the field; it 
I 
II 
I 
I 
r 
I 
I 
I, 
commonplace to describe the battlefield as illuminated by !\ 
I 
3 'I e gl itter of armor. _  Robinson agrees with V·!ise that the 
,, 
feeldes" were lands . ... 
-~-----------------------------------------------------------
lrbid., 'l']he Monk's Tale, 11 'Hercules,' 11. 1095-2111.2. 
ucer 1 s direct source is indefinite. Robinson, p. 806 , n. 
15 ff. cites Epistola Valerii as a reference for almost all o 
instances; Romance of the Rose, 11. 9195 ff. for 1Dianyre. 
2w· "t p ~o· · ~r· t f f th ;yJ.se, op. - cl ., • :o . \' lSe sugges s or re erence e 
d~ Thebes, 1. 9909; 11. 9525-9530. 
3Loc. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
JJ_l46 
The conception of temples with scenes pictured upon the 
ls is in the classical tradition. Chaucer and Boccaccio 
h ave had t h e same source in mind as they portrayed the 
! li !I 
il 
,, 
of Venus and Mars which appear with variations in the II 
and in The Canterbury Tale s. mLaUcer condensed 
account of t he temple of Venus, Teseide, VII, 
ff., but apparently used as his model Virgil's account of 
temple of Juno locs.ted at Carthage, Aeneid, I, '-!1~.6 ff. 
furnished Chaucer with the pictures he painted 
I' 
I 
I 
II 
I· 
I Venusr shrine. 
Knight .i 
- II 
Chaucer's description of the temple of Mars, "The 
e, 11 11. 1967-1974, follows Boccaccio, Teseide, VII, 29-37, 
1 the main, but Statius, Thebaid, VII, 3)!--73, made direct 
l ontributions in colorful details. 
The location of the shrine at the foot of a slope is un-
tioned in the Teseide: 
And dounward from an hille, ·under a bente, 
nThe Knight's Tale,n 1. 1981 
tatius writes: averso domus inmansueta sub Haeme. 
Thebaid, VII, 1..~2. 
There stood the temple of Mars armipotente, 
And ther-out cam a rage and such a vese 
Tha t it made al the gates for to rese. 
11The Knight's Tale," 11. 1982-1984. 
Wise argues that - although the Teseide VII, 33, is a 
ssible source of this picture., the Thebaid is much more 
obable. The Ellesmere and Hengwrt manuscripts are glossed 
th the word, 11 impetus 11 above uvese 11 · : ; 1. 1983. The Thebaid 
ads as follows: "Pr:i.mis salit i mpetus amens/ e faribus. ", 
I, L~7. This word "impetus" has onomatopoetic connotation, 
onveying the feeling of accelerated motion, the leaping 
1 tes. 
an attack which suggests a blast of wind shaking the 
The northern light in at the dores shoone. 
"The Y..nigh t 's Tale, 11 1. 1987. 
The reference compares t h e sunlight of Thrace, the 
of Mar's temple, "That highte the grete temple of Mars 
Thr ace •••• ", "Th e Yilli ght's Tale," 1. 1972, to the sunlight 
the northern country. Wise suggests that "The baleful 
earn from the temple meets the sunlight," and conquers its 
erful effect; the light outside cannot counteract the 
The ligh t of moon ar1d stars is unsuccessful. 
11vu.o.u."er adapted his source and permitted the light to shine 
2 
temple. Boccaccio included corresponding lines, 
j,...-'-"-;;.;;;;..-- , VII, 32, but '!Vise is substantiated by Skeat, 3 who 
that the Northern light is an incorrect rendering 
Aurora Borealis is not intended. Statius reads as 
11Laeditur adversum Phoebi iubar, ipsaque sedem/ 
timet, et durus constristat sidere fulgor.", Thebaid 
\ 
1/ c===='f--= 
il Now the attention is d irected to the temple itself; the 
1~:. 11observer fi.rst beholds the doors; The dores 'J'tere alle of adamante eterne, "The Knight's Tale," 1. 1990. 
ilr
he Teseide, VII, 32, reads: 
E le porte e r an d 1eterno d iamante. 
ji
1
Fhe Theb aid; V, 68; 
j Clausaeque ad~ante perenni/ dissiluere fores. 
1Vise believes that Chaucer borrowed the noun from Statius 
I nd the adjective from Boccaccio.1 
These quot ations on parallel passages illustrate the 
ype of analysis Wise made in his study. ~Qe results are 
ost illuminating and present an accurate picture of the way 
ci.n which Chaucer interw·ove his borrowed materials. Wise ., s 
~eductions as to Chaucer's sources are definitive. 
The picture of 11felonye 11 furnishes another example of 
''this procedure: 
TI1er saugh I first the derke imagining 
or felonye' and al the compassing. -
"The Y-night 's Tale, 11 11. 1995-1996. 
parallel passage in the Teseide, VII, 33, omits the word, 
t; therefore, Wise deduces that Chaucer used Statius, ,__ ___ _ 
VII, 47: 
Primis salit i~petus amens/ 
E fori bus caee1unque nefas. 
l wise· op. ··clt · ·. p ··· ~3 " · 
. - ' . . • . " • . , ,. .? · -
In reference to the allusion to conquest with the sword 
f Damocles over his head, Wise makes ro1other interesting 
omparison. 
And al above, depeyp.ted in ~ to, .~, 
Saw I conquest sittinge in greet honour, 
With the sharpe swerde over hi s heed 
Hanging by a sotil twynes threed. 
"The Kni ght's Tale," 11. 2527-2530. 
ise refers the reader to the Teseide, VII, 36, but feels that 
ccaccio is too col orless to be Chaucer's source for these 
Statius, Thebaid, VII, 55, reads: 
Fastigia templi/ captae insignibant gentes, 
Caelataque ferro fragmina portarum. 
ucer's "in a tour" was suggested by 11fastigia templi, 11 the 
roof" or the d ome of a temple with embossed, "captae 
which Chaucer adequately pictures by "conquest, 
mean a sword; "caelataque ferro 11 should not be taken Yri th 
captae gentes." Chaucer's manuscripts may have read, 
1 
caelatoque ferro." Chaucer infers here the precarious 
osition of a conqueror whose unstable power Boethius illus-
rates when he pictures him viith a sword suspended by a hair 
head. Chaucer probably borrowed the sword from 
passage in Boethius which he translates as follows: 
l ... r • 
'Jvlse, op. cit., p. 54. 
I 
' 
t } 
I ' 
.. 
I 
A t yraunt 4>at was kyng of sisile:Pat had (de) assaied :f e 
peril of his estat shewid(e) by similitude ~e dredes of 
realms by gas tnesse of a swerde ..Pat heng over.::Pe heued 
of his frunilier. 
Chaucer's Translation of Boethlus, III, p. 5. 
The temple of Diana, "The Knight's Tale," 11 . 2053-2085, 
s not described in the Teseide. On the walls of her shrine 
portrayed the stories of many mortals who were transformed! 
t h e goddess either in punisrunent or protection. These 
1 egends are appropriately dravm from Ovid's ro;1e tamorphoses. 
e observer passes in r eview before Callisto, who b ecame a 
l 
eal", and her son, Areas, who was converted into a star; be-
2 OI'e Daphne, "yturned til a tree," when chased by Apollo; 
efore the "herte 11 that had been Actaeon, in death throes as 
3 s ovrn erstwhile dogs tear at his thr oat. The punisrunent 
· f Actae on occurred in the Vale of Gargaphia, called 
I L. 
~algopheye· by Chaucer who se information came from the 
lL · 5 ~r'Ietamorphoses. Shannon quotes Ovid's passa ,'3;e: "Vallis e rat 
I 
------------------------------------------------------------- 11 
I 
J ) '"' II 
·shannon, op. cit., p . 30 ~ , cites Ovid, Fasti, II, 1~3-192 ~ 
in the Fasti, Areas wa s transmuted into a constellation. See II ~obinson, op. cit., p. 780 , n. 2056; Manly cites Boccaccio as 1 
author of a version of the story of Callisto included in De Gen. 
:&eorum, which Chaucer may have knovm: "Calista autem ursaminortJ\1 
a est, ubi major vocatus est Areas." The loode-sterre, II 
inson tells us, is in ursa minor. Areas is a constellation ~-
t hese accounts, not a "sterre. 11 . 
jov~d, l!letamor~hoses, I, )_~_!)0-567. 
ltibld., III, 1 5-252. 
5Robinson, op. cit., "The Yillight's Tale, 11 1. 2626. 
Shannon, Chaucer and the Roman Poets, p. 307 .• I 
i 
' I ~.~ 
'. 
! 
I 
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piceis et acuta densa cup r essu,/ Nomine Garga phie succintae 
sacra Dianae., Metamorphoses, III, 155-156. Ka.leidoscopicallJI! , 
tl'le Calydonian boar hunt of Atalanta and Meleager1 I'l...:tshes 11 
i\ 
A woman in labour calls piteously upon Lucyna. 2 
II 
allowing Emelye 's sacrifice to Diana, " ••• blody dropes many :i 
1
oon;" 3 fel l from the firebrands. This conception of the blee~l 
t wi gs used by Boccaccio, Teseide, VII, 92, was derived 
Roman sour ces. 4 
Arcite in petiti oning Mars prior to the tournament added 
parenthetical remark not found in Boccaccio, to wit the 
eference to Vulcan's discovery of the intr igue between his 
ife and the God . of 1Nar.5 Arcite was victorious i n the 
Someone, it seews, had erred, for Saturn had 
romised t hat Venus' devotee should win the fair Emelye. A 
ass age not paralleled in Boccaccio 1 s Teseide follows: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
\! 
1\ 
\I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
1\ 
---------------------------- - ------------------------------- I 
1Robinson, op. cit., "The Knight's Tale, 11 11. 2069-2071; 
:Met., VIII, 271-5L~5. ~Ovid refers to Lucyna as goddess of childbirth in the 
1 
allowing instances; Fasti, II, 1+1-1-9; III, 255: Heroides, · VI, 
22; XI, .rJ5: Ars Amator ia, III, 785: Metamorphoses, V, JOt~; 
, ~ 9)-~ , 698 ; X, S07-SlO. 
l Robinson, op. cit., "The Knight's Tale, 11 1. 2340. 
--!-Virgil, Aeneid, III, 19 f'f'; Ovid , Met., II, 325 f'f'. 360 
sp: :2ante, Inferno, XIII, 31-3}-!- . -
- Robinson, op. cit., 11 The Knight 1 s Tale," 11. 2388-2390: 
f'. Ars Amatoria, r?61-600; ~/Ietamorphoses, IV, 171-189. 
- . 
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11What kan now faire Venus doon above? \ II ~Vhat sei th she no1.~r? \'Vhat dooth this queene of love, 
But wepeth so, for wantynge of hir wille, 
Til that hir teeres in the lystes fille? II 
She seyde , 11 I am asha."TT.ed, doutelees." II 
Saturnus seyde, "Doghter, hoold t hy pees! lj 
Mars hath his wille, his knyght hath al h is boone, II 
And, by myn heed, thow shalt been esed soon." 
"The Kni ght's Tale,a 11. 2663-2670. !I 
il 
Several pass ages in "Th e Knight's Tale" are surely dra'l:m :; 
both Boccaccio and . classical sources. Both authors may I
ll 
'I remembered Statius 1 account of Atys' death in the presence 
1 II 
Ismene as a basis for the des cription of Arcite's death. ~ 
In general ou tline, Ch9-ucer models Arcite 1 s funeral, ;1·11 
,'Th e Kni ght 1 s Tale, 11 11. 2853-2962 ff., upon Boccaccio who had il 
ollowed St a tius' story of Archemorus' funeral, Thebaid, VI. 
2 
analyzes and compares the accounts. Chaucer deviates 
I 
I 
II 
the Te s e i d e in the location of' Arci te 1 s funeral pyre; 'I 
places it on the spot ·where Palamon and Arci te had been dis i 
overed by Theseus when they were in mortal combat for Emelye r II 
and , 11. 2858-2859. It is significant that Chaucer has also II 
eparted from Boccaccio in 1. 1862, when he locates the 
l y stes 11 in this same place in the forest. 
In t he Aene i d , II, 223-296, Venus compmains to Jupiter 
bout Aeneas' suffer ing ; Jupiter comforts her. C'naucer sub-
' titut es Saturn for Jupiter. Hinckley believes that this 
!I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
i 
------------------------------------------------------------- I 
1st~tius, Thebaid , VIII, 636 ff. 
2Wise, op . cit., p . 107. 
I 
I' the influence of mediaeval star-craft. J 
~~; inckley ha s s earched for evidence that Chaucer knew the 
1 
1\1!' '1' b t "' a' none He allud es to t wo '+4- s tronomicon of manJ. J.US, u I oun ~ -. 
II • '-h Aene1'd where the influence of the stars on passages 1n "t .. . e 
IL t· . . d 1 r eS 1ny lS recogn1 ze • 
!I 
II II 
Conscia fat sid era 
Aeneid, IV, 519-520. 
Ille hominum divomque interpres Asilas 
Cui pecudum fibrae, coeli cui sidera parent 
Et linguae volucrum et praesagi fulminis ignes. 
Aeneid, X, 175-177. 
Listing of trees was a convention in clas s ical poetry. 
~occaccio's enumeration in 
li 
his description of the grove is 
was familiar with the originals ; -2 more complete, but Chaucer I -
,I 
~ he transfers his list to th.e account of the funeral pyre, 
1\ "The K • h t 1 T 1 11 lJ_ • illl g . s a e, 2921-2923. 
The clearing of the forest affected the habitation of 
j
1
countless creatures; "In v.rhich they woneden in rest and pees, 
11 . 2927. The problem of the displ a ced "nymphes, favmes, and 
\
1 • 3 4 ;amadr J.des, 11 11. 2925-2928, echoes the Thebaid, and the 
1 ~-----~------------------------------------------------------- ! 
\\ ~Hinckley, Notes ~ Chaucer, p. 109. 
The or i gi nal clas s ical listin~of trees are ~ound in 
• 
1IPvl d, :Metamorphoses, X, 90 ff'.; Claud ian, De Raptu Proserninae . 
,p: r;:, 107 ff.: Lucan, Pharsalia, III, 41+0; Statius, Thebaid, VI, I 
98 f3,; Ghaucer's listing is similar to that in the Thebaid. 
Cf. Teseide, XI, 25. 
L~hebaid, VI, 110 ff. 
I ' 
c '. 
1 Me tamorphoses. Chaucer pictures the erstwhile abode of 
these creatures as one of 11 reste and pees," 1. 2027. 
Ovid's description reads as follo·ws: 2 
Neque enim pecori fecundior ullo 
Herba loco est, aptamque vides pastoribus ambram • 
. Metam., : I, 680-681 
AND 
Arcadiae gelidis montibus, inquit 
Inter Hamadryadas. 
Metam., I, 689-690. 
Statius WI'i tes as follows: 3 
Linquunt flentes d i l ecta locorum 
Otia cana pales Silvanusque arbiter umbrae 
Semideumque pecus, migrantibus adgemit illis 
Silvae, nee amplexae dimittunt rebora nx~phae. 
~hebaid, VI, 103. 
Chaucer will not tell all the details. He repeatedly 
uses a clas sical technique of s~~ation. In the account of 
A "t ' - . rc:L e s fune-:r<-g.l, for example, we read the following : 
1ovid , _ Meta~orphos e s, I, 192-193: 
Sunt mihi semidei, sunt rustica numina nymphae 
Faunique, Satyrique et monticolae Silvani. 
Metamor'9hos e.s , I, 690-691: 
Inter h amadryades celeberrima nonacrina s 
Naias una fuit, nymphae Syrina vocabant. 
See also Shannon, Chaucer and the Roman Poets, p. 306, 
n~tes similarities between ch'aUcerand Ovid. 
3shannon, Chaucer and the Roman Poets, p. 306. Wise, op . cit., p . 51-!-• 
I I. 
( 
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••• shal nat be toold for me; •• Ne hou ••• •• Ne hou ••• 
1! "The !(night's Tale," 292)_~ ff. 
I 1 
Jl Ue how the fyr was couched first with stree. 
li As Chaucer ":::t:::::t ~: ::::::b: • A::::: • s funeral pyre, 
ire f'ollows the Teseide, xr , 27-29, but inserts the f'ollowing 
1graphi c line directly from the Thebaid: 
And t hen wi th cloth of gold and with perrye. 1. 
fhe v10rd , 11 perrye, 11 unparalled in the Teseide, is Chaucer's 
~r&.'1sla tion of 11 gemmae 11 in the original source as follows: 
I 
II 
li 
Summa crepant ~' Tyrioque attolitur ostro/ 
melle supercilium, teretes hoc undique gemmae/ irradiant. 
Thebaid, VI, 01-.-
~m~.!ARY: Shannon notes parallels between Chaucer a_nd Ovid; 
II 
~Vise analyzes corresponding pas sages in m~aucer and Statius. 
i Lounsbury does not believe it is possible to determine the 
~xtent of Chaucer's direct borro~ing from the classics in 
I 
111The Knight's Tale." In the passages cited, Chaucer may be ~ollowing Boccaccio and supplementing him f r om the original 
I 
~exts, or Boccaccio and he may be using a common classical 
source. 
II 
~---~~~:::::~-:::::::-:::-:::-:::::-~::::~-:~-~:~~~-:::::-:::-
Theb d, VI, 56 ff: "ima virent agres ti stramina cultu;" 
owest is laid the green produce of the countryside." 
I 
I 
I 
II 
o=====ii~~~~-~~=-=-=-~= 
Whatever Chaucer's immediate models for The Canterbury 
ales, he draws directly upon classical sources wherever he 
an make his story more vivid by so doing. The material he 
elects and his techniques depend upon his purpose. 
Chaucer is a drrunatic poet. \Vhen he presents history, he 
u.mmarizes the Latin epic but places the emphasis on the cen-
Human interest is all important. His appeal is 
o the emotions through the story. Classical references to 
sic and the garden furnish atmosphere for love scenes. l.1:any 
f Chaucer's aphorisms on love have classical ancestry. The 
I . llusions he borx·ovvs pm•tray its spiritual and its sensual 
Sorrow can 'be conveyed only by graphic comparisons to 
cenes of great tragedy. The barnyard .fracas is melodramatic 
ecause of the mock-heroic atmosphere furnished by classical 
Chaucer's style is more colorful as a result of classical 
uence. Certain of his figur es of speech are classical in 
e as well as in content: similes, occupatio, classical 
ists, asides, epithets. Even his changes in classical 
tories add dramatic realism. His heroes are epic; his scoun-
: rels are hateful because they are likened to tyrants of old 
because their dramatic utterances are of classical figures, 
I o, like themselves, are villainous. His scenes of battles, 
is templ es dedicated to classical deities, are picturesque 
ith classical. references. 
~ 1 
,_;. cr t 
!I 
I 
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Scholars who have made ·a study of parallel pas.sages in 
Chaucer, in the classics, and in the intermediary sources, 
find abundant evidence of Chaucer's direct classical borrow-
ing interjected for dramatic purpose into ~ Canterbury 
Tales. 
CONCLUSION 
"Here is God's plenty," wrote John Dryden of The 
Canterbury Tales. A product of Chaucer's l ater years, the 
tales reflect his varied experiences and his wide reading. 
The classics exerted profound influence upon him, for they 
awakened and expanded his interest in human nature, its 
humor and its irony. The Canterbury Tales is human comedy 
at its best. 
The tales could not, however, adequately reflect human 
na ture without revea ling its serious aspects. Cha ucer v:as 
dee ply concerned with the meaning of life a nd found in 
Boethius great spir itua l inspiration. "The Knight's Tale" 
and "The Monk's Tale '' particularly a re rich in Boethian 
philosophy. 
Before Chaucer journeyed to Italy, he had -vvritten in 
the current French tradition, using the techniques of the 
allegory, the lyric, and the complaint. The poetry of his 
il 
II 
I 
I! 
I 
I 
early years surpassed his models and bore evidence of genius 
but l a cked depth and reality. It v: as no t until he came under /1 
the influence of the great humani s ts of t he Renaissance, and I 
through them into intimate contact with the v1riters of 
antiquity, that he actua lly slept on the "Mount of Pernaso." 
Part One of this studY:, "Chaucer's Kinship with 
Class ic al Authors," summarizes the opinions of scholars on 
the problem of Cha ucer's familiarity with specific classical 
I 
I 
I 
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writers . The a uthorities agree that Chaucer read Virgil, 
Ovid, a nd St atius in the original. They concede his know- II 
I ledge of the Aeneid. They acknowledge that Ovid is his 
quoted cla ssical source nnd credit him. with knovvledge of 
most 1 
Ovid 'sll 
entire works. They recognize his direct use of the Theba id I 
particula r l y in "The Knight' s Tale " and to a lesser degree 
in "The Merchant's Tale," "The Man of Law's Tale," and "The 
Manciple's Tale.11 They grant tha t Boethius was Chaucer's 
spiritual guide in philos oph ical matters. The maj ority of 
schola rs a ccept hi s 
Philosophi ae, which 
quoted of ten and a t 
firsthand us e of Boe thius' De Consolation~ 
he transla ted, versified :. in parts~ a nd ~~~ 
length. Liddell, while a ccept ing Boethirn 
I 
Cha ucer knevv him t hr ough French transla tions, "glosses and 1! 
Jeff erson's research into t he problem re s ulted in lj 
as a major cla ssic a l influence upon Cha ucer, contends that 
scholia . " 
a Ph . D. disserta tion , entitled Chaucer and the Consolation 
bf Philosophy of Boethius. He cla ims that Cha ucer us ed 
Boethius in the original togethe r with French trans l a tions 
and Trivet 's Commentary. 
Cha ucer' s writings are a synthesis of all his reading 
a nd experiences. His primary and secondary s ources are so 
interwoven tha t it has been d i fficult, often impossible, to 
differentia te between t hem. The problem of thi s study wa s 
to de t ermine as far a s possible Chaucer's direct use of 
il 
II 
I 
I 
I clas s ic al themes and materia ls in The Canterbury Ta les. t 
_J~============~========================~IL~· ==== 
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At best, t he thesis is a discussion of the problem. No 
I 
solution is possible or desirable. 
Ne i ther internal ev;i.dence of Chaucer's works nor the 
findings of Chaucerian scholars has answer ed the questions 
II 
involved in res earch into classica l sources. Chaucer hims elf II 
is the f ount a inhead of inf orma tion. '/!ha t does he tell the 
reader about his sources? He names a uthors he used a s well 
as ul t i m:1 te a ut horities he did not use . He infers sources 
without cita tion. He borrows data a nd fails to give credit 
altogether. He f urthe r complicates the problem by interlaci~ 
II 
A student of Fr ench a nd 'I 
Italian wi th a thorough kno ':Jledge of Latin would f ind it mo st i 
various vers ions of t he same story. 
difficult to unravel the strand s of Theba id, Te sei de, and 
Roman de Thebes in "The Knight's Tale. 1' The discovery of 
t he Boe thian manuscr ipt whi ch Cha uc er us ed complete with 
! glosses and exp l anations does not preclude hi s use of French 
translations. 
I 
In The Canterbury Ta les, more t han in any of h i s earlier ! 
writings, Cha ucer controlled his sources. h . II Even t e a uthorl- 1
II 
ties he consulted and used mo s t fr e quently are incons picuous. ! 
II The problem of tracing them be come s more d i ff icult in the ·1 
Disagree- Jr case of wr iters whose influence i s le ss tangible. 
I 
I 
ment among scholars adds to the confus ion. In the case of 
Cicero, f or example, the only unanimit y lie s in the genera l 
acceptance of Chaucer's use of Macrobius' Corrilllentary for h is 
.160 
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anecdotes. on dreams . 111h th t h d c . d . II 1v e er or no e use ~c er a ~rectly, ! 
and what contribut ions he borr owed from other a uthors vv ho 
recounted the star ies, are disputed q_ ue stions . 
In their attempt to eval ua te direct clas s ical influence 
up on Cha ucer, s cholars have us ed numerous methods. They 
ha ve made a study of the Roman INl'iters to whom Cha ucer was 
continually exposed, men whose writings were r~ad a nd quo ted 
in the Middle Ages. Livy's Hi stor y of Rome was known in 
Cha ucer's day , yet Cha ucer seems not t o have us ed it f or the 
incidents of "The J?hysician' s Tale . " He l eaned rat l1 er upon 
t he French veTs i on in the Romance of' the Hose or upon an un -
known source . The Ars Poetica of Horace was studied in 
mediaeval univers ities, but any s i mila rities between Cha ucer 
and Hor a ce are p urely conventional . Catullus, like Horace, 
would h8ve be en a grea t favor i te with Cha ucer, had Chaucer 
known h im. Since onl y one pas sage in The Canterbury Tales 
has been s uggest ed as Catullan and tha t one reflects a theme 
typica l in love poetry, it seems unlikely that Cha ucer vva s 
I 
f amiliar ~,Ji th Catullus . Persius i s quoted accurately in "The 1· 
Franklin's Prologue" but is uncit ed. Scholars accept h im as. 
1 a firsthand source, yet dispute Juvenal , who i s c i ted 
1 
correctly on the b l ess ings of poverty in 11 The VJife of Bath's I 
Tale." Valerius Max i mus is named t vlice in The Canterbury 
Tales and used wi thout c itat ion in " The Prologue to the VVife 
of Bath's Tule. " The reference , however , i s cr edited to 
I 
I 
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Va l er ius Iviaximus in t he Ellesmore Ha nuscr i p t. :I 
Anothe r techniq ue of a uthor i t ies in ga uging c l ass ic a l 
inf luence up on Cha uc er was thr ough a study of man uscripts . 
"De Raptu Pros erp inae, 11 for ins tance, vva s included in ma ny 
med i~eva l manuscrip t s of a s t a nda rd school rea der, Liber 
. 1 
Ca ton i a nus . An eva lua tion of eight of the s e ma d e it pos s i b le II 
to cred it e i ght passage s in 1J.1 he Cant e r bury Tales to Cla ud i a n. l 
Schola r s h~ve a ttempted to d e f ine c l ass ica l influe nce 
up on Cha ucer by di s re gard ing a ll convent iona l data a nd a ll 
1 
m.:.t t er i a ls included in secondary s ources . Senec a ' s maxims , 
I 
; popul a r s a ying s in the Mi ddle .Ages, were known t o Cha ucer 
. t hrough many G~lannels , <..-,n d J.1ence h i s f amilia rity with them 
I is not a ccepted as evidence of fir s t hand s our c e ma t er ial. 
I On the ot her hand, information on Nero imparted by.Seneca i s 
j f ound in no intermedi a ry ·vvr itings . Chaucer inc ludes it in 
I " The Nionk' s Ta le. n Simila. rities in theme a nd phra seolog y 
between passages in nThe Parson' s Tale tt a nd Epistle xlvii on 1 
no b ility, in "The Pa rdoner' s Ta le!! a nd Epistle l xxxi ii on 
II .c luttony and in 11 The -•ife of Bath' s Ta le " a n d Ep i st le x liv I o ' 
i on 5 entiTie sse i n d i cate Chaucer' s immed i ~ te use of Se n ec a in 
Ia limited number of the many reference s c r ed it ed t o h i m. 
Suetonius de s cribed Nero' s prod i gali t y a s Cha ucer pre sents 
it in li The Monk ' s Ta le. " Thi s i nfo r m::l t ion appears in no 
\ s e c ond a ry s ource. 
Cha uc er ' s a ccount of Julius Ca e sar in " The Monk ' s Ta le " 
I 
I, 
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I may o e cred ited to Lucan's Pha rs ':llia chie f ly on acco.unt of 
a like ness in empha s is between the t wo stories . Luc a n 
l ame n t ed 1.-ompey ' s fate; Chaucer, :.:;. lthoug h s umma.riz ing a n 
h i s torica l a ccount o f Julius Ca es ,;r, d i g r e s ses t o mourn 
P omp ey 's betra ya l. 
Pa r t Tvvo, ~ ' Cha ucer , The f.!Iaster Litera ry Cr a ftsma n, l1 
c one entr ci. t es on t he rna t e r i a l s Cha ucer b or r owed :::·r om the 
I 
I 
I 
I II 
I 
c l ass i cs a nd h i s t echn i ques of comp os i t ion. II Cl b s s ic a l La t in 1
111 literature avvaken ed in Cha ucer h i s deep inter es t in huma n 
I 
na t ure a nd ga ve him the i mpe t us to view i t ob j ective l y ci nd to l 
!
1 
reflect it re alis t i cally. His lcinshi p ;dth t h e a ncient s in : 
I 
thi s re spect de t ermined the na ture a nd ex t ent of his /
1 
I' borro',} ing from them~ It ha d its influence up on h i s s t y l e a s I 
we l l; t hro ughout h i s v1rit ing h e ma intained one fixed a im , 
I to cre -:1 te a s drama t ic a tale a s p o s s i ble 1vith in the b o uncl s 
of a c e ur a cy. Cl assica l rrL:t t e r i a l cont r i b ut ed t o Cha uc er ' s 
s up erior effectivene ss in t h i s respect. His f l a i r :' or t he 
1
1 dr a ma t i c det er mined h i s s e l ect ion _:md pr e s e:r.:t a tion of s ource 
ma t e ria l. Th e npervi g ilium Ven e r i s " vva s a f i tt ing s our ce 
/ r or the spr ing time s etting of the "Genera l Pro logue : " The 
s e tting of the Theb a id p lus the p lot of t he Tes e i de, f l a vored 
vJith :S oe t h ian philos o phy, j_) :;_~o v ided Cha ucer \J ith t h e ingr e d i 
f or ~' The Kn i ght' s Ta le. " J-::oe th ius f urn i s hed ma jor lJh ilo-
s ophic a l t h emes ; Ovi d ci nd Senec a ar e refl ected in Cha uc er ' s 
\ a ttitudes tovvard da ily living . Cha ucer in s tinct ively 
I 
.li 
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accen ted the hum~:1 n- interes t story. Hi s c l ass ica l borrowings , 
settings, illus trat ions, . .:;_nd f i e;ures of speech, r r ov i ded 
a t mo sphere de s i gned t o he i ghten the emotiona l appea l, whether 
t he tone be love, grief, or treac hery. r:Vherever Cha uc er 
discovered vivid ma teria l adapt able to the cre a tion of a n 
authentic, artistic s tory, he ass imila ted it for h i s ovm use . 
The writer has s ub ject ed Chaucer's borrowed mat er i a ls to 
crit ical a na lys is in an i;i. ttemp t to sb.ow th,l t wha tever he 
derived from c l ass ic a l sources "\.Vas a dopted a nd used in 
ccorda nce with a specific pill" p ose, namely to tell a good 
Pe rhaps the great est value of this study is tha t it 
ings together into one volume an up-to-date survey a nd 
surnmary of the research a nd op inions of scholars into 
use of class ica l themes a nd materia l s in The 
Tales. 
I -
THE SI GUI :9'I C.:,NCE or 1' IU~3 1'HESI~3 TO 'J::HE AUTHOH 
For the writer herself, the subject matter of thi s 
thes i s has part i cula r sienificance . The reseHrch ha s been 
the pur s uit of an interest. She believes tha t a class i cal 
curriculwn just i fies it s pl ace in the school progr am from a 
pract ical standpo i nt. She is interested in studying the 
ef fec t of cl a ss i cal education on personality and character. 
Cha ucer proved an excellent object of study beca use the 
i nfluence of t he class ics upon h i s -..i ritings was so marked. 
"Cha ucer' s Use of Classical Themes and Ma t er i a ls in The 
Canter bury Tales" i s a revel ation of a man through h i s 
II 
tl 
,, 
II 
!i 
tl 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
gre:J.tes t viork. / 
his ma teria l were swakened and developed through h i s contac t ~ 
Bith the c l ass ics. II 
il 
During the I talian Rena i ssance when the reading of the 
anc ient s came into vogue, d new emphas i s was p l a ced upon 
human i ntere sts and idea ls. Through his int ere s t in the 
cl ass ics, Chaucer came to understand ht.unan nat ure better and 
developed the ab ility to mot i vate his characters re ct listica 
The cla ssics furnished Cha ucer with plots and reference 
materials. Their polished style was worthy of i mit a tion . 
But s ub ject matter and s tyle do not make the s tory teller . 
The unders tand ing of human na ture : .. m d the ability t o portray 
it v i v i d l y were the es sent i a l ingred ients necess ary to the 
development of the ma ster story teller whom Dryden ha iled 
as the Fa ther of Engli sh poe try. 
II 1 6 6 --~r~ '=-== 
I 
times rea listically . ~ 
Augustan er a i n a ll its l 
Cla ss ic al writers p ictured their 
Ovid portrayed t he l a tter part of the 
luxury and deteriorat i on . Chaucer described contecr~ orary 
English life in much the s ame s _p i r it a s Ov i d . I n s o doing, 
~ he introduced a contra st t o the preva iling t endency of the 
I Iv'.l i dd l e Ages which fl l a ced empha ~:ds on the vision3.ry a nd 
I elusive f utm1 e. 
Becaus e Cha uc er wa s at hear t a realist, he responded to 
I literat~e which portr a yed life a s it was. He was released 
I
' from t he limit a tions i nposed by h is French mode l s . Hi s 
imagi na tion was awakened t o unlimited possibilit i es of 
expression . Even h i s contempl at ive a nd ob jective a ttitudes 
to·ward h i s ma t eria l refl ected the ancients. The Cant erbur y_ 
/ Tales reaped the benefit of Chaucer' s study of class ica l 
Lat in lit erature . 
The educator of today f a ces mul t i ple prob lems in p l an-
II 
II 
i] 
II 
I 
I 
I 
l ning the curricula . 
fr om the t r aditional s ub ject s to more general tra ining . 
The ernp ha sis in education has shift ed 
The 
I I Twentieth Century is a bat t l eground of i d eologies; t her efor e ' 
educ a tion in t he pr ob lems of democracy is essential. . I Sc1ence 
in the Atomic Age is of major i mporta nce . Vocat ional 
preparation in an era of specia lizat ion a nd wi de spread 
l unemployme~t i s neces sary. There i s a prevailing tendency, 
moreover, ~o delay curriculmn spec i a liza tion as long as 
II 
!I 
.ll 
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possible a nd to feature courses of a n explora tory na ture dur -
'1 
ing the junior h i gh school years. li This trend se er,1s log ical, II 
for dur ing his f'ormative years, the developing child must be II 
guided to discover the intere s ts a nd a bilities which will !1 
enable him to elect a sat isfa ctory field of concentra tion. I II
! 
II There is a danger, however , tha t this tendency may be c arr ied ji 
to a n extreme. Rayaond \{alt ers, President of the University :1 
of Cincinnati, is convinced that man mus t look to the past il 
and learn how to live harnwniously from the ancient s, Greeks, 11 
Romans, a nd Jews . He bel ieves that t here is value in d ivert- Jl 
ing the educ a tional trend away from -what he c a lls the 
11 absorpt ion in contemporane ity" which characterizes the 
"practical " thinking of the present. In most pers ua sive 
I 
words, he stresses t he importance of hw-aanistic studies b a sed I 
I I on the a ncient cla ssics: "In the confusion 
I 
I ous era, when many b l atant voices a re heard 
cheap a nd vul ga r , surely s ociety is in need of schola rs s o 
I 
• j 
of th1 s c a caphon-
11 
condoning the 
trained a nd disciplined that they c a n d istingui sh betvveen the 
1 
I I false a nd the true, between the sha llow and the profound , ; 
!between the trivial schemes , educationa l and other, that c a ll i 
I 
. i 
fools into a circle, a nd the ~ernal verities. Let the I 
I classics come into their ovvn . It is e n sy to decry them, but 
it is not easy to find a substitute for •N hat they ha ve done 
~~ over the centuries in regulating and developing the powers 
li ~===!pi========~========~==~=====================-=-=-=-=-==~========~ 
1 
oi' the human n ind . rr 
Since the beginning of World War II e~pecially, the 
trend in education ha s been to s hort en the s chool span a nd to 
pr esent in concentrated and a ccelerated form the s ciences, 
ma thmatics, and trades in prepar at ion for practica l living . 
In December, 1942, Harry Hopkins voiced t h is proced ure as 
commendable in an article , "You and Your Family will .be. 
Mob ilized,rr published in the American Magazine . u:Hi gh school 
cour ses, 11 he wrote, "should be shortened so s tudents will 
ha ve more time to worlc , especially on farms . Some students 
should quit high school entirely . I see no re ason for wast -
ing time on wha t toda y ar e nonessentia ls, such as Cha ucer 
2 
and La tin." 
It i s l ament able tha t with t he introduction of genera l 
educ a t i on and the postponement of specialization there ha s 
been letting d own of s t andards. A s hift in values hs s re s ul 
in a loss of va lues. Language and liter ature ha ve s uffered . 
With the passing of the class i cs, certa in intell ectual and 
aesthetic tra ining i s no longer considered essentia l to a 
cultured person . The English l anguage has deteriorated. 
Tod ay i t is not deemed l a udable nor e ven necessary to s peak 
------------------------------------------------------------
l w(y s or), N., "To Drink Or Not To Drink Of The Pierian 
Spri~g," School and Society , LXIII, 1946, 422 . 
Land, G., "Non- essentials, Suc h as Cha ucer and Latin," 
Education, LTv, 1944, 165. 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
A colorful vocabulary , once enriched by 
ingful words derived from the Latin has f a l l en into disuse 
because people are no longer educ a ted to unders tand it. Ea ch l 
new transla tion of t he Bible devia tes more and more from the I! 
beauty of the King J ames vers i on a s the transl3. tor tries to 1 
.j simplify the vocabula ry. Modern litera ture i s no longer 
illustra ted with class ica l references , for they have no 
meaning t o t he genera l public. 
The "so-called" practical man di smisses t he cultura l 
va lue of the classics a s irnnaterial. The results cannot be 
ga uged . \\Then weighed in the ba l ance, the c l a s s ics s re found 
wanting. As a mat t er of fact , the gr eatest losses incurr ~d 
1 by the shift in ed uc a tiona l emphas i s a re intangi ble, but t.ney l 
are most practic a l even today . Res t ra int, the ability to 
fa ce r eality calmly and ob jectively, an underst anding of the 
meanin g of tolerance and broth erhood are chara cteristics of 
cla ssical La tin litera ture, and they a re the ob jectives of 
all modern worthvl/llile educationa l r)rogr ams. They constitute 
wha t vve .Americans like to think of a s our 1vay of life. 
Dr. George Land, Cha irman of the .Department of Latin a t the 
Newton High School, points out that the .American way of life 
is not purely materia listic. I t i s a wa y of thinking . 
"It is the spirit of' humanism a s it ha s developed through 
I 
I 
~1 
I' li 
!I 
il 
'I I 
_,! 
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1 -~l~ the ages. 11 Humanism fur t hered scientific development by 
j' decrying superst i tion. Humanism encouraged a search for 
I knowledge and preserved us from the enslaving fetter s of 
I t . 1. z 
' ma er 1a 1sm. 
I, The central ·bask of our schools should be to mould the 
II 
politica l and intellectua l l eaders of the f uture and to 
educate our cit i z enry . II For centuries, the classics have been II 
the means of develop ing educated men and ·women . La tin tra ins 11 
not only i n the use of l anguages but in thinking. In fact, 
the ma jor contribut ion of the class ic s ha s be en not s o much 
I in language or liter ature as in the 
~~ educators who find no pl a ce for the 
J al core ar e themse l ves the products 
I • 
I 
1
1
lng . 
i deas they conve y . ilany I 
class ics in the educa tion¥ 
of s ound cl assical tra in- 1 1 
It would be rid i culous to infer from the foregoing tha t 
! everyone shoul d study Greek a nd L~tin. Ne ither , however, 
I shoul d the apt and interested student be di s couraged or 
! 
!prevented from so do ing . Very few s cholars have or ever 
:I 
will II 
use cl ass ic al offer ings as freely and i ntensely as did 
Chaucer. Chaucer drank dee pl y at the Pi erian Spring and 
I 
reached the he i ghts owing to his class ical contacts. The 
I . 
! clas sics worked a transformation in h i m which rendered him 
------------~-----------------------------------------------
~and , ~P· cit., p . 1 69 . 
~oc. c1t. 
1-'ZP _ 
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c a p ab le of p rod ucing The Cant erb ury Tales . The world vvould 
ha ve lo s t much if Cha ucer ha d not journeyed to It a ly a nd 
------------------------------------------------------------
1rbid., p. 169. 
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